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Sum m ary
A concise, novel description is presented of near-circular satellite motion at arbitrary incli­
nation in resonance with a single dominant tesseral harmonic of a gravitational potential. A 
practical method is then given for determining the validity of the ideal resonance assumption 
in specific regions of phase space. The model has been designed to be potentially sufficiently 
accurate for use in orbit determination yet computationally concise enough for implementa­
tion on-board small satellites. Unlike more traditional, mathematically rigorous approaches 
the orbit description has a relatively simple geometric interpretation making it ideal for use 
in mission analysis and design. It also facilitates a summary of the factors determining and 
affecting the nature of resonant motion experienced by satellites.
This resonance model is incorporated into a curvilinear relative orbit framework to charac­
terize the effects of tesseral resonance on the relative motion of formations of satellites. The 
results show that these effects can be the same magnitude as that due to short periodic J2 
motion, or secular motion due to small inclination differences for close LEO satellite forma­
tions. The analytical relative resonant orbit model also allows the key factors determining 
the relative resonant motion to be isolated.
Finally, the intuitive nature of the resonant orbit model is exploited in two ways. Firstly, 
the analogy between the non-lineai’ motion of a satellite in resonance to that of a simple 
pendulum is exploited to develop control strategies for maintaining both spatial and temporal 
separations between satellites in a resonant formation. Secondly, a simple mission analysis 
tool is developed to allow orbit analysts to determine whether a given satellite mission could 
encounter a resonance of significant strength. The output of this software tool is also used 
to identify the limitations of the resonance model for describing motion about other celestial 
bodies such as the Moon, Venus and Mars.
K ey  w ords: Satellite Orbit, Resonance, Tesseral Harmonics, Epicycle, General Perturba­
tion, Formation Flying
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Chapter 1. Introduction
C hapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Scope of Research
The importance of modelling the resonant effects of tesseral harmonics on the orbits of ar­
tificial satellites has long been recognized by the scientific community. As will be discussed 
in some detail in a later chapter, complex mathematical models already exist capable of ac­
curately describing such effects under certain assumptions, and resonant orbits have been 
successfully simulated via numerical integrations.
The scope of the research presented in this thesis is not to re-derive a similar, rigorous 
mathematical model, but to present a simpler, intuitive model of satellite motion experiencing 
tesseral resonance, explain the advantages and limitations of such a model and demonstrate 
potential applications.
1.2 M otivation
The motivation for developing any analytical model of satellite orbital motion is generally 
the same. Developing such a model improves the understanding of the underlying dynamics 
of the scenario and therefore allows missions subject to these dynamics to be designed and 
managed better. In practical terms this can mean designing missions to talre advantage 
of natural orbital dynamics in minimizing parameters such as time or fuel. Alternatively 
the model could be used to develop tools to enhance the performance of a satellite through 
improved control laws or orbit knowledge for interpreting data sources. In the case of small
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satellite systems intelligent use of available resources, particularly fuel in view of their low 
A V  capacity, can be critical in ensuring a satellite mission achieves its goals. Therefore, 
careful mission design using accurate analytic orbit models is essential.
Implementing orbit models on-board a satellite can allow autonomous orbit determination 
and hence control which can act to reduce fuel requirements for a mission whilst minimizing 
mission cost through the decreased requirement for operator interaction from the ground. In 
the case of small satellites with limited computational resources only concise orbit models are 
viable for such purposes, often excluding the use of traditional numerically integrated models. 
Appropriate analytical models can therefore be ideal for such applications as detailed in the 
discussions of Hashida and Palmer [1, 2, 3].
As will be evident from later discussions, the effects of resonance can be of very large ampli­
tude in the along track direction and are specific to repeat ground track orbits. Such orbits 
are valuable for many applications including communications, in the GEO case, and numer­
ous scientific missions at LEO and MEO, as they allow change detection over specific regions 
of a planet. Ensuring these large amplitude effects aie incorporated into an orbit model for 
use in either designing or maintaining such a mission is therefore essential.
The increased flexibility, capability and robustness that satellite formations can afford space­
craft operators has led to a wealth of associated research into relative orbit modelling in 
recent years as evidenced by the examples given in chapter 5. In view of the numerous po­
tential applications for both satellite formations and repeat ground track orbits it is therefore 
prudent to explore whether the effects of resonance will be displayed in the relative motion 
of satellites in a formation.
1.3 Aim s and Objectives
1.3 .1  A im s
In view of the summary of existing work presented in chapter 2, the aims of this research 
effort have been determined as:
1. To provide a comprehensive, intuitive description of the nature of resonant motion and 
the factors affecting it.
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2. To work towards providing an analytical orbit description capable of accurately describ­
ing resonant satellite motion, but sufficiently concise to be implemented in a limited 
computational environment, such as on-board a small satellite.
3. To demonstrate applications of an intuitive resonant orbit model.
4. To characterize the effects of tesseral resonance on the relative motion of satellite for­
mations.
1 .3 .2  O b jectiv es
The work required to achieve these aims has been translated into the following objectives:
1. To enhance the epicycle orbit model of Hashida and Palmer [1, 2, 3] to incorporate the 
effects of tesseral resonance at arbitrary inclinations.
2 . To use the resonant epicycle model to isolate the factors determining the resonant 
behaviour of a single satellite and the conditions under which a satellite is likely to 
experience these effects.
3. To use the resonant Epicycle model to ascertain the effects of resonance on satellite 
formations and the conditions under which such effects could be significant.
4. To propose simple methods of developing control strategies for the relative resonant 
motion of satellite formations.
1.4 Justification of Approach
The above aims require an orbit model which is concise, accurate and intuitive. As supported 
by the discussion presented in the following chapter, the epicycle orbit model is an existing 
analytical perturbation theory which solves the equations of motion to a prescribed accuracy. 
It employs a redundant four co-ordinate system, and is sufficiently accurate for most LEO 
applications, yet is concise and geometrically intuitive. It has also been implemented on­
board several of Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd’s small satellites and therefore has in-orbit 
heritage as a concise, accurate orbit model. As a result of this, it therefore appears prudent 
to develop this orbit model rather than derive a new one.
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The epicycle model has been developed to model near-circular satellite orbits of eccentricity 
e ~  0 (  J 2), on the basis of the fact that over 70% of LEO satellites recorded in the GelesTrak- 
NORAD database conformed to this orbit type [5]. In actuality, the effects of resonance on 
a satellite orbit can only be modelled analytically for the near-circular case [19] and so this 
limitation is of no consequence, meaning the Epicycle model is ideal for such a development.
It is intended to preserve the intuitiveness of the Epicycle model in the resonant Epicyclic so­
lutions by making assumptions concerning the nature of expected resonant motion concluded 
from the more rigorous mathematical treatments discussed in the following chapter.
1.5 N ovelty of Research
The research presented contributes to the state of the art in the following ways:
1. In developing a novel, concise and intuitive description of satellite motion experiencing 
tesseral resonance.
2. In providing a concise summary of both the nature of resonant effects exhibited by 
absolute satellite orbits and the factors affecting these.
3. In providing the first analytical treatm ent of the relative effects of resonance exhibited 
by satellite formations and determining the factors affecting these.
4. In demonstrating potential applications of such an intuitive description of resonant 
satellite motion.
The first of these points comprises a novel approach to an established problem. The second is a 
valid contribution because, despite the numerous publications that address the description of 
tesseral resonance, no single publication has attempted to provide a comprehensive summary 
of the effects of it or the factors determining these effects. The final two points refer to 
entirely novel pieces of research.
1.6 Structure of Thesis
This chapter is intended to provide a general overview of what the research presented in this 
thesis addresses. The points presented in this chapter are supported by the detailed discussion
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given in chapter 2 which addresses the current state of the art in the areas of analytical orbit 
modelling, resonant orbit modelling and relative orbit modelling and summarizes the key 
decisions made in determining the approach to pursue in this work.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to important concepts needed to put the remainder of 
the thesis in context including definitions of important notation and an introductory outline 
of the Epicycle model.
Chapter 4 presents the method employed in deriving and solving equations of motion de­
scribing the resonant motion of a single satellite witliin the Epicycle framework and the 
assumptions involved in doing so. Parallels are drawn between key points of the derivation 
and those of existing, more mathematically rigorous, models and the nature of resonant mo­
tion displayed by a single satellite and the factors affecting this motion are summarized. A 
comparison is then made of an analytical orbit model based on these solutions to the output 
of a numerical integrator to give credence to the idea that the resonant solutions derived 
accmately demonstrate the characteristic behaviour of a single satellite experiencing tesseral 
resonance. A discussion is also made of the limitations of the model developed in view of the 
assumptions necessary to derive analytical solutions.
Chapter 5 then addresses the issue of satellite formations in tesseral resonance. A method 
of assessing relative resonance strength is presented and a brief discussion is then made 
concerning which resonances constitute candidates for sustaining a formation in resonance. 
An outline is provided of an existing J2  inclusive relative orbit model developed within the 
Epicycle framework and the enhancements required to this to incorporate the relative effects 
of resonance are outlined and implemented. Using the analytic description of relative resonant 
effects, the key factors determining the significance of such effects are highlighted and the 
potential magnitudes of such effects are considered in comparison to other relative effects 
resulting from the aspherical giavitational potential for a 15th order test case.
Chapters 6  and 7 aim to outline potential applications of the intuitive resonant orbit model 
developed in chapter 4. Chapter 6 proposes methods of developing simple strategies for 
controlling the resonant relative motion of satellites in a formation using the analogy of the 
resonant motion of a satellite to that of a simple pendulum. Chapter 7 then goes on to 
outline the development of a simple mission analysis tool capable of predicting the locations 
of resonances about an arbitrary celestial body. The output from this tool is then used as 
a basis for discussion of the locations and relative strengths of resonances about the Earth,
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Moon, Mars and Venus and potential adjustments required to the resonant Epicycle model 
before it should be used to model motion about these bodies.
Finally, chapter 8  outlines the conclusions that can be drawn from the work presented 
throughout this thesis and discusses the goals achieved with respect to the original research 
aims. It goes on to highlight contributions made to the state of the art and provides a 
summary of areas of work which could provide valuable extensions to this research.
Chapter 2. Literature Review
C hapter 2
Literature R eview
This chapter presents an overview of previous work in areas related to the research presented 
in this thesis. It aims to provide sufficient information with which to justify the approach 
taken and to highlight the novelty of the work performed.
Important contributions to the general perturbation theory of orbits are initially highlighted 
and the advantages and disadvantages of general perturbation theories (analytical models) 
in comparison to special perturbation theories (numerical methods) briefly discussed. The 
discussion is then extended to focus upon analytical methods of modelling resonant satellite 
motion and areas of application for such models ar e considered. Finally, a brief introduction 
to the field of modelling relative orbits is given.
2.1 K ey Contributions to  General Perturbation Theory
As liighlighted in [3] and [31], much of the initial work in general perturbation theory was 
completed in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Following these initial advances and coinciding 
with the development of faster computing systems a large section of this research effort moved 
towards developing faster and more accurate numerical methods.
However, in view of increasingly ambitious space mission designs and environmental require­
ments, i.e. small satellite formations, space debris analysis etc., it became apparent in the 
last decade that satellite missions of different scales and differing accuracies would require 
the application of different types of orbit model, as noted by Hoots in 1994 [32]. Even in 
view of significant advances in both computer hardware technology and the development of
7
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faster numerical integrators, traditional special perturbation theories proved too computa­
tionally inefficient either for application to missions involving large numbers of satellites, as 
illustrated by Coffey et al in 1997 [33], or missions with limited computational resources, 
such as autonomous small satellite systems as discussed more recently by Hashida [3]. The 
interest in developing general perturbation theories has therefore been renewed.
It must be noted that in parallel to the development of more efficient analytical orbital 
models, such as the epicycle model discussed in this work, more efficient numerical integration 
techniques were also developed. The most notable of these is the development of symplectic 
numerical integrators which exploit conserved properties of Hamiltonian dynamical systems 
in their propagation such that appropriate constants of the motion are exactly conserved at 
an approximate amount rather than approximately conserved around an exact amount [34]. 
This effectively puts a bound on the global errors that are incurred in such systems and means 
that symplectic integrators tend to be faster and more accurate than traditional numerical 
integration techniques [13].
Even in view of these advances in special perturbation techniques, an interest in developing 
accmate general perturbation theories remains due to their additional potential use in mission 
design applications. The use of special integration techniques essentially involves feeding a 
propagator a set of initial conditions and generating a highly accurate numerical integration of 
the corresponding orbit. This process, however, is extremely difficult to reverse meaning that 
such techniques do not allow an analyst to easily determine the implications of altering certain 
orbit parameters or determine a set of initial conditions required to produce a certain orbit 
without employing tedious iterative empirical processes. In contrast, an intuitive analytical 
model, however, does allow such analysis.
In practice the development of a modern analytical orbit theory is directly dependent on the 
potential applications for the required model and therefore includes only those contributions 
from the geopotential and other perturbation sources that are deemed necessary. An overview 
of the key advances made in modelling different effects of perturbations on specific orbits is 
therefore advantageous to discern which contributions are significant and the best ways to 
model these. The most important and arguably most complicated perturbation to satellite 
motion is that due to the aspherical geopotential; this has therefore been the subject of most 
published research. As the majority of this thesis focusses on modelling the effects of an 
aspherical gravitational potential function, existing methods of modelling such gravitational 
effects form the focus of the following discussion. It should be noted, however, that existing
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research pertaining to the modelling of other orbital perturbations is discussed as appropriate 
in subsequent chapters.
In 1958 King-Hele presented his study of the motion of a satellite solely under the effects of 
the earth oblateness [35]. His motivation for this work was that no existing analytical models 
were sufficiently accurate for interpretation of satellite observations at that time and he cites 
several previous studies including the preliminary work of Blitzer in 1957 [36], whose work 
examined the effects of oblateness on satellite nodal periods but was marred by an incorrect 
assumption of constant radius that was later amended in his note of 1964 [37].
King-Hele adopted a perturbation method to study satellite orbits of small eccentricities of 
order 0.05. His approach is relatively simple, assuming unperturbed satellite motion to be 
an ellipse in an instantaneous orbital plane that rotates about the E arth’s axis at constant 
inclination. The parameters describing the ellipse are considered constant in the unperturbed 
case and have small factors added to them in the perturbed case which are solved for assum­
ing a geopotential model incorporating even zonal harmonics up to and including J4 . The 
solutions presented are accurate to fourth order in eccentricity, approximately second order 
in J 2 , and the accuracy of the model in comparison to the observed motion of Sputniks 1 and 
2 is presented, although to limited accuracy due to the negation of drag in the calculations. 
The relative simplicity of the solutions is highlighted as a characteristic advantage of such 
perturbation methods.
In 1959 the famous works of Kozai [38] and Brouwer [39] were published, both providing 
analytical solutions, via different methods, for the motion of a satellite about an oblate 
Earth accurate to first order in J 2 for periodic variations and second order in J 2 for secular 
terms.
Kozai used the Lagrange Planetary Equations, which express the variation of osculating 
orbital elements in terms of mean orbital elements and the potential function, and considered 
the first two even zonal terms, J 2 and J 4 , in the geopotential model. The formulae derived 
are extremely complex and lengthy and have singularities for either zero inclination or zero 
eccentricity due to divisors in the Lagrange Planetary Equations. In 1961 he modified these 
solutions to avoid such singularities by introducing the equinoctial co-ordinates, e cos w and 
esinw, and the mean argument of latitude M  -fw  to replace the eccentricity, argument of 
perigee and mean anomaly in the solutions [40]. By absorbing the elemental variations that 
could lead to singularities into these co-ordinates, Kozai does provide non-singular solutions 
but again in extremely lengthy forms and an extremely un-intuitive coordinate system.
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G.E.Cook extended this initial work of Kozai in 1966 by using the method to provide solutions 
for satellite motion under the influence of a geopotential including J 2 and odd zonal harmonics 
up to an arbitrary order [41]. The analysis provides a valuable discussion of the effects of the 
odd zonal harmonics on a satellite orbit but is applicable only for orbits of small eccentricity 
as terms of second order in the eccentricity are neglected in the results. Douglas and Ingram 
[42] further extended Kozai’s approach in 1967 considering the first two zonal harmonics but 
extending the solutions to include terms of order eJ2 , illustrating the accuracy of their results 
for both low and moderate eccentricities . Both these analyses present important results, but 
again in complex forms using equinoctial co-ordinates.
Brouwer transformed the initial problem from classical orbital elements into Delauney vari­
ables [39]. These are action and angle variables defined using conserved properties of the 
Hamiltonian in such a way that they represent a more “natural” description of the system 
and should simplify its dynamical analysis. In this case they effectively absorb some of the 
shorter periodic variations into the co-ordinate definitions. A method of dynamical analysis 
referenced to Von Zeipel is then used to derive solutions in terms of these variables. The 
effects of the first two even zonal harmonics in the geopotential are initially considered and 
the analysis is then extended to include the effects of J 3 and Jg. The solutions provide a 
valuable analysis of satellite motion and do not reach singularities in the co-ordinate system 
defined. However, just as for Kozai’s equinoctial formulae, the solutions are lengthy, complex 
and difficult to interpret.
This application of the Von Zeipel method formed the basis of several other general pertur­
bation theories. Two examples of note are its use by Kozai [40] in his 1962 expansion of the 
solution of motion about an oblate planet to second order in J2 for all variations and its use 
by Garfinkel in his descriptions of orbital motion.
In 1959 Gai'finkel presented his first paper using a method similar to Brouwer’s [43], but rather 
than considering variations of the elements of an elliptical orbit he considers the elements 
of an intermediary non-Keplerian orbit designed to incorporate some of the dominant J2  
effects in an effort to simplify the solutions. A geopotential including the first three zonal 
harmonics was assumed and results are presented to the same orders of magnitude for secular 
and periodic variations as for previous analyses. The solutions, although less lengthy than 
those of Brouwer, are still complex and expressed in terms of Delauney variables which are 
extremely difficult to interpret. In 1964 Garfinkel and McAllister [44] extended this work to 
include the effects of arbitrary zonal harmonics, providing solutions to order Jnm, or second
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order in J 2 , for both secular and periodic variations.
Musen [45] adopted a slightly different approach in 1959 by considering satellite motion rel­
ative to “Hansen’s Ellipse” , an ellipse lying on an osculating orbital plane with a constant 
shape that rotates with the eccentric anomaly of the satellite, such that variations of satellite 
motion from this ellipse are considered with respect to the eccentric anomaly as opposed to 
time. The use of this elliptical motion as a baseline for a full solution means that the approach 
is, again, problematic for small eccentricities but the analysis provided some interesting re­
sults. Indeed Musen was able to use this method in a later paper to predict the existence 
of resonant motion and derive a method of determining the magnitude of tesseral harmonics 
of the geopotential from satellite observations as early as 1960, his paper even providing a 
computer program for this purpose [46].
In 1961 Iszak made some very salient points concerning the unsuitability of existing orbit 
theories for analysis of circular, equatorial orbits [47]. He highlights that expressions for such 
orbits, which would intuitively appear to be the most simple, had become more convoluted 
than those for any other orbit to avoid singularities inherent in the methods used. The pa­
per makes the point tha t osculating elements were originally introduced to make analysis of 
satellite motion simple as their variation was expected to be slower than that of the actual 
co-ordinates. It is then noted that this is not the case for for near circular or equatorial orbits, 
hence the complexity of solutions such as those of Kozai, Brouwer, Garfinlcel etc. in compar­
ison to those initially derived in more appropriate co-ordinates, such as those of King-Hele. 
Iszalc then considers the motion of a satellite in terms of co-ordinates determined by the shape 
of the oblate spheroid and derives solutions specifically for the case of small eccentricities up 
to and including terms of second order in J 2 , assuming a geopotential including only the first 
zonal harmonic. Although the solutions presented in the paper are of limited applicability, 
the sentiment of using a co-ordinate system suited to the problem is an important one.
The early 1960s saw the availability of the first data describing the magnitude of tesseral 
harmonics of the geopotential and the interest in including these in analytical orbit mod­
els increased accordingly. An early paper of note is that of G.E.Cook [48] which provided 
one of the first sets of explicit solutions for the long periodic variation of satellites orbiting 
an asymmetric planet, which he had identified from previous work as the main source of 
perturbation from these harmonics. Cook initially transforms the geopotential expression in 
spherical polar co-ordinates into orbital elements using Fourier series and then determines the 
parts of this disturbing function that would cause long period perturbations via the trigono­
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metric argument appearing in each term, a similar approach to that demonstrated in Section 
3.4. The expression for each tesseral disturbing function of this form up to fourth order and 
degree is then given explicitly. The initial method of Kozai is then applied as the effect on 
the osculating orbital elements of each of these disturbing functions is determined via the 
Lagrange Planetary Equations without any assumptions on inclination or eccentricity. The 
results are lengthy, but accurately demonstrate the nature of the significant long periodic 
motion caused by the tesseral harmonics and illustrate the importance of retaining terms in 
the solutions for the motion that had been ignored by previous authors. It is stressed that 
the long periodic solutions given do not address the case of resonance for which the author 
refers to other work.
To facilitate an extension of his previous work to the inclusion of tesseral harmonics in the 
geopotential, Garfinkel provided a full derivation of the geopotential expansion in terms of the 
Delauney variables in his first paper of 1965 [49] which he checks throughout against similar 
expansions performed by other authors and against the special case of the disturbing function 
used in the 1964 paper with McAllister [44]. The trigonometric argument, 0 , analogous to 
that used by Cook above and that given in Section 3.4, is then used to provide a brief summary 
of the nature of long periodic motion arising due to the tesseral harmonics. Just as for Cook, 
two distinct cases are identified; resonance caused by satellite motion commensurate with 
the E arth’s rotation, and simple long periodic motion. This second case forms the basis of 
Garfinkel’s second 1965 paper [50] in which he again applies the method of Von Zeipel to 
examine the resonant motion of a satellite in an asymmetric geopotential of arbitrary degree 
and order, presenting the results in terms of Delauney variables and including terms up to and 
including those of order nJnm/<^®, or approximately As with other results employing 
this method, valuable quantitative and qualitative analysis of the motion of a satellite under 
the influence of this type of geopotential is presented. However the solutions are extremely 
complex and inaccessible due to the co-ordinate system used.
In 1967 Gedeon and Dial also provided a brief consideration of motion due to the tesseral 
harmonics via the Lagrange Planetary Equations [51]. They derived expressions solely con­
sidering the long periodic motion, accurate to first order in J2  and valid for any orbital 
eccentricity and inclination except the equatorial case.
Following on from this initial work examining the long periodic effects of tesseral harmonics 
on a satellite orbit, many researchers focussed their analysis on the special case of tesseral 
resonance, often requiring specific adaptations in approach due to the unique nature of this
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motion as will be discussed in the next section.
It is interesting to note that, even in relatively recent history, the development of general per­
turbation theories has attracted adaptations of the original methods, such as that of Gooding 
in 1991 [53]. He adapted Kozai’s initial approach with the Lagrange Planetary Equations to 
re-assess the problem of motion due to the zonal harmonics, expressing solutions for motion 
due to an arbitrary zonal harmonic via recurrence relations to second order accuracy in J 2 . 
This approach adopted the theory presented in his 1990 paper [52] which originally aimed 
to clarify the differences between sets of mean elements defined by various authors but also 
highlighted, in a similar argument to that of Iszak, that by a suitable redefinition of the 
mean orbital elements used to determine a satellite’s motion the problem can be simplified. 
The 1990 paper states that by integrating over the true anomaly of a satellite’s motion, 
rather than the mean anomaly, the full solution to the problem in an axisymmetric field can 
be determined without having to use and truncate series expansions in eccentricity, thus in 
theory reducing the errors incurred. Using this approach and absorbing the short periodic 
oscillations of the osculating orbital elements into a set of co-ordinates related to the mean 
orbital plane, which Gooding classifies as a natural progression from Kozai’s definition of the 
equinoctial co-ordinates, a set of non-singular solutions are provided. These solutions are 
certainly more compact than those of previous theories, but still rely on a set of complex 
co-ordinates and mean element definitions.
As is apparent from the above overview, the majority of general perturbation theories de­
veloped historically provided methods of interpreting satellite observations and modelling 
orbital motion that have proved extremely valuable in terms of dynamic analysis. They have 
also proved useful for certain applications such as mission design and data interpretation for 
small numbers of satellites. However, the solutions involved are usually complex and involve 
non-intuitive co-ordinate systems. Many also reach singularities when considered in terms of 
orbital elements for circular, equatorial orbits. In practice these approaches are therefore not 
optimal for operational requirements such as manoeuvre planning and orbit determination, 
to which numerical methods have long been applied.
As indicated at the beginning of this discussion with reference to Hoots’ and Wnuk’s com­
ments [32, 31], it was not until modern applications of general analytical orbit theories were 
realized that simple, general perturbation methods of appropriate accuracy, suitable for either 
limited computational resources or simultaneous use for large scale systems were developed. 
Following the sentiment of Iszal<, modern researchers recognized the merits of perturbation
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theories such as that originally developed by King-Hele for such applications, in which zeroth 
order solutions can be defined appropriate to the problem being considered and perturbations 
to this can be determined to an accuracy required by a pre-defined application.
In 1994 Bois presented a modern orbit perturbation theory that developed from a method 
used to model the attitude of the HIPPARCOS satellite [54]. The theory is suitable for 
perturbed circular motion of any type, the unperturbed zeroth order solution being a circular 
orbit described in polar co-ordinates of a rotating frame. Pertm'bations to these spherical 
polar co-ordinates are given to first order in a parameter e, the magnitude of which is to be 
defined as characteristically small depending on the forces involved. The applicability of this 
theory to very low eccentricity orbits is noted, for which an appropriate value of e could be 
J 2 , although it is highlighted that the theory breaks down for the special case of resonant 
motion. The perturbing forces axe also given in a general form, expanded as Fomier series of 
undefined coefficients, such that the theory could be applied to near circular motion under the 
influence of any periodic perturbing force. The positive implications of this are noted giving 
the example that, for a high altitude satellite, the disturbing force in this model need not 
be limited to that of the geopotential, but could include effects of Solar Radiation Pressure 
or even luni-solar effects. The theory would have to be expanded to include time-dependent 
Fourier series for the perturbations in these cases.
Bois’ solutions are applied to the case of a satellite in a circular, equatorial orbit moving in 
a geopotential up to and including all harmonics of fifth degree and order, and the results 
are compared to a numerical integration of the same motion to good agreement. It is noted 
that by omitting some second order terms a secular perturbation in the cyclic parameter 
has not been modelled. The formulae given are far less complex than those derived via 
other analytical methods, but model the motion of a near-circular satellite orbit to a high 
degree of accuracy. As the method is tailored to the class of orbits of interest no problematic 
singularities are encountered. However there is some discrepancy in the paper as to whether 
the theory is applicable to inclined orbits or not. The initial reference frame definitions 
specify that all calculations are completed in a frame rotating relative to the inertial frame 
about a specific axis, implying equatorial orbits, whereas the author attempts to expand the 
later theory by saying that you can re-define the equatorial plane of the rotating frame to 
any inclined frame, which would significantly affect the results presented.
Hashida and Palmer have used a similar perturbation approach in their work developing the 
epicyclic description of near circular orbital motion [1, 2, 3], which is discussed in more detail
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in Section 3.6. The epicycle description is again relatively simple and geometrically intuitive 
due to the introduction of a redundant co-ordinate system which uses four co-ordinates to 
describe a satellite’s position as opposed to the usual three; two co-ordinates describing the 
in-plane motion of the satellite and two co-ordinates describing the orientation of the orbital 
plane itself as discussed further in Chapter 3. The solutions are given to a far greater accuracy 
than those of Bois, and have been developed to include drag and three body effects as well as 
zonal and non-resonant tesseral perturbations in the disturbing function. The results of this 
work have been used successfully in the autonomous orbit determination of small satellites, 
providing practical justification for the development of such theories.
2.2 Existing A nalytical Resonance M odels
As mentioned in the previous section, the early 1960s saw the advent of a significant interest 
in modelling the resonant motion of artificial satellites. Cases of resonant motion warrant 
special consideration due to the presence of small divisors in the equations of motion when 
derived using traditional methods. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 3. Modelling 
such orbits can actually be classified under the more general “problem of small divisors” in 
celestial mechanics, which has been addressed with many areas of application including galac­
tic dynamics and natural satellite motion. In general this problem involves many degrees of 
freedom and remains analytically unsolved, but many authors have made good approxima­
tions by reducing the system description to include one critical parameter allowing it to be 
addressed analytically, as will be seen in the following discussion.
Blitzer was one of the earliest authors to examine the case of tesseral resonance. In 1962 
he published a paper with Boughton, Kang and Page examining the special case of resonant 
motion for a near circular geostationary satellite with small inclination under the effect of the 
J 2,2 sectorial harmonic [55]. No analytical solutions are attempted for the motion, but the 
effects of resonance at exact commensurability ai*e examined by considering perturbations to 
a mean satellite’s orbit of constant angular frequency. Using this method Blitzer et al derive 
some important preliminary results, determining the existence of four equilibrium points 
about the Geostationary orbit and oscillatory motion of the satellite about the two stable 
equilibrium points, either circulatory or libratory. Periods of libration are estimated to be 
of the order 2-3 years and computer simulations of the equations of motion indicate that 
such oscillations are large amplitude. The extension of this work in 1963 with Kang and
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McGuire [56] illustrates that the equations of motion describing this long periodic oscillatory 
deviation from the mean satellite motion can be reduced to that of a pendulum allowing a 
more comprehensive interpretation of the motion.
In 1965 Blitzer published a fmther interesting extension of this work with a preliminary 
examination of the effects of including tesseral harmonics other than the dominant ^2,2 in the 
analysis [57]. Again, full descriptions of the satellite’s motion are not provided but the effects 
of other tesseral harmonics on the position of the equilibrium points and libration periods of 
satellites in resonance are considered. Results show that the symmetry of equilibrium points 
of the geostationary orbit is destroyed when the effect of other harmonics are included with 
the stable points being approximately three degrees from where previously considered, on the 
extension of the Earth’s equatorial minor axis.
1966 saw the publication of Blitzer’s seminal summary of satellite resonance due to tesseral 
harmonics [10]. Significant extensions to previous work are published, with the analysis 
addressing near-circular orbits of any inclination. Using a similar method to that outlined 
previously, Blitzer illustrates that, under the effect of a single critical tesseral harmonic, many 
satellites of different altitudes and inclinations experience resonant effects. An important re­
sult is the effect of the inclination function, Fnmp{I) on the resonant behaviour which is shown 
to determine the strength of the resonance due to a particular harmonic at varying inclina­
tion and also to determine the stability of an equilibrium point. Using this, Blitzer illustrates 
that the geostationary orbit is the only resonant equatorial orbit. A second important result 
is the apparent identification of two distinct types of resonance: “libratory resonance” and 
“dynamic resonance” , the former resulting in the long-periodic libration discussed previously 
and the latter having a similar effect to the resonance of a forced mechanical system with 
a frequency of oscillation close to the orbital period. Blitzer comments that dynamic reso­
nance could change the orbital elements sufficiently to drive an orbit from a resonant to a 
non-resonant state, although such effects could be obscured by other orbital perturbations. 
Later papers however, including that of Allan [9], indicate that dynamic resonance is actually 
a special case of libratory resonance for slightly eccentric orbits.
In 1963 Allan published his first paper discussing resonant satellite motion, focussing specif­
ically on the case of geosynchronous communications satellites to coincide with the first mis­
sions of this type [59]. Referencing previous work by Blitzer and Musen, he considers equa­
tions of motion in inertial spherical polar co-ordinates for the simplified near-geostationary 
case, addressing the more general resonant case in later papers. The solutions Allan provides
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are relatively simple yet accurately describe the expected libratory motion. He also states the 
necessity for longitudinal station keeping manoeuvres to maintain satellites within a given 
deadband.
Yionoulis published a study of resonant near circular orbits to the first order in eccentricity in 
1965 [20], with the initially omitted appendix following in 1966 [58]. The focus of the paper 
is the use of satellite orbits for geodesy and much of the analytical work is omitted, referring 
to a lab report as the source for the relevant formulae. However, some important results are 
highlighted. Two types of resonance, long periodic and orbital periodic are identified, just as 
in Blitzer’s work, and the effects of resonance exhibited are discussed.
In their paper of 1966 [60], examining repeat ground-track orbits of low and moderate ec­
centricities, Francis, Gedeon and Douglas also noted the existence of two types of resonance 
which they claimed to be the libratory and dynamic resonant motions first identified by 
Blitzer. Analytical solutions for the satellite motion are again not provided, as integration 
of the Lagrange Planetary Equations is shown to fail for the general case of small divisors. 
However, analysis of the motion is made through consideration of the nodal crossing point of 
the satellite orbit. A//, under the effect of a single critical tesseral harmonic. The equation of 
motion of this parameter is again shown to reduce to the pendulum equation for the case of 
libration and the catastrophic effects of this libration on phased satellites in the same orbital 
plane are illustrated via numerical simulations. Simulations are also provided of the effects of 
dynamical resonance to illustrate the phenomenon, although these are isolated entirely from 
any coincident libratory effects making the results extremely artificial.
Extending his previous detailed considerations of satellite motion mider the influence of 
zonal and tesseral harmonics, Garfinkel began his extensive literature on the problem of 
resonance in 1966 [7]. The 1966 paper and a later summary in 1970 [61] propose a method 
of simplifying and solving the case of resonance for a general mechanical system containing 
two commensurate frequencies using a modified method of the Von Zeipel method employed 
in his previous work. The small divisor case is simplified by identifying the “Ideal Resonance 
Problem” in which it is assumed that the Hamiltonian of a resonant system contains only one 
deep resonant term and that all other periodic variations are ordinary short/long periodic, 
allowing solutions in the form of elliptic functions. This is actually the case assumed by the 
majority of researchers investigating the resonance problem, although often not explicitly. 
It is important to note that Garfinlœl recognizes that similar techniques had been used by 
other authors previously to remove singularities in resonant Hamiltonians for both the case
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of tesseral resonance and the critical inclination problem, but that this is the first paper in 
which a generalized explicit approach is adopted,
Garfinlcel derives general solutions, expressed in terms of power series in a small parameter, 
e i, which are used to identify regions for which the ideal resonance solution is significant. 
These regions are shown to be for a variation in period of order e about the case of exact 
commensurability. A relevant application for the solutions presented is given as the case of 
artificial satellites for which e ~  Jnm where Jnrn is the critical perturbing harmonic. Although 
the actual definition of resonance regimes given by Garfinkel is criticized by later authors, 
and is addressed further in chapter 4, the concept of defining such regions is certainly an 
important one, especially when determining the necessity of a resonance model for a specific 
mission.
In parallel with the work of Garfinkel, several other authors developed similar involved meth­
ods of solving the general ideal resonance problem, two important contributions coming from 
Deprit [62] and Jupp [63] also in 1969. Deprit proposed a method of solution using Lie se­
ries offering the advantage that co-ordinate transformations could be reversible. Jupp used 
three changes of variable from the original problem defined by Garfinlcel before applying Von 
Zeipel’s method to provide solutions specifically for the case of libratory satellite motion. 
Jupp’s solution was specifically designed to be general, so that it could be adapted to include 
further critical resonant terms in future studies, although its validity is demonstrated for a 
single critical term through application to the geostationary satellite problem, the results 
agreeing with those of Garfinlcel.
In 1971 Garfinkel and Jupp collaborated with Williams, determining a recursive algorithm for 
generating solutions to the ideal resonance problem to, theoretically, any order of accuracy. 
This extended the procedure adopted in Garfinkel’s 1966 paper through a different choice 
of Hamiltonian [64]. The solutions presented superceded those in previous papers and are 
extremely important, facilitating the analysis of any ideal resonant problem. Garfinkel went 
on to provide several further analyses of this problem in his following four papers.
In the first of three papers published in 1972 [65], Garfinkel revisits the assumptions made 
in the paper with Jupp, identifying that the regularization of the Hamiltonian in this paper 
had ignored weaker effects of the disturbing function meaning that the solutions were not 
applicable to shallow resonance. This discrepancy is addressed through a re-selection of the 
Hamiltonian under slightly weaker assumptions and a first order algorithm is constructed to 
demonstrate the adjusted solutions applicability to the shallow resonant case. The second
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of these papers [6 6 ] then re-visits the limits of the ideal resonance region presented in the 
1966 paper, discussing in greater detail the regions where resonant solutions aie valid and 
where the solutions approach the classical limit. In this paper Garfinlcel gives definitions 
of “demarcation points” , where the solutions pass from deep to shallow resonant cases, and 
gives an explicit expression for the corresponding resonance width. In his final 1972 paper 
[67] Garfinlœl re-addresses the assumptions made in deriving the ideal resonance problem 
maldng them more rigorous and again highlighting the general applications of his solutions, 
discussing both the tesseral resonance and critical inclination problems. Finally in 1973 
Garfinlcel completed his work on this area with a discussion of the behaviour of the non­
resonant orbital elements during resonance [6 8 ].
In 1967 Gedeon, Douglas and Palmiter examined the case of resonance extending the analysis 
to include eccentric orbits [19]. Until this paper, no work had been published that considered 
orbits departing significantly from the repeat ground track case, i.e. near-circular orbits or 
those at critical inclination. The paper generalizes the work produced by Francis et al [60] 
and shows that, for circular orbits or those at the critical inclination, the overall geometry 
of the orbit is approximately constant resulting in the repeated resonance patterns observed. 
This allows a critical tesseral term  or group of critical tesserals of the same frequency to be 
isolated for these cases, reducing them to the ideal resonance problem for which an analytical 
solution can be derived. In contrast it is noted that eccentric orbits are usually subject to 
motion of the argument of perigee and as such are only periodically in the correct geometry 
to experience resonance effects due to a specific tesseral harmonic. In the analysis presented 
this manifests as a time varying stable point for each critical tesseral harmonic, which is the 
same as considering the Kaula argument, discussed in chapter 3, becoming zero at different 
points about the orbit. The analysis summarizes that, due to the motion of the argument of 
perigee, eccentric orbits are strongly perturbed by several critical harmonics, the effects of 
which cannot simply be added and solution is only possible through numerical integration.
In 1967 Allan published the first in his comprehensive trilogy of papers addressing the general 
problem of resonance for artificial satellites [9] following on from his more specific 1963 pa­
per. Allan initially addresses the case of near-circular orbits for the ideal resonance problem 
and expands the geopotential into orbital co-ordinates using the Kaula inclination function, 
Fnmp{I): but truncating the expansion in eccentricity by assuming that the eccentricity pa­
rameter, q, in the eccentricity function Gnpq{e) is zero. The conditions for a resonant orbit 
to occiu' are then determined as in chapter 3, where a /P  is the ratio of satellite mean motion
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to earth rotation rate, and integrated to define a resonant variable that is slowly varying 
near these resonances. This resonance variable is re-written as the parameter ipa/3 y which 
is a linear combination of the resonant parameter, a function of the inclination of the orbit 
and a variation due to the dominant zonal harmonic and is essentially introduced to simplify 
the analysis mathematically at a later stage. The Lagrange Planetary Equations are then 
re-written in terms of aJid solved, and it is shown that, to order J^ ,  the equation of 
motion for '4>ap reduces to that of a pendulum when under the effect of one critical harmonic, 
thus demonstrating Garfinlcel’s ideal resonance problem via another route.
Initial analysis of the motion provides some basic results agreeing with Blitzer’s original 
conclusions; it shows that there are 2 m equilibrium points about an orbit, where m is the 
degree of the critical tesseral involved and that the synchronous orbit is the only equatorial 
libratory orbit. The analysis then concentrates on the the effects of Fnmp{I) values on the 
strength of the resonances experienced by satellites at varying inclinations, illustrating the 
comparative strengths of resonances due to different critical tesserals at the inclinations for 
which Fnmp{I) is a maximum and demonstrating the extreme inclination dependence of such 
motion, again agreeing with Blitzer. Allan then discusses the conditions under which the 
effect of drag on a satellite orbit can lead to capture into resonance and the drag forces that 
a satellite in a specific resonance can withstand, where drag incorporates both existing drag 
forces, tidal effects of the primary and the un-modelled terms in the geopotential resulting 
from eccentricity truncation.
The second of Allan’s papers in 1967 [29] addresses the issues of eccentric orbits in resonance 
referring to two cases; I-type orbits which have very small eccentricities and whose resonances 
are strongly inclination dependent, and e-type which have large eccentricities. For the I-type 
case the geopotential is expanded to include higher order eccentricity terms including the 
g =  ±1 cases. The analysis of motion in this geopotential illustrates that the spacecraft 
experiences a periodic perturbing force at near-orbital frequency acting to change the orbit 
eccentricity. Allan highlights that this is the case of “dynamic resonance” identified by 
Blitzer in 1966, which is not a separate phenomenon, but simply a case of resonance effects 
on a slightly eccentric orbit, explaining why Yionoulis and Francis et al observed the same 
phenomenon as their models were derived to first order in eccentricity. It is noted that 
an orbit can experience both libratory and dynamic resonances simultaneously but due to 
different harmonics. Allan also highlighted that, whereas Blitzer suggested that the dynamic 
resonance could change the eccentricity of an orbit sufficiently to drive it out of resonance,
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including the motion of the argument of perigee in the same analysis destroys such effects and 
confirms that variations due to dynamic resonance on an orbit will be negligible in comparison 
to that of libration.
The analysis of e-type orbits is extended primar ily to the case of repeat ground track eccentric 
orbits i.e. Molniya-type orbits, and confirms the analysis of Gedeon, Douglas and Palmiter 
[19] asserting that such orbits are no longer subject to a single critical pertmbing force but 
are subject to an infinite series of closely spaced resonances.
The third of Allan’s papers in 1973 [69] refers back to the preliminary work completed in 
his first paper of 1967 examining the effects of a satellite under drag forces approaching a 
resonance. He shows that the secular change in inclination experienced by a satellite as it 
passes through a resonance under the effect of known drag forces can be related to the value 
of the satellite’s resonant variable at exact commensurability and therefore the geopotential 
coefficient, Jnm, causing the resonance. He discusses methods that could use this result 
for geodesy but highlights that such motions will actually always be subject to the resonant 
effects of several geopotential harmonics of the same a /p  ratio and will therefore only ever be 
able to provide “lumped” geopotential coefficients, although approximate ordering schemes 
determined through other methods can also be applied to help separate the values. He notes 
that the earlier work of Yionoulis [20], [58] did not take this into account but still manages 
close agreement with Jnm values determined more rigorously, which he attributes to averaging 
effects.
In 1971 Gooding published some initial results based on Allan’s preliminary work that had 
been formalized in the 1973 paper, using observations of the Ariel 3 satellite to assist in 
determining 15th order “lumped” coefficients [18]. He explains that observations of inclination 
change while passing through resonances are most suitable for this work as these are the least 
likely observations to be contaminated by drag effects themselves. These results demonstrated 
the validity of the work and many fmther such analyses were completed as discussed in the 
following section.
In view of the considerable interest in the field, Gedeon published a thorough review of the 
entire spectrum of resonant orbits in 1969, adapting Garfinkel’s 1966 concept of resonance 
regimes [8 ]. As in previous collaborative papers, Gedeon states that it is practical to analyse 
resonance effects in terms of a longitudinally dependent parameter as they are caused by the 
longitudinally varying terms of the geopotential. He therefore introduces a generalized para­
meter Xn , known as the stroboscopic mean node, which is the mean satellite node observed
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every integer Q days where Q is the number of earth rotations taken for a satellite to repeat 
its ground track. He derives an equation for the general variation of Xn, in the form of a 
pendulum equation with a drag term, and notes that different approximations must be used 
to solve it in different resonance regimes as no complete analytical solution exists.
Gedeon asserts that GarfinkeFs definition of resonance regimes in terms of actual orbital peri­
ods is flawed as the boundaries defined could allow several resonances to overlap and instead 
introduces a resonance parameter R, which is effectively a measure of the commensurabil­
ity between the satellite mean motion and the Earth’s rotation. Gedeon then uses different 
approaches to solve the Xm equation depending on the value of R. He illustrates that for 
very low R, Lagrange’s Planetary Equations can be integrated directly to give the classical 
description of satellite motion in the absence of small divisors. He also mentions the case 
of shallow resonance for reasonably low R in circular orbits where long periodic effects are 
observed and for eccentric orbits where resonance can usually only be described via numerical 
methods. The case of high R is then addressed, in which the equation for Ajv reduces to that 
of a pendulum and states tha t the drag terms in the Xjv equation only becomes significant 
in the case of a stalled pendulum, where a satellite passes from circulation to libration in 
the ideal case. All cases discussed are reduced to the ideal resonance problem and Gedeon 
recognizes the limitations of this, illustrating numerically the deviation of a geostationary 
orbit model including the effects of only one critical tesseral coefficient in comparison to that 
including several.
In the late 1970s Dallas and Diehl produced a brief overview of much of the research activity 
into resonant orbits that had taken place from 1960 onwards [70] and also presented an 
extension of Brouwer’s initial work in satellite theory to describe resonant satellite motion 
due specifically to J 2,2 to first order in J 2 . Sochilina’s paper of 1982, however, includes 
reference to a significant error in the analytical solutions presented [71].
In this paper, Sochilina extends Gedeon’s work, examining the variation of A# for certain 
repeat ground track orbits to an accuracy of first order in J 2 . The paper presents a full 
derivation and discussion of the solutions for 12  hour circular orbits at the critical inclination 
and notes that the same calculations were performed for 24 hour eccentric orbits at the same 
inclination, the results demonstrating libratory effects for both cases. The key conclusion 
from the study was that first order models of resonant motion in eccentric repeat ground 
track orbits are extremely sensitive to the magnitude of the geopotential coefficients. As such 
orbits experience a great number of resonances due to different tesseral harmonics, errors in
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any or all of the geopotential coefficient values result in a cumulative effect making first-order 
analytical solutions for the motion appear significantly different from that actually observed.
Following concerns over potential collision hazards or possible communication interference 
issues with what had become a relatively crowded “geostationary ring” [72], the early 1980s 
saw the derivation of many methods of modelling resonant, and specifically geosynchronous, 
satellite motion to greater levels of accuracy. Several such papers of note were published at 
this time, including works by Kamel, Chao and Baker, and Van Der Ha. In 1982 Kamel 
presented a model of geosynchi’onous motion based on equations of motion simplified by 
assuming the execution of station keeping manoeuvres [73]. The solutions are presented in 
terms of expansions of equinoctial co-ordinates including the effects of geopotential harmon­
ics up to and including 3rd degree and order, and luni-solar perturbations. In 1983 Chao 
and Baker [74] also presented solutions in terms of equinoctial co-ordinates but for a geo­
synchronous satellite under the influence of geopotential harmonics up to 4th degree and 
order, luni-solar effects and solar radiation pressure. The model presented also incorporated 
control algorithms to maintain ascending node, inclination and argument of perigee within 
pre-determined deadbands. The model derived by Van der Ha in 1986 [75] gave solutions for 
the free-drift of geosynchronous satellites including the same distm'bing forces given by Chao 
and Baker. The model assumed no station keeping capability and derived solutions in the 
form of Poisson series which were simplified via an automatic manipulator to give solutions 
sufficiently accurate that they are still used by ESA today.
Following these achievements specific to the special geosynchronous case. Lane re-examined 
the general ideal resonance problem in 1988 to first order in the geopotential coefficients using 
the Lagrange planetary equations and adopting Gedeon’s definition of the stroboscopic mean 
node to assist in the solution [76]. He notes that the solutions appear to have singularities 
for near zero eccentricity or near zero inclination but adds that choosing the eccentricity 
parameter, q, as zero, i.e. considering near-circular orbits, and by examining the form of the 
inclination function for certain resonances these singularities can be algebraically removed. 
He provides solutions describing satellite motion in these cases discussing the cases of libration 
and circulation and noting that the stalled pendulum analogy for the boundary between the 
two cases, previously discussed by Gedeon, would not in practice exist due to the action of 
other orbital perturbations.
Lane ends his discussion with important observations concerning the ideal resonance problem. 
He notes that modelling resonant motion by including only one dominant critical tesseral
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term in the geopotential is not sufficiently accurate for modelling satellite motion over a 
timescale of order one libration period. This point is illustrated by considering numerical 
simulations of synclironous and semi-synchronous orbits under the influence of individual 
critical tesseral terms in comparison with simulations involving combined tesseral terms, 
particular deviations are noted in the simulations when a satellite is noted to be in libration 
with one tesseral and in circulation with another. Several salient points are raised on this 
issue, the most pertinent to this thesis being the conclusion that the ideal resonance problem 
is often sufficiently accurate for short term propagations and that consideration of more than 
one tesseral harmonic involves re-analysis of the dynamic motion as the effects cannot be 
superposed.
More recently, in 1996, Ely and Howell extended this consideration of interacting resonant 
motion, [77]. They re-visited the more extreme cases of eccentric, inclined repeat ground 
track orbits to analyze the possibility of such orbits developing chaotic behaviour. The 
semi-numerical approach taken aimed to determine mechanisms which could lead to such 
chaotic motion, the regions of phase space for which this would occur and to characterize the 
features of such motion. It illustrates tha t such orbits can indeed develop chaotic behaviour, 
potentially exhibiting semi-major axis variations up to six times what would be expected 
from the ideal resonance problem and comments that this could have severe impacts on 
orbit-keeping planning. It highlights that the analysis had omitted third body and higher 
order zonal harmonic effects that could affect the results significantly, commenting that this 
would form the basis of future work.
Indeed, in 2000, Ely and Howell addressed the issue of station-keeping in orbits simultane­
ously subjected to several resonances and therefore potentially demonstrating the high order 
periodic, quasi periodic and chaotic behaviour identified in the 1996 paper [78]. The later 
paper first summarizes the classical approach to station keeping which assumes an ideal res­
onant case, and therefore symmetric element time histories about the exact resonance value 
and constant sign of nodal acceleration. It then proceeds to outline the development of an 
East-West station keeping algorithm using numerical targetting and adaptive control which 
allows efficient station keeping manoeuvres to be executed when this is not the case. Once 
again the analytical treatm ent resulting in the algorithm omits consideration of higher order 
zonal harmonics and luni-solar perturbations, but numerical simulations illustrate that the 
algorithm still remains effective when subjected to such perturbations. A sufficiently high 
perigee height is assumed in the treatment so tha t drag effects are negligible, which is a rea­
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sonable assumption considering the 12  and 24 hour orbits which would usually require such 
control.
2.3 Applications of Resonance M odelling
Aside from the mission specific aim of developing increasingly efficient methods of station- 
keeping for geosynchronous satellites, the main focus of application for the general study of 
resonant satellite motion has been in the area of geodesy. As outlined in the preceding section, 
observations of the motion of satellites in near circular repeat ground track orbits passing 
through resonances can be used to determine values of geopotential coefficients, which could 
otherwise remain unlcnown or at best extremely inaccurate. Following Allan and Gooding’s 
initial work of 1967 and 1971 in this area many papers have been published examining this 
application, a large research effort stemming from Allan and Gooding’s colleagues King-Hele 
and Walker.
In 1974 King-Hele, Walker and Gooding developed Gooding’s initial results, determining 
values of 15th order geopotential coefficients using observations of Ariel-3’s orbit, to include 
observations from ten other satellites [79]. Using these observations they were able to form 
simultaneous equations for different coefficient values separating them from the lumped 15th 
order coefficient and presenting their results in comparison with previous estimates of the 
same coefficients determined via different means. This work was then extended to include 
results from an additional two satellites [80].
In 1975 Walker published a detailed study of the Ariel-1 satellite orbit, observations of which 
were used in the above two papers, and explains how this satellite was instrumental in deter­
mining different 15th order coefficient values due to its inclination differing significantly from 
all the other satellites used in the study [81]. King-Hele and Walker then extended the study 
of 15th order resonances to determine the values of 29th, 30th and 31st order harmonics to 
as high an accuracy as possible fr'om extended observations of the same satellites over longer 
periods of time [82]. In 1987 the same methods of analysis were used to determine 16th order 
coefficient values [83], noting the larger errors in the results due the significant magnitude of 
drag effects on appropriate orbits and the limited number of satellites in such orbits.
Many similar results have been published for geopotential coefficients of varying order as the 
relevant satellite data has become available and in 1988 Gooding and King-Hele summarized
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the general approach talcen [84]. The paper initially discusses the original theory developed 
by Allan concerning inclination, and occasionally, eccentricity observations in resonance to 
determine these coefficients and then proceeds to formalize the approach talcen so that it can 
be applied to the determination of any order coefficient. This is simplified by defining two 
subsidiary functions for the analysis, the inclination and eccentricity determining functions; 
a recurrence relation being presented for generation of the former and a computer program 
being given for determination of the latter.
In 1983, Klokocnik adapted the theory of Allan and Gooding to provide a comparison of 
existing geoid models [85]. Rather than comparing model accuracies in terms of the some­
what abstract lumped geopotential coefficients, Klokocnik gives expressions for the variation 
of orbital elements near resonances and then compares what difference in these would be 
observed using different coefficient values. This work provides a useful reference, illustrating 
potential relative error magnitudes which can be incurred in analytical work when assuming 
different geoids. It is assumed that the models derived using resonance analysis are more 
accurate than those previously assumed from other satellite data throughout.
In parallel with much of the work considering application of resonance theory to near-circular 
orbits, several researchers were considering eccentric orbits for the purposes of geodesy. Wag­
ner and Douglas, in particular, noted that only certain near-circular satellite orbits were 
suitable for determination of specific geopotential coefficients, but that eccentric orbits are 
subjected to resonance effects from many different harmonics and could therefore provide far 
more information if sufficiently accurate orbit observations were to be interpreted carefully. 
In their 1969 paper [8 6 ], an outline of the theory describing near resonance element variation 
of such orbits is provided, and details of 83 satellites exhibiting resonant behaviour are given. 
The paper concludes that, in view of the large number of satellites experiencing resonance, 
such behaviour must be considered for any high accuracy space mission and that an exten­
sion of the resonance theory of eccentric orbits could provide valuable data for geopotential 
coefficient determination.
In 1987 Wagner published fiuther work indicating the importance of including resonant data 
in orbital models for high accuracy repeating ground track missions [87]. He details how the 
geopotential model developed for the TOPEX mission, the GEM T1 model, included data 
from 800,000 satellite tracking observations, but that none of the satellites considered were 
orbiting in a resonant orbit despite the prediction that the TOPEX mission would experience 
significant effects from a 13th order resonance. Using observations made from satellites in
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resonant orbits, Wagner then assessed the accuracy with which the GEM T1 model could 
be used to model resonances and concluded that, due to the omission of such data in the 
development of the model, the original mission goal of achieving an orbit radius accurate to 
less than 1 0cm was unlikely to be met.
In 1996 Harwood and Swinerd [8 8 ] combined observations made by Wagner and Lerch [89] 
with observations of their own [90, 91] of various orbiting bodies experiencing a 13th order 
resonance. Using this data, which included a 3 year analysis of the Meteor 3-01 rocket 
continuously demonstrating resonant behaviour, they were able to resurrect the method of 
Gooding to determine the 13th order coefficients of the Geopotential to an higher accuracy 
than had previously been achievable.
Little recent work exists concerning the applications of modelling tesseral resonant motion 
aside from a small amount of literatm*e using comparable theory for resonant satellite motion 
about celestial bodies other than the Earth. An example of this is the work of Hu and Scheeres 
in 2 0 0 2  that analyzed the motion of an artificial satellite about a slowly rotating asteroid 
[92]. In 2003 however, Klokocnik, Kostelecky and Gooding published an important paper 
concerning the requirement for considering resonances in high accuracy missions, addressing 
the potential problems identified by Wagner [93].
The paper initially focusses on the choice of appropriate orbital elements for missions with 
stringent payload requirements, developing concepts detailed by Parke et al [94] and Vincent 
[95] but then goes on to investigate methods of determining which resonances such high 
accuracy missions could encounter. It is asserted that by identifying these resonances and 
the extent of their effects on specific orbits, mission designers and project managers could 
determine whether to allow the satellite to pass through such a resonance or execute an 
orbital manoeuvre to avoid it, depending on what the potential effect on the payload data 
would be. The analysis is essentially an application of Allan and Gooding’s original work 
and it is also proposed that such high accuracy orbits, if allowed to pass through resonances, 
could be used to resurrect the method of determining lumped geopotential coefficients used 
by Gooding, King-Hele et al.
2.4 R elative Orbit M odelling
The space industry is increasingly subjected to demands for complex payload requirements, 
more robust system designs and improved financial efficiency in achieving these. As discussed
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in chapter 1 small satellite formation flying missions can provide agreeable solutions for 
certain missions subject to these constraints. As a result of this, the level of research activity 
in this area has been extremely high in recent years with many authors focussing on the 
dynamic practicality of flying several satellites in close proximity.
Initial treatments of this problem used what have become known as the “Hill’s” or “Clohessy- 
Wiltshire” equations, derivations of which can be found in many standard texts [98, 99]. These 
are essentially the linearized equations of motion gained when considering the motion of a 
satellite in a local vertical co-ordinate frame fixed on a circular reference orbit, incorporating 
the coriolis and centripetal effects inherent in a non-inertial frame. The equations of motion 
in this case were originally derived by Hill in the 19th century in his study relating the 
motion of the Moon to the Earth [96], and were re-discovered more recently by Clohessy 
and Wiltshire in a study of vehicle motion relative to an Earth satellite [97]. Although these 
equations are evidently useful, the assumption of a circular reference orbit is quite limiting. 
Also, the linearization of the equations of motion determines that they only remain accurate 
for small satellite separations and over short timescales.
Even the simplest case Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) equations do have direct applications 
in close proximity rendezvous problems, for example the 2000 paper of Roger and Mclnnes 
describing the motion of a free-flying robotic camera about the International Space Station 
[100]. However, in view of the above, it is apparent that their applicability is severely limited 
especially when considering artificial satellite motion about a planet. As stated explicitly by 
Vaddi et al [101], the three most significant corrections required to the HCW equations for 
real world satellite motion are those due to eccentricity, non-linearity and J 2 effects.
Shortly after the publication of Clohessy and Wiltshire’s paper, several authors addressed the 
case of relative satellite motion in non-circular orbits, the first of note being the preliminary 
examination of Tschauer and Hempel [102] who were shortly followed by Lancaster and 
Berreen et al providing explicitly time dependent solutions but solely for the very specific 
case of co-planar formations [103, 104]. Several papers followed in the last decade providing 
descriptions of three dimensional formations in elliptic orbits, regularizing the motion to 
provide solutions in terms of the true or eccentric anomaly including work by Kelly, Garrison 
et al and Der and Danchick [105, 106, 107]. In 2000 Melton superceded these works with a 
time explicit solution to the problem [108], identifying the advantage of such a description 
as its ability to provide an insight into what actually happens with elliptic relative motion 
just as the HCW equations provide for circular relative motion. Melton demonstrated that
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his solutions were most suitable for eccentricities in the range e 0 — 0.3.
Shortly after the publication of Melton’s work, Tan et al summaiized their development of a 
method of maintaining constant satellite separations in highly elliptical orbits [109, 110, 111]. 
Their approach showed that specific geometry formations could be maintained in such orbits, 
but only considered effects of a Keplerian gravitational potential meaning that their results are 
only practically applicable to along track formations with careful management of argument 
of perigee, such that the secular effects of Jg are limited.
In 2003 Melton published a comparison of four methods of modelling relative motion in elliptic 
orbits, including his own and summarized the key effects of eccentricity on satellite formations 
[1 1 2 ], his key observation being that the errors due to inaccurately modelled eccentricity 
terms in formations are largely incurred along track and that these errors increase with the 
eccentricity of the orbits being modelled, as would be expected. Broucke later continued 
research with the same initial motivation as Melton, providing time explicit solutions to the 
elliptic rendezvous problem [113]. Unlike Melton, Broudœ developed an alternative solution 
without the use of eccentricity expansions via partial derivatives of two body motion in 
spherical co-ordinates with respect to the orbital elements, providing concise solutions to the 
problem that reduce to the HWC equations for the zero eccentricity case. Broucke’s solutions 
are still limited, however, by the assumption of a Keplerian gravity model.
Vaddi, Vadali and Alfriend [101] later drew on Melton’s work to provide a relative orbit 
model capable of including both eccentricity and non-linearity effects. Their method involves 
initially developing non-linear versions of the HCW equations without eccentricity terms 
which are solved approximately to include the key secular effects incurred. These solutions 
are then used to provide corrections to the initial conditions, originally determined using 
lineal- methods, necessary for bounded satellite formations. Melton’s method of 2000 is 
then introduced into the satellite model to account for the effects of eccentricity. Although 
addressing two of the three major perturbations to satellite motion, these solutions still negate 
J 2 effects which are the subject of parallel research conducted by Alfriend in his collaborations 
with Schaub as discussed below.
In 2000 Schaub and Alfriend first addressed the issue of satellite formations under the in­
fluence of J 2 [114, 115]. They identify the most important pertm'bations to be addressed as 
the secular effects which would act to pull a formation apart and necessitate significant fuel 
expenditure to correct for on the basis of formations designed using only the HCW equations. 
Considering only orbit averaged mean orbital elements, to remove short periodic effects, they
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employ the absolute J 2 inclusive orbit model of Brouwer [39]. Using this, they determine 
linearized constraints to be imposed on initial conditions to the HCW equations to ensure 
secular J 2 do not immediately destroy a formation. As the satellite motion is still only ap­
proximated using the HCW equations it is evident that a level of satellite control will still be 
required which forms the basis of some of their further research [116].
In 2001 Schweighart adopted a slightly different approach by incorporating corrections for J 2 
directly into the original HCW equations [117, 118]. This process proves more accurate when 
compared to numerical results, but does not give a clear indication of the reference orbit used 
which necessitate adjustments to the original relative motion equations when the formation 
departs from the reference orbit to account for non-linear effects.
Following on from the work of Alfriend and Schaub, Koon [119] et al examined the behaviour 
of satellite formations under the influence of J 2 analytically to identify a family of orbits 
whose natural relative dynamics maintained their proximity flight, requiring no or minimal 
control to correct for secular J 2 effects. Although an interesting concept the orbits identified 
were very specific and of limited applicability.
In 2002 Alfriend, in collaboration with Gim [120], determined a general method for describing 
relative satellite motion under the influence of J 2 by determining the state transition matrix 
(STM) for any satellite configuration in equinoctial co-ordinates. Although this approach 
does not address the issue of how to determine useful satellite geometries, it did prove more 
accurate than previous proposed methods in modelling realistic formation evolution. Mikkola 
also presented an STM approach to the problem of formation modelling in 2003 [121], deriving 
a generalized STM for relative satellite motion including J2 effects which proved accurate 
compared to numerical results and also afforded the opportunity to determine the stability 
of such formations in low and high eccentricity orbits via eigenvalue analysis. Using this 
approach, Mikkola was able to prove that low eccentricity formations were less susceptible to 
relative drift effects than high eccentricity formations.
More recently, Schaub published a different approach to relative orbit modelling with J2  using 
orbital element differences [122]. He notes that representing the Hill’s frame, or local vertical 
frame, in curvi-linear coordinates would improve accuracy. He then goes on to describe rela­
tive orbits through sets of relative orbit element difference noting tha t the major advantage 
of this approach is that such elements are constants of unperturbed motion and vary slowly 
even in perturbed motion, meaning that it should be possible to model them to a reasonable
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accuracy, Schaub describes the general relative motion using this method including eccen­
tricity effects and allows the later inclusion of both Jg perturbations and energy mismatches, 
or semi-major axis differences. The relative motion description provided is accurate to first 
order in J2  and the simplicity of the solutions given provides an insight into the effects of the 
perturbations on formation geometry. Indeed, it is claimed that the model can be used to 
elect orbit element differences which allow certain relative orbit geometries.
The need for higher order relative motion models was recognized in recent years and is 
explained most usefully by Kormos and Palmer [5] who notes that the AV imparted to a 
small satellite’s orbit by a typical propulsion system is of the order ~  1cm/s [123], or second 
order in Jg. Therefore to distinguish relative control manoeuvres from expected satellite 
motion, models of relative motion must achieve at least this level of accuracy.
Karlgaard provided one of the first higher order relative motion models [124, 141], when he 
derived the non-linear equations of relative motion in spherical co-ordinates and expanded 
them in Taylor series of the eccentricity maintaining all terms up to and including second 
order. Perturbation methods were then used to obtain approximate solutions to these equa­
tions which were shown to be extremely accurate for the case of a spherical Earth. However, 
the effects of J 2 were neglected in this consideration meaning that a level of accuracy allow­
ing orbital manoeuvres to be distinguished from satellite motion could not be achieved for 
anything other than in-plane formations in very close proximity.
In 2003 Gurfil and Kasdin provided a non-linear analysis of the variation of orbital elements 
relative to a circular reference frame in terms of expansions in the eccentricity, again retaining 
terms up to and including second order magnitude [126]. Their analysis was, however, severely 
limited, considering only equatorial orbits and a Keplerian gravity model. This approach was 
later applied more generally to “Hill’s type problems” [127] identified by Hénon and Petit 
[128] as being other orbit problems which benefit from the same relative motion description, 
including the circular restricted three-body problem.
In 2004 Kormos [4, 5] extended the absolute orbit epicyclic orbit model of Hashida and 
Palmer [1, 2 , 3] to develop a relative orbit model capable of modelling relative motion to 
second order accuracy in J2 incorporating eccentricity and the effects of arbitrary zonal 
harmonics for satellites of the same inclination and semi-major axis. Kormos achieves this 
by defining satellite motion relative to the motion of a guiding centre which is not a location 
of an actual satellite, but is a reference point whose motion is on an “orbit” incorporating 
the secular effects of J 2 . The accuracy of this model compares favourably to an arbitrary
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symplectic numerical orbit model, but due to the cartesian reference frame assumed it is still 
subject to some linearization errors which the author identifies and discusses. It is interesting 
to note that the results of Kormos illustrate a formation encountering a 15th order tesseral 
resonance resulting in a relative along-track oscillation of magnitude ~  20 — 30m which is 
second order in J 2 and has a period of the order of days, potentially indicating the importance 
of modelling such effects for certain orbits.
Following on from the sentiment of Schaub in his 2004 paper, on-going work at the Surrey 
Space Centre by Halsall and Palmer [129] has developed the epicyclic model of relative orbit 
motion to incorporate a spherical co-ordinate system in which to describe relative motion to 
avoid linearization errors, the specific details of which will be outlined in a later chapter of 
this thesis. The model developed by Halsall can be adapted at a general level to directly 
incorporate absolute epicycle solutions in its relative motion description up to an arbitrary 
order in zonal and tesseral terms. It has also been developed for a J2  only potential model to 
provide simple explicit analytical expressions which allow easy interpretation of the effects of 
J2 and eccentricity on formations of different geometry and is undergoing further development 
into a tool with which to design specific formations. Although differences in inclination and 
semi-major axis are accounted for in this model it is assumed that they are of second order 
magnitude in J 2 to avoid the immediate destruction of a formation due to secular drifts.
Aside from the general approaches of Kormos, Halsall and Palmer whose models can describe 
relative motion under the effects of higher order harmonics of the geopotential, few authors 
have investigated satellite formations under the influence of orbital perturbations other than 
J 2 . In 1999 Chao et al discussed the behaviour of a satellite formation under the effects of 
various perturbations from the point of view of designing a formation keeping algorithm [131]. 
The algorithm designed does prove useful in terms of maintaining formation geometry and 
the analysis provided indicates the fuel efficiency of formations under natural frozen orbit 
conditions. The analytical approach taken still, however, only assumes a Keplerian potential 
and secular effects of J 2 , the effects of drag, luni-solar attractions and higher order geopo­
tential terms only being considered empirically via iterative numerical simulations. Indeed, 
the effects of tesseral resonance are neglected completely and it is explicitly stated that the 
research assumes the satellite orbits experience no significant resonant effects.
A later paper by Sabol et al assumes a similar method of considering perturbation effects on 
certain formation types, designing formations using the basic HCW equations and then ob­
serving the effects of drag, higher geopotential terms, luni-solar attraction and solar radiation
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pressure via numerical simulations [132]. The results provided are useful in determining the 
order of magnitude of relative orbit maintenance manoeuvres required to maintain formation 
geometries, although no real insight is gained as to how the effects of each perturbation affect 
the different formations due to the numerical schemes used. It is interesting to note that the 
results illustrate a formation encountering the effects of a 14th order tesseral resonance, al­
though the relative period of oscillation induced by this are of the order of years which would 
not practically be observed due to the effects of more frequent orbit maintenance manoeuvres.
2.5 Conclusions
The discussion presented in chapter 1 identified the need for a model of resonant satellite 
motion which meets two main criteria. Firstly it must be sufficiently intuitive for application 
to mission design and analysis problems, with a particulai* view to investigating the behaviour 
of satellite formations in resonance. Secondly, it should be sufficiently concise for potential 
use in autonomous orbit determination and propagation applications in a limited computing 
environment such as that on-board a small satellite.
Section 2.1 briefly discusses general versus special perturbation techniques, identifying that 
numerical modelling schemes tend to benefit large numbers of satellites, satellite systems with 
significant amounts of computing resources and dynamical systems for which no analytical 
solution is easily available. Concise analytical models, however, can be developed for specific 
systems of interest which provide sufficient accuracy whilst affording a physical transparency 
which can allow further investigation. In view of the above requirements, this therefore 
suggests that an ideal solution would be an efficient and intuitive analytical resonance model.
It is evident from the discussion in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, that satellite orbits experiencing 
tesseral resonance have been the subject of significant previous research effort. However, the 
complex nature of resonant motion dictates that few full resonant orbit models exist. Indeed, 
aside from the simplified special case of geostationary orbits, the subject of tesseral resonance 
has attracted very little attention in standard space texts aside from the introductory treat­
ment presented by Vallado [6 ]. From the summaries presented, it appears that the research 
conducted into such motion can be broadly divided into two groups; the studies which focus 
purely on the nature of motion experienced by the resonant variable and the more rigorous 
academic studies providing fuU orbital models.
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The first of these groups includes works such as those of Gedeon et al [8 , 19] and Blitzer 
[1 0 ] which provide insights into how and why resonant effects are observed, and detailed 
analysis of factors affecting the resonant variable, but no practical means to construct a fully 
consistent resonance model. Such models do, however, provide a valuable means of easy 
comparison for preliminary results of a  new resonant orbit model.
Aside from studies that provide no details concerning their derivations, such as the work of 
Yionoulis [20], the second of these groups is largely of academic interest with solutions that 
are extremely lengthy and complex either in the coordinate system definitions or in the final 
solutions presented. These provide accurate yet entirely non-intuitive descriptions of resonant 
motion not ideally suited for implementation in a computationally limited environment or 
easy translation to mission analysis purposes. In developing any analytical theory, however, 
the importance of such rigorous dynamic treatments of resonant satellite motion such as those 
presented by Allan [9, 29, 69] and Garfinkel [7, 61, 49, 50, 65, 6 6 ] should not be underestimated 
as they provide a means to recognize reasonable assumptions necessary in the development 
process. Indeed the work of Garfinkel is instrumental in discussing any analytical resonance 
model as it not only outlines the limitations of the ideal resonance problem in some depth 
but is also the first to provide some method of quantifying the region of phase space over 
which this ubiquitous assumption is actually valid via the concept of “resonance widths” .
In view of the above comments it would therefore appear that no existing resonance model 
is suitable for the applications envisaged, necessitating the development of a new algorithm.
Having decided upon an analytical model, it then remains to decide which analytical approach 
to adopt. In aiming to develop a concise model it is prudent to note the sentiment of Iszak 
[47] in recognizing the need to incorporate a co-ordinate system suitable for the problem at 
hand. Following on from this it therefore seems sensible to adopt the approach of King-Hele 
[35], Bois [54] and Hashida and Palmer [1, 2, 3] in developing a perturbation theory, providing 
solutions for small perturbations to a suitably selected zeroth order orbit model.
Of the existing perturbation theories discussed, the “Epicycle model” of Hashida and Palmer 
appears the obvious choice for development in view of its potential applications. It has been 
demonstrated to be significantly concise for application to autonomous orbit determination 
applications on-board small satellites [17], is already capable of modelling zonal, non-resonant 
tesseral, luni-solar and drag pertm'bations to a satellite orbit [3] and is sufficiently intuitive 
that it has been adapted for many analytical analyses including investigations into frozen 
orbits [15], orbit control algorithms [133] and formation flying models [5]. A preliminary
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examination of developing a resonance model within the epicycle framework for a simplified 
geostationary case has even been presented [3].
The approach to be undertaken in this research in terms of absolute resonant orbit modelling 
is therefore to build on the original principle of King-Hele and develop the Epicycle model to 
include resonant tesseral orbit perturbations under Garfmkel’s ideal resonance assumption, 
utilizing methods similar to those of Lane to avoid singularities inherent in the inclination 
functions. The work of Allan, Blitzer and Gedeon will then be used to validate the theory 
development.
In terms of relative resonant orbit modelling the approaches of Kormos and Palmer [5] and 
Halsall and Palmer, [129, 130] are both known to be capable of incorporating absolute orbit 
solutions under the effect of any perturbation transformed into an epicycle description. It is 
therefore unnecessary to develop an entirely novel framework for relative orbit modelling and 
the approach of Halsall will be adopted in this work due to its additional use of a curvilinear 
coordinate system to reduce the effect of linearization errors.
In the context of discussing existing absolute and relative orbit models, the two main areas 
of novelty of the work presented in this thesis are re-iterated as:
• Development of an intuitive, concise, resonant absolute orbit model: a novel approach to 
an established problem.
• Development of an analytic relative orbit model incorporating effects of tesseral resonance: 
an entirely novel problem.
It is important to note that only the literature pertinent to determining the resonant or­
bit models necessary for development is discussed in this chapter and is not an exhaustive 
summary of literature relevant to everything in this thesis. Other works of relevance to the 
extensions to or applications of these models are discussed where appropriate in following 
chapters.
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C hapter 3
Background Inform ation
3.1 Introduction
To develop a dynamical model of satellite motion to any accuracy a thorough appreciation of 
both the sources and effects of the main perturbations to a simple Keplerian orbit model is 
essential. The orbital conditions under which different perturbative effects dominate is also 
required as is an understanding of the key mathematical models used to describe them.
This chapter therefore serves to provide a brief overview of concepts and models essential to 
the understanding of the remainder of this thesis.
3.2 Keplerian Orbits and Orbit Elem ents
The majority of work presented in this thesis discusses deviations of satellite orbits from ideal 
Keplerian orbits. Kepler used the highly accurate astronomical observations of Tycho Brahe 
to form his three empirical laws of planetary motion, which were later proved analytically by 
Newton [2 1 ]. Kepler observed that the planets orbited the Sun in approximately elliptical 
orbits and this observation was later extended to assert that any satellite orbiting a lai'ger 
uniform spherical body solely under the effects of that body’s gravity would do so in a closed 
elliptical orbit with the spherical body at one focus. Kepler noted that the elliptical orbit 
described by a satellite could be determined uniquely knowing only the position and velocity 
of the satellite at any point on that orbit. As the required position and velocity vectors 
correspond to a total of 6 scalar values, any other convenient system to describe elliptic
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orbits in three-dimensional space must also comprise six scalar values. The most common 
such system is that of the classical or Keplerian orbital elements describing the orientation 
of the satellite’s orbit plane in space and the position of the satellite on that orbital plane. 
The six classical orbital elements are illustrated in Fig. (3.1) where the ascending node of 
the orbit is defined as the point at which the satellite orbit crosses the equator from southern 
to northern hemisphere. These elements can be summarized as: a, the semi-major axis of 
the elliptical orbit, e, the eccentricity, i, the inclination relative to the equatorial plane, f2, 
the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) measured Eastwards from the vernal 
equinox to the ascending node of the orbit, w, the argument of perigee measured from the 
ascending node to perigee in the direction of motion and i/, the true anomaly measured from 
perigee to the spacecraft’s position on its orbit. It is also often useful to describe, A, the 
ai-gument of latitude corresponding to the satellite’s position measured from the ascending 
node such that A =  w 4- i/, especially when addressing circular or near-circular orbits for 
which perigee becomes undefined. The instantaneous position of a satellite on a real orbit 
is often referred to in terms of osculating orbital elements. These describe the satellite’s 
position in terms of the classical orbital elements of an elliptical orbit coinciding with the 
satellite position and velocity at that precise moment in time. The osculating elements can 
be thought of as classical elements of a time-varying elliptical orbit.
Line ofapsides
a( l+e)
EarthEquator 00
i Satellite
Line of Nodes
PerigeeLine of Nodes 
Orbit mECI Orbital Plane
2a
Figure 3.1: Keplerian Elements Definition
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3.3 Co-ordinate System s
This section outlines the standard co-ordinate systems and frames of reference to be assumed 
in this thesis. Any exceptions to these used for specific areas of analysis will be described as 
required.
3.3.1 Reference Times, Planes and Directions
Co-ordinate systems are defined using an origin, a reference plane passing through the origin 
and a reference direction in that plane. The only reference planes referred to in this thesis are 
the equator, defined as zero latitude with respect to the Earth, the ecliptic plane, containing 
the mean orbit of the Earth about the Sun, and the satellite orbit plane, which contains the 
satellite’s orbit about the Earth. The origin of all co-ordinate systems referred to is taken as 
the centre of the Earth.
The reference directions used comprise the vernal equinox, the line of nodes, the line of 
apsides and the Greenwich Meridian. The vernal equinox is one of the points where the 
ecliptic plane crosses the equatorial plane. It corresponds to the location of the Sun with 
respect to the Eai'th when it crosses the equatorial plane on the 21st March. As this location 
depends on the motion of both planes it is defined with respect to a particular epoch. The 
ascending node is as defined in the previous section and the line of nodes corresponds to the 
line joining the ascending node to the descending node of an orbit through the centre of the 
Earth. Similarly the line of apsides corresponds to the line joining the centre of the Earth to 
the perigee of the orbit. Finally, the Greenwich Meridian is the line of zero longitude about 
the Eai'th.
The only reference time referred to in this thesis is Greenwich Sidereal Time (GST) denoted 
by 6 g, which is determined using the angle measured from the mean vernal equinox to the 
Greenwich Meridian in the direction of the Earth’s rotation. The time origin assumed in this 
study for computer programs corresponds to the zero Julian Day for Space, or JDS, taicen 
as 00:00 on September 17, 1957 [23]. A sidereal day corresponds to the time talcen for the 
Earth to rotate once in inertial space.
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3.3.2 Co-ordinate System s
The majority of the analytical work presented in this thesis requires only an outline of two 
important frames of reference defined below:
• Earth Centred Inertial (EGI). The ECI co-ordinate system has an origin at the centre of 
the Earth and a reference plane coinciding with the equatorial plane. Its reference direction 
is from the origin to the vernal equinox. A specific epoch must be defined for a rigorous 
definition of the vernal equinox whose motion is governed by the motions of the equatorial 
and ecliptic planes as indicated from the above definition.
The Earth’s equatorial plane exhibits both precession and nutation effects due to the gravita­
tional attractions between the Sun and Moon and the Earth’s equatorial bulge. The motion 
of the ecliptic plane is due to the gravitational attraction between other planets and the 
Earth causing a slow rotation of the Eai'th’s plane about the Sun.
The three most commonly defined ECI frames are the J2000, Mean Equator and Equinox 
of Date (MOD) and True Equator and Equinox of Date (TOD) frames. The first of these 
assumes a mean equator and equinox using models of the E arth’s precession, nutation and 
the rotation of the ecliptic for a standard epoch. The MOD frame, however, considers the 
actual mean equator and equinox values for the specific date of interest, but neglects the 
shorter periodic nutation motion of the Earth’s equatorial plane. Finally, the TOD frame 
is defined by the true equator and equinox for a specific date including corrections for the 
Earth’s nutation.
This work assumes the J2000 frame throughout.
• Earth Centred Earth Fixed (ECEF). An ECEF co-ordinate system is again Earth centred 
with a reference plane coinciding with the equatorial plane but rotating with the Earth. The 
reference direction is usually talcen as the Greenwich Meridian meaning that the majority 
of ECEF frames are actually Earth Fixed Greenwich, or EFG, systems. As the co-ordinate 
system rotates, an epoch must be defined. ECEF frames, such as WGS84 adopted in this 
work, are designed to incorporate the effects of the E arth’s precession and nutation but neglect 
the motion of the pole due to non-rigid effects of the Earth and the motion of tectonic plates. 
Therefore transformations between TOD and ECEF frames such as this comprise of a rotation 
about the true of date z-axis.
Fig. (3.2) illustrates the ECI and ECEF frames. Two other standard frames of reference
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that will be referred to are the “satellite” frame and the “Hill’s frame” . The satellite frame 
is useful when considering the motion of a satellite relative to another or in comparing the 
errors between two models of satellite motion. The co-ordinate frame in this case moves 
with the satellite and its origin is at the satellite centre of mass. The reference plane is the 
satellite orbit plane and the reference direction is the radius vector from the centre of the 
Earth to the satellite. This is referred to as the radial direction and is taken as the x-axis of 
the co-ordinate system. The cross-track direction is fixed along the direction perpendicular 
to the orbit plane and is taken as the z-axis. The y-axis is mutually orthogonal to the x 
and z axes and is positive in the direction of the satellite motion. For circular orbits this 
corresponds to the along-track direction.
The Hill’s frame is usually referred to in satellite formation models or in terms of rendez-vous 
and docking manoeuvres and is a cartesian reference frame fixed with respect to a “target” 
satellite in a circular satellite orbit. This allows the linearized relative motion of “chaser” 
satellites in circular orbits close to the target satellite to be described in relatively simple 
geometric terms. It must be noted that neither the satellite nor the Hill’s frame are inertial.
3.4 Aspherical B odies and Gravitational P otential M odels
The dominant perturbations to all satellite orbits higher than several hundred kilometres 
altitude above the Earth are due to the planet’s aspherical mass distribution. The actual 
gravitational potential of the Earth and any other aspherical celestial body can be described 
mathematically via the superposition of spherical harmonics with gravitational coefficients 
determined via in-orbit measurements. Orbital perturbations can be divided into those caused 
by the latitudinally varying zonal harmonics and the longitudinally varying tesseral harmonics 
and are generally classified by the frequency of their variation; secular, short periodic (less 
than an orbital period) and long periodic (greater than an orbital period).
The zonal harmonics result in secular, short-periodic and long-periodic variations in the 
osculating orbital elements [6 , 2 2 ]. The secular variations are of primary importance when 
modelling orbital motion as they result in two recognized phenomena: regression of the line 
of nodes and rotation of the line of apsides. These correspond to a precession and rotation 
of the orbit plane. The zonal harmonic of the Earth described by coefficient Jg is ~  0(10"^) 
malting it significantly larger than any of the other harmonics such that simple geopotential 
models often only include this term.
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Figiu'e 3.2; ECI and ECEF Reference Ram es
The tesseral harmonics of the gravity potential result in two main classes of pertmbation: 
m-daily variations and resonance, m-daily perturbations are periodic variations that occur 
m times a day, where m is the order of the tesseral harmonic. Resonance phenomena occur 
when the satellite orbital period is commensurate with the rotation period of the planet and 
manifest themselves as variations in the spacecraft motion that are quite distinct from the 
other variations observed. These are discussed in greater detail in chapter 4.
The following equation presents a common form of the mathematical expression for a gravi­
tational potential in spherical polar co-ordinates ( r ,0 ,<p), where r  is the radial coordinate, Û 
corresponds to the co-latitude and ip completes the set.
P^{cQB{9)){Cnmcos(m<p) -f S'nmsin(m(p)) (3.1)
n= 2  m =0 r
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Pull derivations of this expression can be found in many texts [6 , 23, 24, 26]. In this expression 
is the maximum equatorial radius of the primary body, p  is its gravitational constant, P i  
denotes a Legendre polynomial of degree P ^  denotes an associated Legendre polynomial 
of degree n and order m, and Q o , C n m  and S n m  correspond to potential coefficients specific 
to each harmonic that have been determined empirically. For the purposes of this report, f  
will be used to denote the degree of zonal harmonic and n the degree and m the order of 
tesseral harmonic under consideration respectively. Re-writing the C n m  and S n m  terms as a 
single function with coefficient Jnm and phase •0nm allows (3.1) to be re-written in ECEF as 
given below.
/  D \ l  oo n  /  n  \ n
"  I 1 (-IT  j -Pi(cos(0)) +  5 3  £  ( - ^  ) P n { c O s { 6 ) ) J n m  COS m{ip -  -Ipnm)\  1=2 ^  /  n = 2 m = 0  ^  ^ (3.2)
Re-writing this in ECI requires inclusion of the GST angle, 9„ to give the following result.
II /  .  . /  /? \  y" " /JO \ n
\  1=2 ^  /  n = 2 m = 0  ^  ''
(3.3)
From this expression a disturbing function describing the difference between the above full 
description of the potential and that describing the potential of a spherical body can be 
described as:
y  =  î / - i / „ m  =  ^ ( ^ E - ^ î ( ^ ) ‘ Pi(cOs(e))j
5 3  1 3  ( ■ ^  ) -PtT(cos(0)) Jn m  COS m{ip ~  Bg -  Ipnm) I (3.4)
\n = 2 m = 0  ^  /  /
In many astrodynamical applications it is far more useful to consider the potential function 
of a celestial body in satellite orbital co-ordinates as opposed to spherical polar co-ordinates. 
Several methods have proposed this, two of note being Palmer [27] and Kaula [16, 28]. Al­
though both functions are actually the same, the notation introduced by Kaula has been 
adopted in this thesis. The full expression for the gravitational potential in orbital co­
ordinates includes both an inclination function Fhmp(J) and an eccentricity function Gnpq{e), 
The indices p and q correspond to parameters about which the spherical harmonic description 
is further expanded to transfer it into inclined, eccentric orbital parameters and the para­
meter p is discussed frnther in a later section. For the purposes of this study, considering
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near-circular orbits of eccentricity of order J 2 as explained in chapters 1 and 2 , only the g — 0  
case is considered for two main reasons. Firstly, the inclination and eccentricity functions 
appear as products in the gravitational potential description and the eccentricity function 
varies with el^ L Eccentricity functions of g — ±1 and magnitudes above this will therefore 
contribute to a term in the potential expansion of order J 2 Jnm? equivalent to, at most,
These terms are therefore neglected to maintain accuracy to order J2  and allow the intuitive 
analytical solutions for resonant motion presented in chapter 4. Secondly, as described in 
chapter 2, the existing work of Allan [29] has already identified the effects of g =  ±1 terms 
on resonant satellite orbits as the phenomenon described as “dynamic resonance” by Blitzer 
[1 0 ] who concluded that such effects are unlikely to be observed in a realistic satellite orbit. 
Indeed, the more detailed analytical study of Allan showed that the effects of such terms are 
very small, generally smaller than the effects of odd zonal harmonics of smaller magnitude 
than J 2 .
Re-writing the potential in terms of classical orbital elements and the Kaula inclination 
function, and assuming Gnpq{o) ~  1 then gives:
^  ^  ( - ; r )  f l ( 8m JsinA )j
00 n y JO \ n  n
E  E  I T  IT (s in /s in A ) (3.5)
n = 2 m = 0  \  ^ y  p^O
In this expression A and Ü are the argument of latitude and Right Ascension of Ascending
Node as described in section 3.2, and Cnmp is a simple trigonometric function as defined
below. ( \  (n—m)evenC O S ( 0 „ „ , )
sm(6 „™p)
The argument of this function is known as the Kaula argument and is defined as:
©nmp — 2p)A -f- 7 n { f ï  9g 'ipnm )  (3.7)
It is also convenient for the purposes of derivations presented later in this thesis to presentthe related function Snmp- }{n—m)even (3.8)
I \  JJ[n~m)odd
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Expressing the potential function in terms of the Kaula argument allows easy interpretation of 
the effects of different harmonics on a satellite’s orbit. For example, secular perturbations to 
the orbit require Snmp =  0  as both sine and cosine of this argument appear in the disturbing 
function and secular variations are not periodic. For this to be true m =0 and n-2p=0 such 
that only even zonal harmonics, i.e. n=2p, contribute to the secular perturbations. Similar 
arguments can be used to illustrate other variations due to specific types of harmonic and the 
conditions resulting in resonant satellite motion will be illustrated via the Kaula argument 
in a later section.
3.5 The Inclination Function
The inclination function referred to in the previous section actually corresponds to the real 
part of a Fourier series expansion required to express a central body’s gravity function in 
terms of the Keplerian elements describing a satellite orbit about that body. The function is 
described explicitly below [28]:
/  _  \
cos® I
min{p,k) m
p  ( n  ~  V  ______________________________________ . n - m - 2 t m
E(-i)c—k n  — m — 2i +  s (3.9)y p - t - c J
In this expression, n and m correspond to the degree and order of the tesseral harmonic 
respectively, p is a defining parameter required for the mathematical expansion, k is the 
integer part of (n — m) / 2  and c is a positive number summed for all the values it can take 
which do not result in the binomial coefficients becoming zero. The parameter p is crucial 
in defining the conditions for a resonant orbit in chapter 4. Although it is difficult to define 
a physical interpretation of this parameter it can be thought of as a measure of the number 
of “tiles” of a particular tesseral harmonic encountered by a satellite orbit at a particular 
inclination. Appendix B details inclination functions for the first four tesseral harmonics 
explicitly and gives the values of Fnmp{f) a.t zero inclination for discussion in a later chapter.
3,6 Epicycle M odel and N otation
This section aims to provide a brief introduction to the epicycle model developed at the Surrey 
Space Centre. Sufficient detail of the derivations is provided to understand the extensions to
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this model introduced in this thesis. Readers are directed to [1, 2] and [3] for more detailed 
considerations.
Epicycles are essentially perturbations to circles and were used by ancient astronomers to 
describe the eccentric planetary motions that were observed in terms of combinations of 
circular motions. The modern epicycle model is a perturbation theory in which near circular 
orbits subject to various pertm’bing forces are described in terms of perturbations to a zeroth 
order circular solution. The zeroth order solution is a circle of radius a and mean motion no 
with initial inclination and RAAN, I q and f2o respectively. By describing an orbit to only the 
accuracy required and by employing a set of four redundant epicycle co-ordinates; the radius 
r, argument of latitude A, inclination I and RAAN Ü, the epicycle model provides concise 
solutions which are relatively geometrically intuitive and therefore suitable for a wide range 
of applications.
As discussed in chapter 1 , recent reviews of LEO satellite orbits [3, 5] highlight that the 
majority of such satellites occupy near circular orbits with eccentricities up to the same order 
of magnitude as the J 2 gravitational coefficient. Linearizing the equations of motion of a 
satellite about a planet involves expanding the solutions in terms of powers of eccentricity. 
For mathematical convenience, the ordering scheme for the perturbations to this epicyclic 
description therefore reflects this with a first order term referring to a term of magnitude 
~  0 {J2 ), where J 2 1 0 ~^, and a second order term being of magnitude 0 (^2)  ^~  0 (J2,2) 
etc.
3.6.1 The Keplerian Epicycle
To illustrate the epicycle model conceptually it is convenient to first discuss the equations of 
motion for a satellite on an unperturbed, Keplerian elliptic orbit. The in-plane motion of a 
satellite about a spherical Earth, and the corresponding orbital energy e can be described in 
two dimensional polar co-ordinates as:
f  — rX^ =  —
| ( r ^ À )  =  0
e =  +  (3.10)
Trivial solutions exist for the above for circular orbits where r= a  and Â =  no, and a and no 
satisfy Kepler’s third law, nQd  ^ =  p. If an orbit of eccentricity e 0 (J2) is now considered,
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the epicycle co-ordinates can be re-written with small perturbation terms added to the zeroth 
order circular solutions such that; r = a + s and A =  ck -f e. Equations (3.10) can then be 
re-written as:
4 + -  =  4 - + - )ariQ a \  a uqJ
=  (3.11)
where J is a general first order correction term for the energy expression. There is freedom to 
choose the zeroth order solutions about which the above equations are expanded. Choosing 
the zeroth order semi-major axis to correspond to the case 6 — 0  defines the zeroth order 
case to be a circular orbit of the same orbital energy as the slightly eccentric orbit being 
described. In this case the solutions for s and e allow the in-plane motion to be described as 
follows:
r  =  a —Acos(M  —Mo)
2An = (Af — Mo) 4 sin(J\J — Mq) (3.12)
This description can easily be extended to the three dimensional Keplerian case by defining 
I  — Iq  and Q =  Q q as the orbit plane remains constant under the sole influence of a spherical 
planet. In these solutions A is an integration constant equivalent to the epicycle amplitude 
such that A /a  corresponds approximately to the eccentricity of the orbit. M is the mean 
anomaly, where M  =  not and M q is a phase corresponding to M at a specific epoch, in this 
case perigee passage. For near-circular orbits it is more convenient to re-write these solutions 
in terms of the epicycle phase, a, which can be defined as a  =  M  — Me where Mg is the 
mean anomaly at the ascending node, a  is related to the mean motion through time, varying 
from 0 to 27t each orbit and is measured from the ascending node. The full three-dimensional 
solutions in epicycle co-ordinates then become:
r  =  a — A  cos(a — ctp)
2AA  =  CK - I -  (sm(o: —  a ^ )  - h  sinccp)
I  — Iq
Ü =  Qq (3.13)
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In these solutions ap corresponds to the value of a  at perigee. It is important to highlight the 
difference between epicycle co-ordinates and epicycle elements in such solutions. The epicycle 
elements are and /q, and provide the six pieces of information necessary
to describe which elliptic orbit the satellite is following, where ijp and are alternative 
parameters describing ap and e and are defined as:
G  = A COSCKpa
AVp — a sinctp (3.14)
The epicycle co-ordinates: r. A, J, f2, Vr and ug, where Vr and ug are the radial and azimuthal 
velocities respectively, are the six pieces of information which describe a satellite’s position 
and velocity in an orbit about a planet in terms of the epicycle elements.
3.6.2 The Perturbed Epicycle
Using the above Keplerian epicycle concept as a basis, the epicycle model has been developed 
to describe satellite motion under the effects of both zonal and non-resonant tesseral harmon­
ics, atmospheric drag and third body perturbations [1, 2, 3]. In all cases a similar approach 
is used, the epicycle coordinates are first re-written as a combination of known zeroth order 
quantities and small unknown perturbation terms in the following format:
r — ad- Sx 
A — Q: -j-
I  =  Jo 4- ix
Ü — Hq 4- Ox (3.15)
In these expressions, the ‘x ’ subscript denotes which particular perturbation is being con­
sidered, for example, when the effects of the J2 harmonic are considered x—2  and when the
effects of a general tesseral harmonic Jnm are considered x=nm  etc.
The equations of motion are then constructed using the appropriate force terms considering 
which perturbations are to be modelled. The known zeroth order expressions are substituted 
in and linearized equations of motion in the small, unknown perturbation terms are then 
derived.
The epicycle solutions for motion under the effect of the dominant zonal harmonic, J2 [1] are 
used in later derivations. In this case, the equations of motion are expanded about the same
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zeroth order orbit as the Keplerian case and have the following form:
r  =  a (l +  pi) -  A  c o s (q !  -  CKp) +  ax  sin((l +  Ki)a) +
2AA =  (1 + /îi)o: + — (sin(o: — ccp) +  sinCKp) -  2x(l — cos(l +  A€f)a) +  Aa
I  =  lo d -A j
=  Qod-Ûia + Açi (3.16)
where the secular variation in parameters are represented by p,K and 9, where k and 9 
correspond to the argument of perigee and RAAN as described in the previous section. It is 
important to note that p does not correspond to a secular perturbation in radius but to the 
discrepancy between the zeroth order radius and the actual radius being expanded about and 
can be eliminated by re-defining 'a' if required as explained in Hashida and Palmer’s original 
paper on the epicycle model [1]. The long periodic variations in the elements are represented 
by the % terms and the short periodic variations are represented by Fourier series denoted 
by the A terms in the above expressions. Expressions for the f —2 coefficients in (3.16) are 
given explicitly in Appendix A.
The epicycle solutions for the non-resonant tesseral case varies from the above in two key 
ways [2]. Firstly, the orbital energy is no longer constant in a rotating potential and the 
radius of the zeroth order circular orbit is therefore re-defined with respect to the Jacobi 
constant of the orbit which is an easily measured linear combination of the orbital energy 
and the z component of orbital angular momentum. Secondly, the rotation of the gravitational 
potential with respect to the inertial frame must be accounted for by inclusion of a reference 
time, the sidereal angle with respect to Greenwich, <9g, in the potential expansion as discussed 
in a previous section.
3.7 Orbital Perturbations
Orbit perturbations are deviations from a reference orbit, usually idealized Keplerian motion, 
which arise from forces not considered in the definition of this reference orbit [23]. The effects 
of an aspherical gravity potential are generally the most significant for a satellite orbiting a 
celestial body but several other soinces also provide significant perturbing forces.
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3.7.1 Atmospheric Drag
The second most significant source of perturbations to the motion of LEO satellites after the 
effects of the geopotential is atmospheric drag. This is effectively a retarding force due to the 
friction experienced by a satellite as it passes through a planetary atmosphere of significant 
density. The force exerted on the satellite as a result of drag can be described as:
Fd — -C opA u^  (3.17)
where Cd is the drag coefficient, p is the local density of the atmosphere, A is the cross- 
sectional area of the satellite perpendicular to the velocity vector and v is the velocity of the 
satellite relative to the atmosphere.
Drag is a non-conservative force and it can be extremely difficult to model drag effects on 
a satellite accurately without a detailed atmospheric model. Many such models exist which 
tend to be either static or time varying. Static models assume that all atmospheric parameters 
remain constant during the period of interest but must nevertheless include variations inherent 
with latitude and longitude. Time-varying models however, must include many more effects 
due primarily to the motion of both the Earth and Sun and environmental effects arising 
from these.
A simplified static density model often used to explain the overall effects of drag is given by:
(fe—fep)p — pee H (3.18)
where h is the height above the surface of the Earth, H is the scale height and po is the density 
at height Iiq. A s  can be seen, the atmospheric density varies exponentially with altitude and 
will therefore have a more significant effect on a satellite’s motion at the perigee of its orbit. 
As drag forces act in an opposite direction to a satellite’s velocity, drag effects can therefore 
be qualitatively approximated as an impulsive in-plane force applied to the satellite’s orbit 
at perigee. The predominant effects of significant drag forces on a satellite are therefore 
a reduction in semi-major axis and eccentricity resulting in the satellite spiralling inwards 
towards the Earth at increasing velocity. In practice periodic variations are also noted in other 
out of plane orbital parameters, but the exact variation in parameters will be dependent on 
the density model assumed.
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3.7.2 Third B ody Interactions
The motion of Earth-orbiting satellites beyond LEO is unaffected by the Earth’s atmosphere 
but become increasingly affected by the gravitational attraction of other celestial or “third” 
bodies.
There are no analytic solutions for the general equations of motion of a three-body system, 
although solutions do exist for certain special cases. The equations of motion are therefore 
often numerically integrated. In terms of inter-planetai’y satellite trajectory analysis, spheres 
of influence for different celestial bodies can be defined within which it is reasonable to make 
a two body approximation to an actual three body problem. Such approximations are not 
suitable when considering the long term third body effects on a satellite’s motion about the 
Earth.
It can, however, be shown that the long-term effects of the Sun and Moon on a satellite’s 
motion are secular and analogous to the effects of the J 2 zonal harmonic [2 2 ], but periodic 
variations are also exhibited in all elements. Care must be talcen to characterize all such 
variations due to their dependence on the motion of the disturbing bodies.
3.7.3 Solar Radiation Pressure
The radiation incident on a satellite from the Sun transfers some of its momentum to the 
spacecraft creating a perturbing force on it known as Solar Radiation Pressure. The force 
exerted on the satellite can be described as:
Fsr  — —Ps r Cr A qt^  (3.19)
where psR is the radiation pressm*e, Or  is the refiectivity of the surface exposed to the solar 
radiation, Aq is the siu'face area exposed to the solar radiation and is the sun-satellite 
vector.
Just as for atmospheric drag, this is a non-conservative force that can be extremely difficult 
to model due to variations in the solar flux over time. Further complications ai'ise however, in 
determining the correct Aq a t any point in the orbit and a reasonable value of O r , the former 
requiring precise knowledge of the satellite attitude and the latter requiring determination of 
the time-varying coefficients that model the satellite’s refiectivity.
From the above equation it can be seen that the effects of Solar Radiation Pressure will 
be more significant for satellites further from the body about which they orbit. Indeed for
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the Earth, assuming Cd to be 2 and the same area to mass ratios, Blitzer determined that 
the effects become more significant than those of drag at altitudes of approximately 800km 
[22]. The overall effects of this perturbative force are dependent on the geometry of the orbit 
itself as an orbit which is always in sunlight will experience a slightly different perturbing 
force to one which is continually coming in and out of sunlight. The general effect however 
is to introduce periodic variations in all the orbital elements. Secular variations are also 
introduced in eccentricity and semi-major axis which can result in orbit decay if the lowered 
perigee approaches altitudes which are significantly affected by atmospheric drag.
3.7.4 Other Perturbations
The above sections serve to provide a brief overview of only the most significant of orbit 
pertmbations, allowing the work completed and future work to be discussed in this report 
to be presented in context. Many texts [6 , 22, 23, 25, 30] do, however, provide information 
on other less significant sources of perturbation including the effects of tides and the E arth’s 
albedo etc.
Although the above descriptions outline sources of significant orbit perturbations to Earth 
orbiting satellites they are not considered in the work presented in this thesis. This is for 
several reasons. In terms of the absolute resonant orbit model presented in chapter 4, the so­
lutions presented are intended to enhance the existing epicycle model which is already capable 
of modelling the effects of drag and luni-solar attractions and so no separate consideration is 
required. It is acknowledged that further work is needed to provide an epicycle description of 
satellite motion under the influence of solar radiation pressure for orbits a t certain altitudes 
although such work is considered outside the scope of this thesis.
In terms of relative resonant orbit motion, although the analytic model presented in chapter 
5 is general, only relatively stable non-drifting formations are considered in the analysis of the 
relative resonant motion that could be exhibited. Consideration of such motion in drifting 
formations is recommended for further work. As such, and in agreement with the assumption 
made by Kormos in his analysis of relative satellite motion [5], the geometries of the satellites 
in a formation are assumed to be very similar and the differential effects of drag, third body 
effects and solar radiation pressure are considered negligible.
This is generally a reasonable assumption in the case of differential luni-solar effects as the 
separation between satellites in a formation will be so small in comparison to the Sun and
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Moon distances. In the case of differential effects of Solar Radiation Pressure, however, the 
differential effects will be strongly dependent on the differences in satellite attitudes and so 
therefore also strongly application dependent. It is therefore difficult to define a general 
case for modelling such perturbations and, for the purposes of this work, such differences are 
assumed negligible.
In reality the differential effects of drag could provide some significant effects in terms of 
relative motion if the satellites in a close formation were on slightly eccentric orbits with 
significant separations in perigee. This could result in altitude differences of the order of a 
few kilometres for satellites at LEO with e ~  0 (J2 ), producing a relative drag force of second 
order magnitude in J2 in the very worst case. Prom the argument presented in chapter 5 
it will be seen that relative resonant effects are not apparent in such cases anyway due to 
the relative orbit oscillations resulting from eccentricity terms. Therefore, although it is 
recognized that the effects of differential drag must be considered in a general case model, 
this is recommended for future studies building upon the initial work presented in this thesis 
and differential drag effects are neglected in this initial consideration.
3.8 Conclusions
This chapter has outlined much of the underlying theory of the work presented in this thesis 
with the majority focussing on methods of describing satellite orbital motion. These are 
accompanied by a description of the Geopotential model used in later chapters and an outline 
of the dominant orbit perturbations experienced by an Earth orbiting satellite.
Two of the key assumptions made in this work are also discussed: firstly, only those ec­
centricity function terms corresponding to the ç =  0  case are included, i.e. zeroth order 
in eccentricity; and secondly that the differential effects of orbital perturbations other than 
those due to the aspherical Geopotential are neglected. Although both of these assumptions 
are justified within the limitations of this research study the discussion presented in the text 
does identify important areas of associated further research. The two most significant of 
these are:
• Incorporating the effects of g =  4:1 eccentricity function terms into the Geopotential ex­
pression for a more rigorous description of satellite motion in resonance. This would allow 
the resonant motion of the eccentricity vector to be included.
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• Incorporating the effects of drag into the relative orbit model to examine its differential 
effects on relative resonant motion for different resonant cases.
Another more general area of fmther work following on from the discussion in this chapter 
was identified as:
• Developing a method of modelling the effects of Solar Radiation Pressm-e (SRP) on a 
satellite orbit within the epicycle framework. This should incorporate a model of the satellite 
attitude for specific applications to allow differential SRP effects to be included in the relative 
orbit model.
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C hapter 4
A bsolute R esonant Orbit M odel
4.1 Introduction
This chapter details the derivation of an absolute resonant orbit model in epicycle co­
ordinates. All assumptions made in the derivation are explained and justified and practical 
interpretations of the resonant motion described are given. The structure of the software de­
veloped to implement the theoretical model is outlined and key issues encountered with the 
practical implementation are discussed. Finally, an assessment of the analytic orbit model’s 
performance with respect to comparable numerical integrations is made.
4.2 Orbital Resonance w ith  a Gravitational Potential
The concept of resonance in any mechanical system arises from the agreement of two fun­
damental frequencies in that system. In the case of satellite orbits, resonance arises due 
to commensurability between a satellite’s mean orbital rate and the rotation period of a 
non-axisymmetric primary body about which it is orbiting. Under these conditions, the 
gravitational effects of the longitudinally varying terms of the geopotential, i.e. the tesseral 
harmonics, can act as periodic forcing functions on the satellite’s orbit. If these forcing 
functions act at a frequency which is close to the satellite’s orbital frequency, or a multiple 
thereof, this can result in characteristic oscillatory satellite motion quite distinct from the 
usual short and long periodic orbital variations. If the gravitational potential of a rotating 
primary is considered in the form of a spherical harmonic expansion as outlined in chapter 
3, the implications of resonance with the zonal and tesseral harmonics are quite different,
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but the general term “resonance” is often used interchangeably with the distinction poorly 
defined [15].
4.2.1 Zonal Resonance
If the ground-track of a satellite orbit repeats exactly over the body it is orbiting the satellite 
orbit is in resonance with the zonal harmonics of the primary body’s gravitational potential. 
This is because the satellite’s mean orbital rate is commensurate with the rate of regression 
of the line of nodes and the precession of the line of apsides due to the zonal harmonics. 
These phenomenon are explained further in chapter 3.
4.2.2 Tesseral Resonance
A satellite in resonance with the zonal harmonics of a gravitational field can also exhibit 
resonant effects due to a dominant tesseral harmonic if it sits in or near a strong localized 
potential well. This can occur when a satellite is in a near-circular orbit with a mean orbital 
rate that corresponds to the angularly dependent part of the gravitational potential function 
term due to that tesseral harmonic, identified as the “Kaula argument” in chapter 3, becoming 
constant. In practice this results in stable and unstable locations along the orbit. A satellite 
sitting exactly at a stable point experiences no net force from the gravitational effects of 
the tesseral harmonic in question and is repeatedly drawn back to the same point over the 
rotating primary.
The effects of tesseral resonance on a satellite orbit are to produce long periodic, large am­
plitude oscillations mostly in the along track direction. These oscillations can be shown to 
be analogous to the motion of a simple pendulum [10]. A satellite with a small displacement 
from a stable location will experience a zero average net force and oscillate about a stable 
point as a result of the periodic forcing effect of the tesseral harmonic with which it is in 
resonance. In this case the satellite is in the libration regime of the resonance. If the displace­
ment is of sufficient magnitude, the satellite will drift with respect to the stable point but 
with a velocity of periodically varying magnitude depending on the satellite’s position with 
respect to the stable point. In this case the satellite is in the circulation regime of the reso­
nance. The factors determining which of these types of motion is exhibited and the analogy 
to pendulum motion will become clear through the derivations and explanations presented 
in the remainder of this chapter.
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4.3 Resonance Conditions and The Ideal Resonance Problem
In terms of the spherical harmonic description given in chapter 3, the constant disturbing 
function required for resonance due to a specific tesseral harmonic corresponds to a zero time 
derivative of the Kaula argument, Snmp-
The epicycle solutions for the resonant case axe assumed to have the form:
T' — Ct T  Sj T
A =  a  +  +  €nm  . .  ^ ,(4.1)
I  ~  I q d~ I'nm
—  Q q  4“  T  o .nm
where the subscript (. denotes the perturbations due to the zonal harmonics and subscript 
nm  denotes the perturbations due to the resonant tesseral harmonic (s).
If only the secular variations due to the dominant zonal harmonic J 2 are considered, as these 
pertm’bations result in a repeat ground-track orbit, then from [1]:
A =  (1 4- %)(% 4- enm 
Ih =  Oq 4" 0 2 ^  4" Onm
The full expressions for Kg and 6 2  are given in Appendix A.
Using (4.1) and (4.2) the expression for the Kaula argument given in (3.7) can be re-written
as:
®nm p — iP' ^ p )[(^  4" ^ 2) 0:4 “ 4~ rn 4- Onm ~  i^nm 4“ (6*2-----—)o!no (4.3)
The time derivatives of the tesseral variations can be assumed to be negligible in comparison to 
the Jg secular variations because of the extremely long periodic nature of resonant oscillations 
[10]. The derivative of Snmp with respect to a  can therefore be written as:
=  ©nmp = { n -  2p) (1 4- Kg) 4- m{d2 -  ~ )  (4.4)
The condition for a satellite orbit to be in resonance with Jnm is for (4.4) to approach zero, in 
agreement with [2 ] in which the condition is given as Tnmp =  0  where Tnmp is defined exactly 
as the definition of S'^^^p given above. This results in a resonance condition on the satellite 
mean motion given by:
^   ________mu®________
 ^ (M — 2p)(l 4- Kg) 4- m^2
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This means that for a satellite orbit to be in resonance with a specific tesseral harmonic Jnm 
with inclination function coefficient p, denoted Jnmp hereafter, the satellite must have a mean 
motion corresponding to the above.
The function S'nmp can also be used as a ‘resonance parameter’ [6 ] to give a numerical 
measure of the strength of resonance effects a satellite’s motion will experience due to a specific 
harmonic. Small values of the resonance parameter are said to correspond to ‘deep resonance’ 
with a particular harmonic with larger values corresponding to ‘shallow resonance’. Prom 
chapter 3 it can be seen that the disturbing function from a gravitational potential contains 
a trigonometric function of the Kaula argument via the Snmp and Cnmp terms. Once these 
disturbing functions are integrated in the equations of motion the resonance parameter will 
therefore appear as a denominator in the solutions. For the tesseral harmonics with which a 
satellite is in deep resonances these numerators will be very small, effectively amplifying the 
effects of these harmonics with respect to all other terms in the spherical harmonic expansion.
In view of the above it therefore appears reasonable that a dynamical approximation of 
satellite motion in resonance with a specific Jnmp could consider only that critical tesseral in 
the potential model. It is important to note, however, that the resonance condition outlined 
in (4.5) approximates very closely to;
(4.6)
This means that the whole spectrum of tesseral harmonics with the same value of the ratio 
m /(n  — 2p) will be clustered very closely about the same semi-major axis. If it can be as­
sumed, however, that a single tesseral harmonic is significantly stronger than the others of 
the same ratio then it is still reasonable to approximate the disturbing function using only 
that dominant critical tesseral harmonic. The consideration of near-circular orbits, assum­
ing q=0 in the Kaula argument, therefore allows the problem to be reduced to the Ideal 
Resonance Problem [7] for which analytical solutions are possible. For the case of the Geopo­
tential the dominant tesseral is usually the critical harmonic of lowest degree corresponding 
to largest Jnm coefficient. The strength of the harmonic, however, must also be considered 
in conjunction with Pnmp(Jo) for a given orbit before the dominant critical harmonic can be 
determined.
Even if the gravitational potential expansion can be reduced to contain a single tesseral 
harmonic, it must still contain at least one zonal harmonic to produce the repeat ground- 
track orbit necessary to repeatedly expose the orbit to the effects of the dominant critical
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tesseral. As discussed in chapter 1 , the resonant orbit model will be developed to first order 
accuracy in Jg- It is therefore reasonable to reduce the zonal harmonic expansion to just the 
£ = 2 case with fixed n  and to. The approximate potential under consideration then has the 
form:
U = ^ [ 1 - J 2 P2 (s in /s in A )+ J„„  (^ )" p ™ (s in /sm A )P „ „ p (/)C „ „ j,(e „ „ p )]  (4.7)
4.4 Linearized Equations of Resonant M otion
4.4.1 Ordering Scheme and Zeroth Order Solutions
As discussed in chapter 1 , the aim of this chapter is to develop a model of resonant motion 
accurate to first order in J 2 applicable for near circular orbits with e ~  0 (  J 2)- In the epicycle 
formulation of the problem all first order pertm'bations are included and any perturbations 
of second order magnitude, (^2)^, or smaller, are neglected.
In accordance with [1] and [2], the following derivations assume that the epicycle solutions 
have the same form as (4.1) where i  = 2 and that the angular momentum about the z axis 
can be described in the form:
hz — a no(l T  62 T  Jnm.) (4.8)
where 62 and ônm correspond to the correction to the z component of angular momentum for 
a Keplerian orbit, when J 2 and Jnm are introduced into the potential.
The discussion of existing work on resonant motion presented in chapter 2 noted that the 
resonant variable had been demonstrated to exhibit large variations over long timescales. 
This work also indicates that the resonant variable will comprise a combination of the along 
track tesseral perturbation and the tesseral ascending node variation and that this resonant 
perturbation is exhibited dominantly in the along track direction. In these derivations enm 
and the resonant variable combination of e^m and Onm are therefore assumed to be zeroth 
order and the remainder of the perturbations and all derivatives are assumed to be first order 
in J 2 .
Re-writing the Kaula argument using the epicycle co-ordinate notation above considering 
only the J2 secular variations in (4.2) and writing 9g = 9od- {(jj®/no)a gives:
Onmp — {n ~  2p) (1 +  K2)CK -fi 777,(02 ~  -|- (t7 — 2p)enm +  TUOnm +  to(Dq ~  9q — Ipnm) (4.9)
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This can then be re-written using Tnmp as
Onmp — 'I'nmp^ "b ip  "Ip^^nm T  mOnm "b 777,(fiQ Oq ’^ nm) (4.10)
The &nm and Onm terms can be combined as:
mUnm — ^nm "b „ Onm n — 2 p (4.11)
It is also convenient to define the term Vnm. such that:
Vnm — ip  ^P'l'Onm — (p ‘^p')^nm "b mOf (4.12)
Introducing the shorthand: ^nm =  Dq — 0q — ipnm  ^ the trigonometric function of the Kaula 
argument appearing in (4.7) can therefore be written as:
GnmpiOnmp) — COSsin
COS
sin
(n—m )=even
\^ nmpO!- "b Vnm "b to(Qo ^0 "^nm)]
{n~m )~odd
{n—m )—even
n^mpOl- "b Vnm T  m(f)nm\ (4.13)
{n—m )=odd
It is apparent from [2] that expanding the epicycle equations of motion about a zeroth order 
semi-major axis defined tlnough the Jacobi constant of the motion and the corresponding 
Keplerian mean motion leads to singularities in the case of resonance. Choosing the zeroth 
order mean motion, no, to correspond to that defined in the resonance condition (4.5), how­
ever, removes the time dependence of these divisors and therefore the singularities. The 
corresponding semi-major axis to expand around can then be chosen relative to this. For 
the purposes of the model derived here, the zeroth order semi-major axis is chosen as that 
related to no via Kepler’s equation:
(4.14)
The zeroth order values for I and D are taken as the initial values of these co-ordinates Iq 
and Dq at the equator crossing.
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4.4.2 Equations o f M otion
The equations of motion for a satellite under the influence of a gravitational potential de­
scribed as a general spherical har monie expansion are derived in [2 ] as:
n  M
h z  — F n 7 n p ( I ) R n m p ( 0 n m p )  (4 .1 5 )
r  \  r J d(sm /sm A)
H Jnm (  ^ cot 1 5 3 (P 2p) COS I]Fnmp{I)^nmp{^nmp) (4.16)^ \  /  p=0
=  _ ^ j / & Y c o s J c o t J s m A # ! ^ ^r  \  r J d(sinJsinA)
+  ~  Jnm cot I  5 3  I^nmv{I)^nmp{®nmp) (4.17)\  ^ /  p=0
f-rz>2 =  +  (f -  J^(sin JsinA)
— ( n - f  l ) - ^ J „ m , f — 5 3  I ^ n m p i I ) G n m p { S n m p )  (4 .1 8 )^ \  ^ ^ p==0
where summations over i, n  and to are assumed, corresponds to dFnmpJdl and v  is the 
true anomaly.
These equations can be simplified under the following assumptions:
• The potential can be reduced to that in (4.7) under the Ideal Resonance assumption dis­
cussed in the previous section.
• The trigonometric functions with arguments I  and A can be reduced to Iq and a  4- e^m 
respectively. This is because these terms all have first order coefficients so that, upon ex­
panding the trigonometric functions, the first order terms in the argument lead to second 
order terms which can be neglected.
• In the resonant case Tnmp —> 0 and so the trigonometric functions in (4.13) and the corre­
sponding Snmp expression will become a function of Vnm only.
If the following shorthand is also introduced: A 2 ~  J 2 ( /2©/r)^, Anm =  Jnm{R®/f')'^ and 
z  =  sin Jo sin A, then equations (4.15)-(4.18) become:
hz — AnmFnmpi^Io) RnmpiPnm) (4.19)
i f  h' A 2 r / , \dJb(z)h z l  ~  A 2 C O S  J o  C O S  ( a  4- E a r n ) —r  dz
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^ cot/q[to (n 2p)] Jhmp(Jo)*Snmp('*^nm) (4.20)
hzÙ = - - A 2  COS Jo cot I q sin(a +  e„m)r dz
~h~Anm, cot J o (Jo)Gimp(%m) (4.21)
r  — rv^ — ^  +  ^ A 2 P2 {z) — {nd- f)-^AnmPnmp{Io)Gnmp{nnm) (4.22)
Equations (4.19)-(4.22) can now be linearized using epicycle co-ordinates of the forms given 
in (4.1) and (4.8).
Reducing (4.8) to first order terms only gives;
hg ~  a 77o(l 4“ 62 T  ^nm) COS Jq ( 4 . 2 3 )
Talcing the derivative of this with respect to time gives:
hz ~  a 7ÎQ cos iQÔifim (4.24)
where 62 =  0 as the angular momentum about the inertial z-axis is constant in the axisym- 
metric case. As d/d t =  nod/da, this can be re-written as:
hz =  a^nl cos lo^nm (4.25)
where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to a.
Substituting (4.25) into (4.19)then gives:
Cl TT-q cos — m —A jim F n m p i^ Io )^ n m p iP n m )  (4.26)
Multiplying both sides by r  =  a 4- 52 4- Snm and removing higher order terms, remembering 
p — a^rig, gives the linearized equation of motion in ônm'
d L  =  - ^ ^ ^ P ’>mp(Io)Snn,p(ynm) (4.27)
An alternative expression for Snm can be gained by considering:
hz = r^n cos I  (4.28)
where ù and can be written to first order accuracy as:
h =  À -}- Ô  cos J  =  rio(l 4~ Ê2 4" ^nm  4“ O2 cos I q 4- cos I q) (4.29)
=  c i ^ ( l 4 - ^ 4 - ^ ^ )  (4.30)
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A n  e x p r e s s io n  fo r  Ô2  i s  g i v e n  in  [1 ] a s:
S2 — ---------1- eg -|- 02  c o s  Iq  — Ù2  t a n  To ( 4 .3 1 )
S u b s t i t u t i n g  ( 4 .2 3 ) ,  ( 4 .2 9 ) ,  ( 4 .3 0 )  a n d  ( 4 .3 1 )  i n t o  ( 4 .2 8 ) ,  l in e a r i z in g  a n d  r e - w r i t in g  in  t e r m s  
o f  t h e  r e s o n a n t  v a r ia b le ,  V n m , t h e n  g iv e s :
^nm  7  "b V nm  n ^ n m  d" ^nm  COS I q ^nm t a n  Jg ( 4 .3 2 )Cl 71 — Z p
T a lc in g  t h e  d e r iv a t iv e  o f  J  — I o - b i 2 + h i 7n  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  a  a n d  s u b s t i t u t i n g  ( 4 .2 3 )  in t o  ( 4 .2 0 )  
g i v e s  t h e  l in e a r i z e d  e q u a t i o n  o f  m o t i o n  in  t 2 a n d  Lnm^
(>2 "b I'nm ^ 2  COS I q COs(qi 4" Cnm) I : 7“ iP' 2 p )  COS lQ ]F n m ,p i,Io )S n m pil^ n rn )CLZ S in  I q
( 4 .3 3 )
S im i la r ly ,  ( 4 .2 1 )  c a n  b e  l in e a r i z e d  t o  g iv e :
O2 -b =  — A 2 c o t  Iq  S in (o ;  +  € n m) — +  sin^ ^ n m p (^o)CVimp (V n m )  ( 4 .3 4 )
F in a l ly ,  s u b s t i t u t i n g  ( 4 .2 9 ) ,  ( 4 .3 1 )  a n d  ( 4 .3 2 )  i n t o  ( 4 .2 2 )  a n d  l in e a r i z in g  g iv e s :
r.// »//
\ a  a J
iP' "b lI)A ji'fY iF rirn ,p{Io)^nm p{pnT n) ( 4 .3 5 )
4— -  — — ( ------- 1---------- ^  +  2 0 2  4 - 2^2  t a n  I q +  2 5 n m  4 - 2 t ^ ^  t a n  I q +  3 Â 2 P 2 { z )(L d  Cl Cl y
I f  t h e  n o t a t i o n  z  =  s i n  j g  s i n  a  i s  a d o p t e d ,  t h e n  t h e  r e la t io n s h ip  b e t w e e n  jF ^ (z) a n d  j4 z (z )  c a n  
b e  s h o w n  t o  b e :
3  1
P 2 ( z )  =  P 2 ( z )  4 - -  s in ^  J o (s in ^  €nm  +  ^  s i n  2 e n m ) ( 4 .3 6 )
F r o m  [1], t h e  e q u a t i o n  o f  m o t i o n  fo r  S2 i s  k n o w n  t o  b e :
4-------- =  2 ^ 2  4 - 2 t2 t a n  Jq 4- 3 ^ 21^1 ( z )  ( 4 .3 7 )
S o ,  s u b s t i t u t i n g  ( 4 .3 6 )  a n d  ( 4 .3 7 )  i n t o  ( 4 .3 5 )  g iv e s  t h e  l in e a r iz e d  e q u a t i o n  fo r  Snm'^
4-------------- — 2 5 n m  4 -  ^I'nm  t a n  Iq  4" —A 2  s iu ^  /o ( s in ^  €nm  4~ — s i n  2cK s in  2 € n m )Cl d z z
i p  ^^■^nTn,Pnrnp(^^o)^nrnp(Pnrn) ( 4 .3 8 )
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  ( 4 .3 4 )  g iv e s :
o'nm  — ~ ^ 2  ~  ^ 2  |^ s in (a ; +  Cn m) — +  c o t T g ^ n m p i^ o )■ ^ G n r n p {V n m )  ( 4 .3 9 )
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The two derivatives in this expression are given by:
^sin(a +  €nm) ^ =  3sin Io(l +  47n)sin2(o;-l-€nm) (4.40)dda
^^Gnmp(pnm) ~  ip  ^P)'^nm^nTnp{‘^ nm) (4.41)
Also, [1], gives an expression for the derivative of 02 as:
Og =  —3 A2 cos Jo sin^ a  (4.42)
So, (4.39) can therefore be re-written to first order accuracy as:
^nm — 3 A2 cos Jo(sin 2 a  -  sin 2(o! -b enm)) (4.43)
Similarly, using the following expression from [1]:
3tg =  — - r i .2 sin Jo cos Jo sin 2a (4.44)
equation (4.33) can be re-written as:
Cm =  ^ ^ 2  sin 2 Jo (sin 2a -  sin2(a -h enm}) +  ~ { n -  2p) COSlo]Fnmp{lQ)Snmp{Vnm)
(4.45)
Taking the derivative of (4.32) with respect to a  gives:
TThCm =  +  Cm -  ^  _  2pCm +  Cm COS Jq ~  Cm tan Jq (4.46)
Substituting (4.32), (4.45) and (4.43) into (4.46) and simplifying then gives:
■ // 3 2 cos Jo ( ^  — cos Jo ) +  sin^ Jq (sin 2a — sin 2(a  4- enm))
(p '^P)-^nmPnmp(,Io)Rnmp{Vnm) (4.47)
Re-writing (4.34) using (4.42) gives:
Cm =  cos Jo (sin^ a -  sin^(a -f e^^)) -f ^ ^ K m p (/o)Cnmp(^nm) (4.48)
Substituting this and (4.32) into (4.38) gives:
g// 3g g
— 2 C m  =  - 6æA2 cos Jo sin €nm sin(2a +  enm) +  ^ ^ 2  s iif Iq(sin^ e^m
~ 4  "b €nm) +  ^  COS 2(a — Cnm))
P AnmRCnmpiPnm^ (4.49)
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where the following shorthand has been adopted;
mX =  cos Iq —
sin Jo
n — 2 p
~ (n l )P nmp(Io)
The equations of resonant motion in the four unknown epicycle perturbations can therefore 
be summarized from (4.45), (4.48), (4.47) and (4.49) as:
3
Cm =  ^ ^ 2  sin 2 Jo (sin 2a -  sin 2 (a  +  enm))
d ~  J  [m> (n 2p) c o s  J o ] F h m p ( d o ) ' S ' n m p ( ' ^ n m )
C m  =  3^2 cos Jo(sin2 +  enm)) +  ^^K m pi^o)C nm p{Vnm )
2 c' 3 2 cos I q  -----   COS Jo 4- sin^ I qn — 2 pa 2
()^  ‘^ I^AnmFnmpi.I^Snmpipnrn)
(sin 2a -  sin 2(a 4- £nm))
-  2u(j^ -  =  - 6 æ A 2  cos I q  sin e n m  sin(2a 4- € n m )  4- ^  A 2  s iif  Jq (sin^ e n m
- i  cos 2(a 4- e n m )  +  ^ cos 2(a -  E^m))
"b Anml'Onmpi'^nm)
(4.50)
4 .4 .3  Short and  L ong P er io d ic  M o tio n
It is well known from previous studies of resonant motion discussed in chapter 2 that the long 
periodic motion observed in resonance is a result of the effects of the tesseral harmonics. It 
therefore seems reasonable to separate the equations in (4.50) into separate equations for long 
periodic motion due to Jnm and shorter periodic motion due to J 2 . If the subscripts ‘nms’ 
and ‘nml’ are used to denote the short and long periodic respectively then these motions can 
be described as:
“n m s
3
=  ~A 2  sin 2 Jo (sin 2 a - s i n 2 ( a 4 -  enm ) )
Cm a =  3A.2 cos I q  (sin^ a  -  sin^ (a  4- e^m))
m2  cos J q  ( ^  -  cos I q  ) +  sin^ Iq (sin 2a -  sin 2(a  4- €nm))
-  2 C m s  -  —^  =  - 6 0 :^ 2  COS Jo sin enm sin(2a 4- E nm ) +  ^  Al2 sin^ J q  (sin^ enm 
— — cos 2(a 4- enm) +  ^ COS 2(a — enm))
(4 .51)
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^nml s i n / o ^ ^  2 p )  COS/o]Pwm p(do)<S'nm p('ynm )
sinJo
H ‘^ nml ~  ^p)-^nmFnmp(Io)^nmp('^nm)
^nml ”  T .  ^nmp{^o)^nmp{‘^ nm)
2 si
^nml _  9„/ _  ^^nml   a / \^ ^^nml ^ — -^ nm-L ^nmp\Pnm)
(4.52)
In these equations the Vnm terms are assumed to correspond to Vnml as these will be of 
dominant magnitude. It is suspected that the short periodic terms described in (4.51) can 
be considered as ‘corrections’ to the standalone J 2 solutions given in [1] for the difference in 
position of the satellite due to the resonant effects of Jnm-
To be able to solve the long periodic equations of motion, the coupled equations in Snm and 
Vnm must first be separated. Considering the case when (n—m) is even, the coupled equations 
can be written as:
~ H '^nml ~  “ (^ ~  ‘^P^-^nmPnmpilo) sin((Tl — 2 p)Vnml d"
^nm l n I ^ S nm l^  — A n m P  C O s[(ti ‘I p ) '^ n m l  d* m0n,7n.]
From the first of these equations it seems reasonable to assume:
(4.53)
=  dCi sin((n -  2p)Vnml +  'm(j>nm) 
=  K 2 sin((n -  2p)Vnml d- m<^nm)
(4.54)
where K \  and K 2  can be assumed to be two arbitrary constants such that;
K \  +  2 /C2 =  — (n — 2p)AnmFnmp{,lQ) (4.55)
Differentiating the second of (4.54) twice with respect to a and neglecting second order terms 
gives: o'" = - { { n -  2p)v'^n^i) I< 2 sin((n -  2p)vnmi +  m<^nm) ~  0 (4.56)a
Differentiating the second of (4.53) with respect to a , substituting in the above and neglecting 
higher order terms gives:
2 < » , +  ^  =  0 (4.57)
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Substituting in (4.54) then gives:
(4.58)
Equations (4.55) and (4.58) therefore provide a set of simultaneous equations that can be 
solved for values of K i and I< 2 which, when substituted into (4.54), give the separated 
equations of motion:
'^nml =  ~3(n -  2p)AnmFnmp{Io) sin((n -  2p)Vnml +  m(l>nm)
Jnml 2 {jl ^p) AnmFnmpilo) sin((H ^p)'^nml d" '^^nm) (4.59)
4 .4 .4  E q u ilib riu m  P o in ts  an d  S ta b ility
Re-writing the first of (4.59) using the Vnm variable gives:
^nml ~  2p) AnmFnmpilo) sin(t^„^( +  Tri(l)nm) (4.60)
This has the form of the equation of motion of a pendulum and as such a (V, V’) plot will 
represent the corresponding phase space including both stable and unstable (saddle) points. 
Fig. (4.1) illustrates a typical phase space plot for a pendulum about a stable point, where 
q is a generalized co-ordinate (Vnml) and p the generalized momentum (b%^(). The closed 
curves represent the libration regime and the continuous curves the circulation regime.
Pendulum Phase Space 
P = 1.00
Figure 4.1: Typical Pendulum Phase Space
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The equilibrium points of the phase space will correspond to those points where the force 
experienced goes to zero, i.e. —> 0, such that:
3(?î 2p) AnmFnmpilo) sin(%,,,Y%( d" rn,(f)nm) ~  0 (4.61)
In the above it can be assumed that the —3{n — 2p)^AnmFnmp{Io) coefficient is non-zero, 
else no resonant effects would be seen in that orbit for any value of Vnml- The equilibrium 
points must therefore correspond to the trigonometric term becoming zero, remembering that 
0nm =  fio -  ^0 — "^nm- Tliis givcs the Condition:
0 TT^0 — ^0 =  fpnm d- “  0 < /3 < 2 m  (4.62)
From this it can be seen that the locations of the equilibrium points of the orbit are defined 
in terms of the initial ascending node of the satellite orbit relative to the earth’s rotation in 
inertial space, hence the term "stable/unstable longitudes” used in many references ([8], [9]). 
It is also clear that there are 2m equilibrium positions for a satellite orbit in resonance with 
a specific tesseral harmonic Jnm, in agreement with [10], For the remainder of derivations in 
this chapter, the /? =  0 case will be assumed for convenience.
Taking the derivative of (4.60) gives a variation with cosine meaning that, for each successive 
value of Vnm giving a zero value of V^^i, the values of V ”!^ are alternately positive and negative. 
The equilibrium points about the orbit are therefore alternately stable and unstable.
4.5 Epicyclic D escription of Resonant M otion
4 .5 .1  S o lu tion s for L ong P er io d ic  M o tio n
Considering first the equation of motion in the resonant variable, Vnml, if both sides of (4.60) 
are multiplied by V^^i and integrated with respect to a  we have:
2 2p) A n m F ampi^o) COS(kÇimZ d" 777.0) 4- K  (4.63)
where K is a constant of integration. This can be re-written using the following shorthand:
H  =  3(77 — 2p) AnmPnmpi^o) (4.64)
2 Hq =  3 (77. — 2p)^ AnmFnmpilo) +  R  (4.65)
The equation of motion for Vnml then becomes:
2"o =  l i K m t f  +  2 iî's in 2  +  m<P) (4.66)
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where 2Hq is equivalent to the energy of the resonant oscillation. It is clear that the type of 
motion described by this equation is determined by the relative values of H and Hq'-
• l i  H  < H q then the motion described is circulatory.
•  1Ï H  > Hq then the motion described is libratory.
m H H  — Hq then, theoretically, the satellite sits on the separatrix of the motion dividing 
circulation and libration regimes.
Re-writing (4.66) using the shorthand: k — and re-arranging gives the integral:
m 1 1/  da = ± —  /  , = dk  (4.67)
This integral has the form of an elliptic integral of the first kind and will require separate 
consideration for the circulation and libration cases. Appendix C provides an overview of
Elliptic Integrals and the associated relevant Jacobian Elliptic Functions adapted from [12]
that are used in the following derivations.
4.5.1.1 Solutions for the Circulation R egim e
Equation(4.67) can be integrated directly for the case H  < H q to give a solution in terms of 
Jacobian Elliptic Functions:
sin k = s n \  ±JJock
This gives the Vnml solution as:
Vnml =  2 arcsin | sn{±HQa)
Hq (4.68)
( ^ )  ^ ~  (4.69)
Equation (4.68) can be re-arranged to give:
cos^ k — l — sn^ I ± H qœ J L ŸHq) (4.70)
Substituting in the elliptic function relation: —nicn^{u) ~  msrP{u) — m, where u is a general 
argument and m is the parameter of the elliptic integral, then gives:
cos k — cn i ± H qœ (4.71)
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Prom (4.59):
(4.72)
Assuming that the constant of integration is zero, in accordance with (4.53) this then gives 
the relationship:
^  (4.73)
Differentiating (4.68) using the chain rule and introducing the shorthand: u  =  ±Hoa  gives:
, d{sink) dû f  d {sm k)\~ ^  .. _
Substituting (4.71) into the above, assuming the parameter for all subsequent elliptic func­
tions is m =  (H /H q)^ and using the relationship ^(s?7(w)) =  cn{ü)dn(û) gives the following 
expression for
'^nmi =  (4.75)
This can then be substituted into (4.73) to give:
Having solved for the coupled resonant variables, the resonant motion of the orbital plane
must now be determined. Considering the case when (n — m) is even in the first of (4.52)
and introducing the shorthand Ki =  Anmijn — (n — 2p) cosIo]Enmp(7o)/ sin Jq gives:
^nmi ~  K isin2k  (4.77)
Re-writing sin2fc — 2 sin A: cos ^ and substituting (4.68) and (4.71) produces:
I'nini =  2Kisn{ü)cn{ü) (4.78)
Multiplying both sides of this equation by nf and integrating with respect to a  then gives:
±  Hoinmi = —IK i dn{ü) 4- Q  (4.79)
where Q  is a constant of integration. Assuming inmi at a  =  0, Q  is determined as Ci =  
2 K i and the solution is given as:
±  Hobnmi =  2Jfi (1 -  dn{û)) (4.80)
This can then be written in full as:
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Finally, assuming the case when (n — m) is even in the second of (4.52) and introducing the 
shorthand Kn  =  Anm PLmpW /s in  Jq gives:
o'nmi — R n  cos 2k = R q (c o s^  k -  sin^ k) (4.82)
Multiplying bo th sides of this equation by ü' and using the following relation from [12]:
puPq{ü) =  /  pq^{t)dt (4.83)Jo
gives the result:
zb HoOnml =  R q  J  cn^{u) ~  sn^{ü)dü =  ±iïoOnmi[L'n(û) — Sn{û)] 4- Co (4.84)
where Co is a constant of integration. The Cn{u) and Sn{u) terms can be re-written in terms 
of an elliptic integral of the second kind, E(tt), to give:
Cn{v) — Sn{ü) =  ^  [2E{u) — u{2 — m)] (4.85)
where m is the parameter of the elliptic functions such that m  — • If Onmi is assumed
to be zero at a  =  0, %  can be shown to be zero, giving the solution:
H o K m p WOnml — 3(n -  2p )2 sin JoFnmp(Jo) 2 _ ( | ) (4.86)
The period of resonant circulatory motion, J^(a), can be determined directly from (4.67) by 
considering:
da = ^  r   ^ -   dk (4.87)
“ ° s in H
Remembering that Pc{(x) = Pc{t)no, this then gives the expression for the period in terms of 
a complete elliptic integral of the first kind, K {m ) as:
4.5.1.2 Solutions for the Libration R egim e
H o J (4.88)
It is clear that (4.67) cannot be solved directly for the libration case as the parameter will 
become greater than 1 by definition and so a change of variable is required.
Considering the phase space of a pendulum for the libration case, at Vnml = Vmax, ^nml ~  0, 
substituting this into (4.66) and assuming (pnm =  0 gives the result:
ffo =  77sin f% 2:'\ (4.89)
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Using this, (4.66) can be re-written in the general case as:
^nml =  ±iJ\/2(cOS V -  cos Vmax)^ (4.90)
This can be re-written using the k notation as:
k' = ± H (sin^ kmax ~  sin^ k)^ (4.91)
Integrating this then gives:
/ d a  =  [  , /  ,  dk (4.92)J H  J y / l — C S C ^  kmax s i u ^  k
The change of variable sin0 =  esc kmax sink  is now introduced, such that:
dk =  (4,93)
CSC kmaxVl — s i l l^  k
If the integrals are taken between limits at the point of maximum libration angle, correspond­
ing to a  =  Oimax, k =  kmax &ud the stable point a  =  0, A: =  0 this then gives limits in the new 
variable of ^ f  and 9 =  arcsin(csc kmax sin k) respectively. It is important to note from 
(4.60) that, for the non-zero phase case, when =  0 corresponds to a stable point this
gives Vnml = —m(f> and so the maximum libration angle will occur at Vnml =  Vmax ~  m0,
where Vmax is the maximum libration angle from the stable point. The corresponding value 
of kmax therefore remains as kmax =  ^Vmax-
These relationships can then be used to re-write (4.92) producing:
r a  + 1  />aicsin(cscA:moa:SinA;) i/  da = ~  ■ =  =d9 (4.94)
J « m a x  \ / l  -  s in ^  kmax s in ^  9
This is transformed into a form that can be solved directly using elliptic functions by adding
a complete elliptic integral of the first kind, K(m), to both sides of the equation, which gives:
y \ ^arcsin(csc fcmax sin fc) ^K  (sin  k m a x )  ± H { a -  amax) =  /  —7=^  ■— » „ (4.95) ^ -^0 V 1 — sim kmax sim 9
This can now be solved directly using Jacobian elliptic functions to give:
S7l(JC(sin kmax) dr H(oô Oimax) j sin kmax) ~  CSC S in  A: (4.96)
The elliptic function in this solution can be re-written using the relation sn(^K{m)±u) = cd{u) 
to give the final expression:
sin =  sin j  cd(iJ(a -  a n^ox) 1 sin  ^k^ax) (4.97)
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Using the relationship m +  mi =  mcd^(zi) +mind^(u)  — 1 from [12], where m i = 1 — m, this 
can be written in the alternative form:
cos +  y  0nmj =  cos nd{H{a  -  amax)  I sin^ kmax) (4.98)
If the shorthand u = H {a — a^nax) is introduced, an expression for the derivative of k can be 
written using the chain rule as:
dk _  d{sink) du f  d(sinA:)\
~d  ^ ~  du d ^  V dk )   ^  ^ ^
Using the elliptic function derivatives detailed in Appendix C and assuming that all elliptic 
functions have the parameter m  = sin^ kmax in the remaining derivations:
=  sin ^ cd (w ) =  - i s i n 2k m a x cos k m a x s d { u ) n d ( u )  (4.100)
Substituting the above equation into (4.99) and simplifying gives:
, / _  - H  sin 2 kmax cos kmaxsd{u)nd{u) ^
^ “  2 ^
Using expression (4.98) and re-writing in terms of v'^^i this then gives:
H^nml n  — 2p sin(kÇn.d3;) scî('u) — yj ^ AfimPnmp (A)) sin(k^ga;)sd('u) (4.102)
Prom (4.73) the above result can then be used to give an expression for Snml-
^  =  lp Â J J J J p ) s m { V ,„ a ^ ) s d { u )  (4.103)
The resonant motion of the out of plane variables are now determined using a similar method 
to that employed for the circulation case. Substituting the libratory solutions for sin k and 
cos k  into (4.77) gives:
sin kmax cos kmaxcd{iL)nd{u) (4.104)
Multiplying both sides of this equation by u ’ and integrating with respect to a then gives:
H  J  f'nmi = Ri^^^^^kmax J cd{u)nd(u)du (4.105)
Using the elliptic function derivative expressions given in Appendix C this can then be written
as:
Hi-nml — R% sin kmaxsd(u) 4- C<i (4.106)
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where Q  is a constant of integration, assuming inml =  0 at a  =  0 and introducing the 
shorthand Um = —Ha-max this can be shown to be:
Ci ~  R i sin 2k'm,axSd(llm,') (4.107)
The solution then becomes:
I'nml ~  sin 2/Ct7t,£ix(®'^ (‘^ 0 "b sd(um,')') (4.108)
This can be written in full as:
l'uval =  [W (n 2p)cosJo] 2 k ,r^(sd(u) + sd(u^)) (4.109)V o (n —i p jsm io
Now, multiplying both sides of (4.82) by H and substituting in (4.97) and (4.98) gives:
Ho-nml '— R q. J" COS km,axH'4‘ (u<) sin k-maxi^ d (ujdu (4.110)
Prom (4.83) this can be re-written as:
Hojirni ~  ATq (cos kmaxRd{u) sin k-m,axl^ d{uŸ) 4“ Go (4.111)
where Co is a constant of integration. Prom [12] the expressions for Cd(u) and Nd(u) are 
given by:
mCd{u) =  —E{u) + u-\-msn{u)cd{u) 
m iN d{u) =  E{u) — msn{u)cd{u) (4.112)
In these expressions m corresponds to the parameter sin^ kmax and m i =  cos^ kmax- Equation 
(4.111) can then be re-written as:
Honmi  =  ATn(2E(w) -  2 sin^ kmaxsn{u)cd{u))  4- Co (4.113)
If it is assumed that o-nml =  0 at a  =  0 then the solution becomes:
Onml ~  [2{E(it) E{Um')') 2siu kmaxisniu)cd(u) sn{Um}ed(Um}) (77 Uy/^ )] (4.114)
This can then be written in full as:
Onmi =  r  ~  2 s i n ^  kmax{sn{u)cd{u)\7 l Z p ) S in  iQ  y O ^ n m p O o )
-sn{um)cd{um)) - { u -  u^)] (4.115)
The period of the libratory resonant motion. P i  (a ) , can be calculated considering the (f)nm =  0 
case of (4.97). If it is assumed that, at the stable point k = 0 and a  =  0, then considering
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that cd(0) ~  K {m ) and that cd(ii) is a symmetric function, the corresponding value of a-max 
can be determined as:
EKfnax — — A7(sin kmax) (4.116)
As amax is equivalent to the difference in a  horn the stable point to the point of maximum 
libration angle, it also corresponds to one quarter of the libration period. Remembering that 
Pi{t) — Pi{a)/no then gives:
Pi{t) = kmax) (4.117)
4.5.1.3 S um m ary  o f Long P erio d ic  S olu tions
The solutions given in the preceding sections can be summarized as follows:
Circulation case, where parameter of all elliptic functions is m =  
sin +  y0nm ^ =  sn{±Hoa)
^  =  = p 3 jd f |^ d n (± J Î„ a )
^  3(n -  2p)2 sin7oFnmp(/o)
^:H oa{2~m )) (4.118)
Libration Case, where parameter of all elliptic functions is m =  sin^ kmax 
sin = sin c d { H { a  -  amax))
— yj3AfimPnmpi^o) sin(%n,ax)sd(Jf (a  CXmax))Snml
V o  (77. — Zp) s m  I q
+ sd( Hamax))
Rnmpi^o) / Anm=  (n - I r t  ain/o V -  ^ ( u . ) )
2 sin kmaxisniH(a amax))l'diH(a CKmax))
S77i( Hamax)l^l^i Hl^max)) iJcü] (4.119)
4 .5 .2  S o lu tio n s for Short P er io d ic  M o tio n
If it is assumed that the timescale for variation of the short period terms is significantly 
shorter than that of the long periodic terms and that the Cnm terms are dominated by the
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long periodic resonant contribution, then the enm terms on the right hand side of (4.51) can 
be treated as constant enml values.
The short periodic equations can then be solved using standard trial solutions for second 
order differential equations or direct integration methods assuming all perturbations are zero 
at a  =  0 as Vnml — 0- This gives the following results;
3W s  =  0 ^ 2  sin 2Io [cos 2(a +  enml) ~  cos 2a -  cos 2enmi +  1] o 3Onms = j A 2 COS Jo[sin2(a  +  enml) -  sin2a -  sin 2enml]
 ^ . 2  T  1 ^  ,  A  r n ^  r  I  ^— —A 2 [2æ cos Jo =  0  sin Iq] cos 2(a +  enml) + A 2 [2æ cos I q  +  ~ sim Jq] cos 2a
3  g
■-A2 sin^ Jo cos 2(a -  enml) +  % sin^ Jo sin^ enml
A 2
2
11■X cos Jo +  sin Jo sin 2 (a  + Cnml) ^ 11 ycos Jq +  ~ sin^ Jo sin 2a2
=  y  A s  sin^ Jo s in  2 ( a  -  enml) ~  9 ^ 2  sin^  Jq sin^  e „ ^ ; a  (4 .1 2 0 )o
4 .5 .3  E p ic y c lic  D e s c r ip t io n  o f  G e o sy n c h ro n o u s  M o t io n
It is well documented that the only resonant equatorial orbit is the synchronous orbit where 
the satellite mean motion and primary body rotation are in 1:1 commensurability [8, 9, 10, 
11, 16]. This can be explained easily if the form of the inclination function Fnmpih) in (3.9) 
is considered. From the form of this expression it is apparent tha t the coefficients in Fnmp 
must obey two criteria for the resonant, equatorial expression to be non-zero:
1. If Jo =  0, the only possible value of the power to which the sine term is raised is zero 
for a non-zero inclination function amplitude. This gives the first criterion as
where i is a coefficient in the inclination function expression defined in section 3.5.
2. For the satellite to be in resonance, (4.6) gives the inequality: m  > (n — 2p).
The first condition dictates that (n-m) is even and the second dictates that p > . From
Appendix B, the coefficient t  is therefore summed to a maximum value of p. The only possible 
value of t  to meet these criteria is therefore p= t, giving n — m =  2p by virtue of the first 
criterion. This can be re-arranged to give m /{n  — 2p) ~  1 which, from (4.6) corresponds to 
a synchronous orbit.
The synchronous case requires special consideration for solution as the out of plane co­
ordinate solutions, Lnml &nd Onmi for resonant motion and their derivatives all contain sin Jo 
divisors which, on first inspection, appear to create singular solutions.
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However, if the form of the inclination function in the synchronous case is considered these 
singularities can be removed. For the synchronous case the inclination function and its 
derivative have the forms:
F rn n p ik )  =  K { l + C O S l o Ÿ ‘‘
K m pih]  =  2d/fsini-o(l +  cosJo)“ - '  (4.121)
where K and K  are constants and d is an integer.
The Lnml and expressions in bo th the libratory and circulatory cases, contain coefficients
of the form:
K i =  [m -  (n -  2p) cos Io]Fnmp{Io) (4.122)
Re-writing this using the first of (4.121) and considering that m=(n-2p) for the synchronous 
case gives:
Ki =  m (l -  cos Jo)K (l -f cos Jo) '^  ^ (4.123)
Using the relation (1 — cos Jo) (1 +  cos Jq) =  1 — cos^ Jq then gives a sin^ Jo in the numerator
of the coefficient which cancels with the term in the denominator giving the non-singular
coefficient:
Ki =  mAnm  sin I qK  (1 +  cos Jo)^^“  ^ (4.124)
It is important to note however that the sin Jo term will still be zero resulting in zero Lnml
and terms for the resonant equatorial case.
The Onmi nnd o'^^i resonant solutions and their derivatives contain coefficients of the form:
i lsin Jo
Re-writing this using the second of (4.121) allows the sin Jq in the denominator to cancel 
directly producing a non-zero, non-singular coefficient:
Kçi = 2dAnmK (1 -f cos Jo)^‘^”  ^ (4.126)
These results are general for any synchronous resonant orbit about an arbitrary rotating 
primary body for which the orbit model derived is applicable. Specific Onmi and o'^^i solutions 
for the dominant resonant tesseral in the Geosynchronous case, J 220 can be derived using:
F2 2o ih ) = - (1  -b cos Jq)^
-^ 22o(7o) — — -  sin Jq(l-b cos Jq) (4.127)
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Substituting the second of these into the last of (4.118) and (4.119) gives the respective 
solutions:
0221 =
-H o
12
1
0221 = [2(E(u) -  E{Um))  -  2sin^ kmax{sn{u)cd{u)
-sn{ura)cd{um)) ~  {u -  u^)] (4.128)
where the elliptic function parameter in the first of these equations is m and in the
second is m  =  sin^ kmax- Prom (4.82), the derivatives of these terms can be shown to have 
the form:
022i =  —3A22Cos2fc (4.129)
4 .5 .4  In flu en ce o f  th e  In c lin a tio n  F u n ction
As explained in chapter 3, the Inclination Function Fnmp (I) is a nmnerical coefficient arising 
from the Fourier series expansion transforming the effects of the central body into inertial 
orbit co-ordinates. The value of Fnmp(7) therefore affects the nature of any resulting resonant 
motion, and the resultant effects can be broadly classified into three main areas:
1. Resonance Strength. The strength of a resonance can be related to the magnitude of 
the force acting to move a satellite towards or away from the stable/unstable point 
respectively. From (4.60) it is apparent that this magnitude is proportional to Fhmp(I), 
as well as the Anm value. This means that the strength of a resonance will vary with 
the inclination of that resonant orbit.
2. Frequency of Resonant Motion. It is apparent from (4.88) and (4.117) that the Period 
and hence frequency of the resonant oscillations are both dependent on Fnmp{I)- In 
the libration case the frequency will vary with the square root of Fnmp (I) and in the 
circulation case it will vE iry approximately exponentially as H increases for a given Hq 
in the argument of the complete elliptic integral term.
3. Stability of Equilibrium Points. Equation (4.60), describes the motion of the resonant 
variable with respect to an equilibrium point. Whether that point is a stable or an 
unstable point is determined by the sign of the coefficient —3(n — 2 p)AnmFnmp{I)- 
A positive value of this coefficient indicates an unstable point as a satellite displaced
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slightly from the equilibrium point will be pushed further away from it by the resonant 
dynamics, and conversely a negative value indicates a stable point. As Fnmp{I) is the 
only variable in the expression that can take both positive and negative values the 
stability of these equilibrium points is therefore dependent on the inclination of the 
orbit.
Fig. (4.2) provides some example plots of the variation of Fnmp{I) with I for certain test 
cases. In view of the above discussion, it is apparent from this that the nature of the resonant 
motion can be highly inclination dependent.
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Figure 4.2: Typical Variation of Fnmp{I) with I for ^ 220,-^440 and F752 cases 
4 .5 .5  In flu e n c e  o f  t h e  P h a s e  T e rm
Fi’om (4.62) it is apparent that the (f>nm term determines the initial phase of the resonant 
oscillation with respect to that which would be seen if the satellite started exactly above the 
stable point in phase space. Although the ^  =  0 case is assumed in the derivations given in 
this chapter, assuming another value of P would simply describe the satellite position relative 
to a different equilibrium point.
The solutions given in this chapter are entirely general. However, as o: =  0 has been assumed 
to coincide with motion from the equilibrium point in these solutions this is limiting when 
looking to incorporate other epicycle solutions, notably the J 2 solutions in the ideal resonance 
problem assumed. As the ck =  0 case is assumed to correspond to the initial equator crossing
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point for all other epicycle solutions [1], [2], [3], this means that full solutions including the 
J2  terms are currently limited to the case where an equilibrium point of the resonant motion 
coincides with the initial equator crossing point.
This can be rectified by using a modified phase term for existing non-resonant epicycle solu­
tions. Fig(4.3) illustrates a non-equatorial resonant equilibrium point and labels a physical 
interpretation of the term as the value along the equator from the 4>nm == 0 case coincid­
ing with the initial ascending node. The along track distance from the ascending node to the 
non-equatorial resonant point can then be assumed to be a A a  value which must be added 
to the a  values assumed in previous epicycle solutions to correct for the non-equatorial initial 
values. From spherical trigonometry an expression for A a can be determined as:
/  tan 4>nmA a  — arctan (4.130)V COS Jo
If a  is maintained as the value used in the derivation given in this chapter and an  is then 
assumed to be the value of alpha used in non-resonant epicycle solutions, the following ex­
pression can be defined:
an  =  a  -)- A a (4.131)
stabb longitudes
Figure 4.3: Physical Interpretation of Phase Term 
4 .5 .6  E ffective Idea l R eso n a n ce  B an d s
It is important to ascertain the region within which the assumptions made in deriving an orbit 
model are sufficiently accurate for the orbit model to be valid. As outlined in the discussion
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of chapter 2, Garfinkel first made an attem pt to identify a region in phase space within 
which orbit models based on an ideal resonance assumption were valid [7]. These regions, 
centred about exact commensurability and labelled “resonance widths” , were determined 
by considering where the classical orbit model broke down in terms of providing solutions 
accurate to within quantities of order Jnm- Gedeon later criticized this definition [8], noting 
that the “resonance widths” identified were too broad and could encompass the effects of 
more than one significant resonance, invalidating the assumption of a single dominant critical 
tesseral harmonic. Gedeon further noted, however, that it is difficult to set up a practical 
criterion sufficiently accurate in the general case to suit all purposes. This section therefore 
aims to provide a more practical interpretation of approximate regions of phase space, termed 
Effective Ideal Resonance Bands (EIRBs), in which the ideal resonance solutions detailed in 
this chapter are valid. The principle of EIRBs is based on the region around the point of 
exact commensurability in which the resonance effects will be of a significant magnitude with 
respect to the required and achievable accuracy of a general orbit model under consideration.
It seems reasonable to assume that the point at which the ideal resonance solution breaks 
down is in the circulation regime of a particular resonance. As the most significant resonant 
effects will be observable in the resonant vai'iable, and therefore dominant in the along-track 
co-ordinate, it appears prudent to determine what the maximum effects of these are for a 
given circulation curve in phase space. Prom (4.69), the variation of Vnml 7 or Vnmh with time 
(a) can be shown to be a secular increase with a positive definite oscillation superposed. This 
agrees with the form of circulation curves in phase space which have a constant velocity offset 
with a superposed oscillation depending on the position relative to equilibrium points. To 
determine the maximum oscillation of Vnmi is then not trivial as the mean orbit about which 
the velocity is oscillating must be determined by some means. It is therefore far easier to 
consider the maximum resonant effects in terms of the variation in or
Prom Fig. (4.1), it is apparent that the maximum difference in is observed between 
points corresponding to a  =  0 and a  = P c { a ) /2 .  From (4.75)the magnitude of can be 
written as;
\K ,m i\ =  2 iJ o d n  y H o a
Using (4.88) the values of this at the two a  values of interest can then be written as: 
0 ( 0 )  =  2Ho
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The variation, AV' can then be calculated as the difference between these:
AU' = - (4.134)
iJo +  ^ 1  -  ( :§ )
Prom the form of this solution it is apparent that this value will have a maximum at the 
separatrix H  = Hq and then reduce with an approximate inverse law as Hq increases for 
constant H, moving further away from the separatrix. Remembering that AU' =  {n—2 p)A v', 
expression (4.134) can be used to determine the maximum variation in the majority of 
which is observed in the along-track coordinate.
Using Fig. 4.1 as an example, we can see that, at the stable point, U =  0, ^-nd
the general equation for resonant motion (4.66) becomes:
(4.135)
However, from (4.73) this can be shown to provide a direct relation between Ho, a measure 
of the energy of resonant oscillation, and g(o, the initial value of Snml at the stable point:
Hq =  - (f t — 2 p ) ^  (4.136)
The value of AU' can therefore be directly linked to the value of siq. To define an EIRE, 
a value for the maximum allowable variation in along-track co-ordinate or velocity must be 
determined. This figure may be dependent on a specific mission’s requirements or on the
achievable accuracy of a particular orbit model to be used in conjunction with the resonance
model- The value of s q^ corresponding to this requirement can then be determined by virtue 
of (4.134) and, assuming a symmetrical phase space, the EIRE can be said to be the band of 
space between the minimum and maximum radii:
f'tnin — O'res “k P2 1^0
r'max — ^res dr P2 S/g (4.137)
where Ures is the zeroth order semi-major axis defined through (4.5) and (4.14) and p2 is the
radial offset determined from the J2 epicycle solutions [1], [2], [3] detailed in Appendix A.
To address the issue of interfering resonances it is then straightforward to determine what 
the nearest neighbouring resonant semi-major axes are above and below the Ures used above 
within a specified assumed number of terms in the potential function. Equation (4.134) can 
then be used to determine whether the values of AU' due to these resonances ai'e of significant
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magnitude within the EIRE determined by (4.137). If they are not then the original EIRE 
stands, if they are, then the value of sio used in (4.137) must be reduced and this comparison 
repeated iteratively.
4.6 Im plem entation of M odel
The resonant solutions derived in this chapter were implemented as an analytical orbit propa­
gator in modular ANSI ’C’ code on a Linux operating system. The full forms of the solutions 
used are given as:
r  =  a ( l  +  P2 ) -  ae cos(a -  a^) +  S2 +  Snm
A =  (1 +  /€2)û! +  2e[sin(a -  ap) +  sinOp] + 62  + enm
I  =  /q +  2^ +  inm
ki =  f2o 4" O2 T  Onm (4.138)
where the Keplerian and J 2 solutions are as detailed in chapter 3 and Appendix A respectively 
and the Jnm solutions are assumed to be sums of the long and short periodic solutions. These 
solutions and their derivatives are propagated forward in a  between initial and final values 
specified as inputs to the code.
The relationship between H q and s/g Las already been determined. To simplify the initial 
condition input to the analytical model it was also necessary to determine the relationship
between s/g and Vmax- This was established by considering (4.66) at the maximum libration
angle where Vnml = Vmax and =  0, giving:
H q  = ± H  sin i  {Vmax "k W nm ) (4.139)
and hence, from (4.136):
”  — sin - { V m a x  -k tTK pnm ) (4.140)CL O Th ~  z p  Z
The resonant orbit to be determined is therefore specified in terms of sio only.
The Inclination Functions necessary for the Jnm solutions were implemented using the recm- 
rence relations given in Appendix E and the Jacobian Elliptic Functions were implemented 
by virtue of the series expansions detailed in Appendix C.
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4.7 Assessm ent of M odel Performance
4 .7 .1  M e th o d  o f  A ssessm en t
Two approaches were taken in assessing the performance of the resonant epicycle model. The 
first involved comparison of key features of long term resonant motion of the analytical model 
to the output of a symplectic numerical integrator, “SPSAT” [14]. The second involved direct 
comparison of orbital co-ordinates to numerical integrations over short timescales.
Comparison to the output of SPSAT was chosen as the method of validation for several 
reasons. Firstly SPSAT is known to provide an extremely accurate model of satellite motion, 
which itself has been validated by comparison with flight data [14]. Secondly, with careful 
manipulation of the numerical integrator code the harmonics that are included in the analytic 
model, J2 and Jnrm can be isolated such that only the effects of these harmonics are seen on 
the simulated satellite orbital motion. This means that effects of perturbations not included 
in the analytical model will not be simulated and the analytical model output can therefore 
be compared directly to that of the numerical integrator. Finally, a more practical reason for 
using SPSAT for validation was its ready availability and the existence of in-house expertise 
concerning its limitations and constructions within the Surrey Space Centre.
It must be noted however tha t due to the different methods of defining initial conditions 
for the numerical integrator and the analytic orbit model, some difficulty is still experienced 
in determining exactly comparable orbits between SPSAT and the resonant epicycle orbit 
model. This is discussed further in later sections.
Other possible methods of validation include comparing the resonant epicycle model output 
to that of another analytical resonant orbit model or comparing it to flight data fi’om satellite 
missions at altitudes at which significant resonant effects would be expected. The former of 
these options was not considered for two main reasons. Firstly, as discussed later in this 
chapter, many of the existing analytic resonant orbit models discussed in chapter 2 have not 
undergone significant validation against other models themselves and so could not be used as 
a benchmark for assessing the resonant epicycle model’s performance. Secondly, the differing 
co-ordinates used by various analytic models mean that their outputs would require more 
co-ordinate transformations for comparison to the resonant epicycle model output. As no 
advantage would be gained in terms of known benchmark model accuracy in comparison to 
SPSAT, and the problem of identifying comparable orbits would still remain, this method of
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validation was not selected.
A comparison to flight data was not considered for the purposes of this project primarily 
because, although there is readily available data for satellites in certain resonant orbits, such 
data would also include the effects of other perturbations not incorporated in the resonant 
epicycle orbit model. These include the effect of un-mo deled geopotential terms, drag, solar 
radiation pressure and third body effects. As a result of this, significant further analysis of 
the data would be required to isolate suspected resonant effects before a comparison to the 
output of the resonant orbit model could be made. Coupled with the limited availability of 
comparable orbits in comparison to those that can be simulated with SPSAT, especially as a 
result of the q=0 assumption in the eccentricity function of the geopotential expression given 
in equation 3.5, this method of validation was not deemed preferable.
However, in spite of this it should be noted that, prior to the on-board implementation of the 
resonant epicycle model a comparison to flight data should be made to gain further confidence 
in its performance. Doing such a validation after integration with the other constituents of 
the epicycle model, derived by Hashida, may be most practical approach as the effects of 
additional orbital perturbations observed in the flight data would then be accounted for in 
the analytic model to some degree of accmacy
4 .7 .2  L ong T erm  C om parison
Comparing the long-term resonant motion of a numerical integration and the analytic model 
is more important than short term  comparisons for the purposes of this study, and essentially 
consists of determining whether they provide the same phase space portraits for the resonant 
variable. In the GEO case the synchronous 1:1 resonance and equatorial orbit plane mean 
that it is possible to extract the phase space by virtue of some simple post-processing code. 
By determining the initial Earth rotation angle for a given Julian date and the exact Earth 
rotation model used by SPSAT it is possible to determine the Geographic longitude, ■0, 
from the secularly increasing azimuthal angle, ip, calculated from the equatorial Cartesian 
co-ordinates using the relation:
ifj = (p — oj@t (4.141)
A “Keplerian equivalent” semi-major axis value can then be derived from the Cartesian co­
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ordinates using the following expression where r is the radial component and v is the velocity:
“ ^  o rv  ^ (4.142)
It must be remembered, however, that Eq. (4.142) gives an approximation to the true semi­
major axis, which would require some form of filtering to determine from the numerical 
integrator output. Using the above equations and successive iterations of SPSAT with slight 
increases in initial satellite phase, it was possible to build the phase space portrait presented in 
Fig 4.4 assuming a geopotential model including only J2 and J2 p terms. Fig 4.5 presents the 
comparable phase space from the analytic model. As can be seen from these two figures, the 
phase space portraits clearly demonstrate the same key features including the same centre of 
resonance, locations of equilibrium points and separatrix heights across the stable points. On 
closer inspection the locations of stable and unstable points were indistinguishable between 
the plots, and the centres of resonance only differ by an amount of < ~  50m. This is suspected 
to be predominantly a result of aliasing effects due to the low data sampling frequency used 
because of the extremely large timescales involved. Other contributions to this difference 
could, however, come from the fact tha t the SPSAT model includes the effects of the m- 
daily oscillations resulting from the J 22 tesseral harmonic which are not modelled in the 
analytic case or unmodelled second order terms. On the basis of this comparison, however, 
confidence is gained that the analytic model provides an acceptable demonstration of the 
resonant motion of a satellite in GEO.
Comparing LEO and MEO cases, however, becomes a much harder task as it is difficult 
to isolate the resonant variable from the Cartesian outputs in the case of inclined orbits. 
Indeed, the majority of literature presenting models of LEO and MEO resonant satellite 
motion provides no direct comparison to an arbitrary tru th  model, either choosing to focus 
on the mathematics of the problem [8] or illustrating the validity of the model indirectly via 
the isolation of resonant variations [18], [20].
The general concept of the latter of these approaches is adopted here as the LEO and MEO 
cases can be addressed by considering that the phase space is essentially determined by 
elliptic functions with the same argument. One feature that is also dependent on this same 
argument is the period of the resonant oscillation as illustrated in Eq. (4.88) and Eq. (4.117). 
Therefore, if it can be demonstrated that the resonant oscillation period in the analytic model 
for a particular siq value is the same as that derived from the numerical integration for the
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Figure 4.4: GEO Phase Space Portrait Generated from SPSAT Output
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Figure 4.5: GEO Phase Space Portrait Generated from Analytic Model
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equivalent initial point radially distant from the stable point then confidence is gained that 
the two models can be considered comparable.
Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate the theoretical variations of the libration and circulation periods 
with sio for a LEO resonance with J i 3,i2,6 and a MEG resonance with at inclinations of 
64 degrees and 49 degrees respectively, where the Jump notation is as defined at the beginning 
of this chapter. These inclinations were chosen to be those at which the Fnmp{Io) values, and 
hence resonance strengths would be the strongest. Superposed on these are the comparable 
results determined from the output of the numerical integrator via post-processing code 
designed specifically to determine the period and initial radial distance from stable point for 
the Cartesian output.
As can be seen from these figures, the numerical integration results appear to closely match 
those from the analytic model, with a few minor discrepancies at the significantly longer 
periodic motions approaching the separatrix. This is, however to be expected in view of both 
the longer timescales over which these simulations require the analytic model to maintain ac­
curacy, the dynamically unstable motion near the separatrix and possibly small inaccuracies 
inherent in the post-processing code. It is interesting to note that it was not possible to sim­
ulate an orbit in the libration region of the LEO case using the coarse method of determining 
initial conditions used as the libration region of such a 13*  ^ order resonance is so narrow, 
which will be discussed further in a later chapter. However, given the overall performance of 
the model in these comparisons, it is clear tha t it does provide a reasonable general model of 
resonant motion for both LEO and MEO test cases.
4.7.3 Short Term Comparison
For the purposes of this research, the preceding section has provided sufficient confidence that 
the resonant solutions demonstrated the required behaviom*. Even though a comparison of 
short term model performance will be dominated by the effects of Keplerian and Jg motion as 
resonant oscillations operate over much longer timescales, such a comparison is also included 
for two main reasons. Firstly, to ensure that no significant errors exist which could affect the 
previous conclusions. Secondly this section could highlight areas of further work required in 
integrating the resonant solutions into the epicycle model for use in high acciuacy on-board 
applications.
The task of determining comparable orbits for short term comparisons is, however, a signifi-
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Figure 4.6: Resonant Oscillation Period vs Distance from Stable Point: LEO Case
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Figme 4.7: Resonant Oscillation Period vs Distance from Stable Point: MEO Case
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Orbit ares{km) I(deg) e CKp Üo{deg) ^9 sio{km)
LEO Jl3 ,12 ,6 8044.32 64 4.21 X 10-5 180.0 172.72 178.55 -1.761
MEO 20,270.42 49 4.75 X 10-5 179.85 259.59 178.55 4-2.413
GEO J 2 ,2 ,0 42,164.17 0.5 1.32 X 10-5 -0.101 253.64 178.55 4-14.78
Table 4.1: Test Cases Used for Short Term Comparisons
cant problem when determining the accuracy of any analytic model. Indeed, matching initial 
conditions for anything other than an idealized Keplerian case is not trivial and it is often 
only possible to achieve results which accurately demonstrate the accuracy of a particular 
orbit model by designing a filter to estimate the initial conditions required as inputs to an 
analytic model to match a given numerical integration [3], [17]. As the immediate applica­
tions for the resonance model presented are largely qualitative, it need only be demonstrated 
that the model demonstrates the key features of satellite motion and that the overall model 
is within design accuracy, i.e. to order Jg in each of the epicycle co-ordinates. In this study, 
therefore, only a coarse, iterative method of matching initial conditions was employed for the 
short term comparison cases.
Three resonant test cases were assumed for the short term comparison; one LEO, one MEO 
and one GEO resonant orbit as detailed in Table 4.1. The LEO and MEO test cases are 
the same as those used in the long term  comparison cases with inclinations corresponding to 
where the strongest resonant effects would be seen. In the GEO case, however, this would 
occm in the equatorial plane which can prove troublesome for co-ordinate transformations 
required later, so an inclination slightly removed from zero was assumed.
Comparisons were performed using SPSAT by first determining initial conditions which would 
provide a very low eccentricity satellite orbit in the resonance regime for each of the LEO, 
MEO and GEO cases. This was executed using an existing program which receives time, 
date and the classical orbit elements required from the orbit as inputs and then generates 
a corresponding set of Cartesian inputs for the numerical integrator. As the program only 
assumes a Keplerian orbit model it was, however, noted that this would only serve to provide 
an orbit somewhere in the resonance regime of the specified test case.
Each set of initial conditions for the LEO, MEO and GEO test cases were then propagated 
for a week using SPSAT under the ideal resonance assumption, i.e. including only Jg and 
the tesseral harmonic of interest, Jnm in the Geopotential model used by the integrator. A 
filter based on the epicycle model, but incorporating only the effects of Jg, was then used to
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provide a first estimate for values of inputs required in the analytic model. As the phase of 
the resonant motion generated is highly dependent on the proximity of the initial ascending 
node of the orbital plane in relation to specific points on the Earth, as discussed in section 
4.5.5, care was taken to try  and minimize the difference between the 9g value used in SPSAT 
and that used in the analytic model. This was done by determining what the value of 6 g 
would be for SPSAT at the default time and date setting using the time model inherent 
to the integrator and maintaining these values for all propagations in bo th SPSAT and the 
analytic model. Care was also taken to ensme that the timestamps on output values from 
the numerical integrator and the analytic model were as close as possible.
For easy comparison, the SPSAT outputs were then converted to epicycle coordinates via a 
program using the relations given in Appendix D. The differences between the epicycle co­
ordinate outputs from both the numerical integrator and the analytic model were calculated 
at each timestep and these were then used to iteratively alter the initial conditions given to the 
analytic model until reasonably comparable orbits could be assumed, the corresponding final 
initial conditions are as detailed in Table 4.1. The sio values shown in this table correspond 
to satellite orbits in the circulatory regime for the LEO case and in the libratory regime for 
the MEO and GEO cases.
Figs. 4.8 to 4.13 illustrate the differences in epicycle co-ordinate outputs from the numerical 
integrator and the analytic model for each of the LEO, MEO and GEO test cases.
There are notable similarities between the results from all three test cases. Firstly, and most 
importantly for the purposes of this comparison, the mean errors after a week in all four co­
ordinates can be shown to be less than second order in Jg in each case, demonstrating that 
the model easily meets design requirements for the test cases shown as terms of magnitude J |  
were neglected in the derivations presented. Even in the along track A co-ordinate, in which 
the largest errors would be expected due to mismatches in initial conditions, these errors can 
be shown to translate to very small mean errors of approximately < 0.5km over a week in 
the LEO and GEO cases and <  0.05km over a week in the MEO case, which is likely due to 
a fortuitous choice of initial conditions.
It is important to note that larger errors are to be expected in the LEO test cases for two main 
reasons. Firstly, the actual value of Ag for the LEO, MEO and GEO cases are 6.8 x 10” “^,
1.1 X 10~^ and 2.5 x 10“ 5 respectively, and hence the magnitude of neglected terms in the 
derivations presented are significantly larger for the LEO case. Secondly, the LEO test case 
is observed over 84 orbits as oppose to 21 and 7 orbits for the MEO and GEO cases.
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Figure 4.8: Typical In Plane Errors between SPSAT and Analytic Model: LEO Case.
Considering the radial differences for each case in more detail, a short periodic error oscillation 
can be noted in each plot. This oscillation reaches an amplitude of ~  800m, ~  25m and 
~  15m in the LEO, MEO and GEO test cases respectively which is still significantly smaller 
than 0 {J2 ) in each case. In all cases this error appears to be at orbital rate, possibly 
indicating a mismatch in eccentricity and argument of perigee for the test cases, although 
in the MEO case the initial radial oscillation appears to be a combination of errors at two 
separate frequencies, the magnitude of one quickly becoming insignificant compared to the 
magnitude of the other. It is important to note that these oscillations are unlikely to be due to 
unmodelled m-daily osicllation terms due to the non-resonant effect of the tesseral harmonics 
as only even degree tesseral harmonics can produce such oscillations and the LEO and MEO 
test case tesseral harmonics are of odd degree. There are several possible explanations for the 
growing magnitude of this error oscillation, it could be a secondary effect of the along track
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Figure 4.9: Typical Out of Plane Errors between SPSAT and Analytic Model: LEO Case.
drift, or A error, observed in each case, a cumulative increase in the error magnitude over 
time due to unmodelled J |  terms, a beat period effect between the short periodic unmodelled 
errors and a longer periodic unmodelled error, such as the long periodic effect due to J 2 [6], 
or a combination of one or more of these effects.
Similarly the A error for each test case has a short periodic oscillation which is observed 
at near orbital frequency for all cases, resulting in oscillation magnitudes after a week of 
~  1km, ~  80m and ~  100m in the LEO, MEO and GEO test cases respectively. This still 
corresponds to errors significantly smaller than J 2 magnitude. These oscillations are again 
at approximately orbital period suggesting mismatches in eccentricity vector. However the 
GEO test case clearly indicates the superposition of two short periodic errors at differing 
frequencies. Again the source of increasing magnitude in oscillation cannot be isolated, but 
is expected to be a result of a slight mismatch in initial conditions and/or unmodelled terms
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Figure 4.10: Typical In Plane Errors between SPSAT and Analytic Model: MEO Case.
as for the radial error. Interesting points of note are the long periodic oscillations that can 
be seen in the envelope of the A error oscillations in the LEO and MEO test cases. It is 
suspected that these are due to either the interaction of the unmodelled long periodic Jg 
motion with the short periodic errors or are the result of slightly mis-matched s/o and/or 
0nm values causing the effective superposition of the two long-periodic resonant oscillations 
and producing this relatively high frequency error.
The short periodic errors observed in both I  and co-ordinates are at approximately twice 
orbital rate and can be explained by virtue of either un-modelled second order terms or 
slight phase differences between the short periodic Jg oscillations in each model which would 
explain the second frequency of short periodic oscillation observed in the initial stages of r 
and A comparisons in the MEO and GEO test cases discussed above. These oscillations in 
both cases only amount to magnitudes, after a week, of < 50m in the MEO and GEO test
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Figure 4.11: Typical Out of Plane Errors between SPSAT and Analytic Model: MEO Case.
cases and <  0.5km in the LEO test case. The small secular drift observed in H is expected 
to be the result of a slight mismatch in initial conditions between models.
From these short term comparisons, the problems experienced in matching initial conditions 
mean that few exact conclusions can be drawn, but the very small long-term error magnitudes 
observed after a week’s propagation in each case do suggest that the model performs suffi­
ciently well for the applications required of it in the remainder of this study. It is apparent, 
however, that further investigation is required to investigate the soiuce of the short periodic 
errors observed in each co-ordinate before the resonance model can be used in high accuracy 
on-board applications.
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2
Figure 4.12: Typical In Plane Errors between SPSAT and Analytic Model: GEO Case.
4.8 Conclusions
This chapter focusses on the derivation of an orbit model capable of modelling the key 
features of any tesseral resonance for potential inclusion in a full epicyclic description of 
resonant motion. The model was also required to be geometrically intuitive and therefore 
suitable for application to simple mission analysis tools and preliminary studies of resonant 
formation effects.
A resonant epicycle model was derived to first order accuracy in Jg capable of describing 
motion in any tesseral resonance at arbitrary inclination under an Ideal Resonance Problem 
approximation assuming the gravity potential to include only the dominant zonal harmonic, 
J 2 , and the tesseral harmonic with which the satelhte is in resonance, Jnm- The nature of 
the resonant solutions gained are sufficiently intuitive to easily allow interpretation of how 
particular orbital elements determine key features of the resonant motion:
• Location of Stable Points. It is clear from Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.14) that the satellite mean 
motion and hence semi-major axis are the dominant factors in determining whether a satellite
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Figure 4.13: Typical Out of Plane Errors between SPSAT and Analytic Model: GEO Case.
orbit is in the resonance regime for a given tesseral harmonic, Jump, with a lesser contribution 
from the inclination of the orbit via the J 2 secular terms K2 and 6 2 . For a near-circular orbit 
the locations of stable points around a specific resonant semi-major axis are then determined 
by the orientation of the satellite orbital plane relative to the stable longitudes around the 
rotating primary as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The RAAN of the satellite’s orbit therefore 
determines where in the orbit these points will occur using Eq. (4.62). It is important to 
re-iterate that the /? =  0 case in Eq. (4.62) has been assumed for the derivations presented 
in this chapter.
•  Resonance Strength and Frequency. As discussed previously when considering the influence 
of the inclination function, the strength of a resonance experienced by a satellite about a 
particular stable point will depend on the inclination of the satellite’s orbit plane. Simi­
larly, from (4.88) and (4.117) the frequency of the resonant motion will also be inclination 
dependent.
•  Nature of Resonant Motion. The nature of resonant motion, either circulatory or libratory, 
demonstrated by a satellite in a near-circular orbit is dependent on four orbital elements. The
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satellite’s radial position and hence semi-major axis will determine whether the satellite is in 
the resonance regime of a specific tesseral harmonic. The satellite’s initial RAAN and true 
anomaly will determine the location of the satellite’s equilibrium points and the satellite’s 
position with respect to these respectively. Finally the inclination of the satellite plane will 
determine the strength of the resonance, which is a measure of the height of the satellite 
separatrix and hence determines which phase space curves correspond to libratory motion 
and which to circulatory motion.
It must be remembered that the discussion presented in this chapter assumes that the eccen­
tricity is of order J 2 and so sufficiently small that the Kaula eccentricity function Gnmq can 
be assumed to be unity in the gravitational potential description as described in chapter (3). 
Therefore no effects of eccentricity interacting with the resonant motion are considered. In 
actuality as the orbit radius varies due to eccentricity the satellite is subjected to different 
successive resonances. In the case of high eccentricity orbits the resonance effects can no 
longer be approximated using IRP analytical solutions and numerical integrations are the 
only possible methods of determining likely orbital behaviour [19].
Having presented solutions based on the Ideal Resonance Problem, a novel method of deter­
mining the regions within which this assumption is valid is also given. The concept of EIRBs 
allows a mission analyst to determine if it is reasonable to assume that a satellite’s motion is 
subject to  resonance effects due to  a single tesseral harmonic, or whether the effects of more 
than one critical harmonic must be considered, based on the accuracy requirements of a spe­
cific mission. This concept provides a practical approach to a problem discussed theoretically 
in previous work [7], [8]. It is, however, important to highlight that other implications of the 
IRP assumption made are not addressed in this chapter but are discussed further in chapter 
8. The assumption that only J2 and Jnm need to be included in the gravitational model 
is justified by virtue of a small resonance denominator appearing in the spherical harmonic 
expansion [6]. However, as the sio value of the resonant motion increases into the circula­
tion regime the resonance parameter increases in magnitude thus amplifying the effects of the 
dominant critical harmonic less and meaning that other gravitational effects become relatively 
more significant. This means that, the higher the value of siq, the less valid the simplified 
gravity potential becomes. The issue of exactly where the IRP potential assumption becomes 
invalid cannot be considered in so general a manner as the EIRE problem but can be ad­
dressed in two ways. The first method is simply to include the existing epicycle solutions for 
all zonal and non-tesseral harmonics into the analytical model which is necessary to provide
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the epicyclic orbital model required for accurate orbit prediction anyway. The second is to 
use the simplified analytic model but to check the validity of the results with comparable 
numerical integrations including all appropriate zonal and tesseral terms.
The outputs of an analytical resonant orbit propagator based on the derivations presented 
in this chapter were compar ed to numerically integrated orbits assuming the same simpli­
fied Geopotential function for each of three test cases at LEO, MEO and GEO. Long term 
comparisons of the behaviour of the resonant variable via phase space portrait and period 
variation comparisons gave confidence that the key featm'es of resonant motion were demon­
strated by the analytic model for each of the test cases. Even though the initial conditions of 
the orbits were crudely matched and the non-resonant efifects of the tesseral harmonic were 
not included in the analytic model, short term comparisons demonstrated that the mean mo­
tion of the model performed to within design accuracy over short timescales although further 
investigation is warranted into some of the remaining periodic errors observed between the 
analytic and numerical models.
Therefore, in conclusion it can be said that the analytic model of resonant motion developed 
does provide an accurate and intuitive description of the motion of a satellite experiencing 
tesseral resonance at arbitrary inclination.
Although beyond the scope of the research project undertaken, key areas of further work 
that have been highlighted from this chapter to provide a fully integrated orbit propagator 
suitable for on-board implementation include:
• Further investigation into the sources of periodic errors observed in short term comparisons 
between the analytic model and numerical integrator.
• The development of an analytic filter capable of determining key features of the resonant 
motion of a satellite for inputs to the analytic model. This would allow the model to be 
adapted for on-board applications and allow a more exact comparison of the model accuracy.
•  Integration of the resonance model presented with other existing epicycle model solutions 
to allow analytical assessment of the effects of more zonal harmonics, non-resonant tesseral 
harmonics and non-conservative perturbations such as drag on resonant satellite motion.
• An analytical assessment of the motion of a single satellite under the influence of more than 
one dominant resonant tesseral harmonic.
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C hapter 5
Resonant R elative M otion of 
Satellite Form ations
5.1 Introduction
The potentially increased levels of payload flexibility, robustness and capability afforded by 
small satellite formations has lead to a wealth of associated research in recent years. Only 
two formation flying missions actually exist to date, the simple leader-follower scenarios 
currently demonstrated with LandSat-7 and EO-1 [135] and the GRACE mission [136]. Many 
applications have, however, been proposed for such clusters of satellites. These can broadly be 
divided into two categories; those tha t use the satellites to provide complex and flexible data 
sources simulating a large, rigid antennae via several smaller ones or using the geometry of a 
formation to use sensors to a particular advantage; and those that use satellites in formation 
as ‘hot redundant’ parts in case of satellite or payload failure.
The first of these categories includes proposed interferometric missions such as parasitic 
SAR experiments [137, 138] and the Interferometric Cartwheel [139]; deep space exploratory 
missions such as NASA’s Terrestrial Planet Finder [140] and ESA’s Darwin [141]; science 
missions requiring unusual payload configurations [142] and GEO communications missions 
requiring increased capacity in a single longitudinal slot [143]. The second of these categories 
includes proposals for potentially increasing the robustness of the NASA Earth Observing 
System [144] and the METOP meteorological satellite system [145].
As well as studies defining potential applications, several missions have been proposed to 
act simply as technology demonstrators for the formation flying concept. These include the
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US Air Force’s TechSat-21 mission [146], which was supported by small satellite studies at 
several universities, ESA’s FFDEM mission [147], which aimed to test technologies proposed 
for the Xeus and Darwin missions and the Proba 2.25 mission which proposed formation 
flying a nano-satellite with the Proba 2 spacecraft [148]. Unfortunately funding issues have 
proved an obstacle for the actual realization of these missions, but each study showed that 
such demonstrations are feasible.
The discussion presented in chapter 2 reflects these numerous potential applications through 
the amount of work that already exists in terms of modelling the key differential perturbation 
effects experienced by formations. However, even though the effects of resonance on the rel­
ative motion of satellite formations have been observed incidentally in numerical simulations 
[131], [132], [5], no explicit analysis of this behaviour has ever been presented.
This chapter therefore aims to characterize important features of relative resonant motion 
and discuss its interaction with other features of relative motion in a gravitational potential 
consisting of the Keplerian potential and tha t due to J2 and Jnm- A method of identify­
ing “candidate resonances” for both circulatory and libratory formations is first identified 
and suitable candidates are discussed for both cases. The relative curvilinear co-ordinate 
system developed by Halsall [129] which has been developed to avoid linearization errors in 
relative motion description is then described. The adaptation of this model to incorporate 
the absolute resonant epicycle solutions of chapter 4 is presented and the resulting analytic 
descriptions of relative resonant motion given. Finally, the analytic models are used to both 
characterize the key features of resonant relative motion and determine conditions under 
which it could be significant.
5.2 Resonance Strength and Formation Resonance Candidates
For the purposes of this work, the “height” h of a resonance is defined as twice the radial 
distance from the stable point of a resonance to its separatrix, the boundary between libratory 
and circulatory resonant motion. From (4.66) the condition for a satellite to be on the 
separatrix has already been defined as the case where f l  = Ifo, where I f  and iJo are defined 
in (4.64) and (4.136) respectively. If s^ep is defined as the value of s^ q above the stable point 
on the separatrix then equating these two definitions and re-arranging gives:
h = 2Ssep — ^  ^ AnmRnmp (^ 0 ) (5.1)
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where h, sio and Ssep are illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The presence of the ^J^AnmFnmp{h) term 
in the height expression, which also appears in the expression for V" and hence the restoring 
force of the resonance, means that h can be talcen as a measure of the resonance strength.
Separatri:
V ’ /
Circulatory regime
Stable 
PointLibratory regime
-Tt/m 7T/m
Figure 5.1: Phase Space Sketch Illustrating Key Featm'es
When considering the placement of satellite formations in specific resonances both the phys­
ical dimension of h and also its implications for the magnitude of resonant effects have some 
significance. For example:
• If the satellites are to be placed in libratory resonance the absolute value of h will be 
significant, as for some resonant cases it can be as small as metres and theoretically even 
smaller. Even with the most accurate orbit knowledge available, placement and maintenance 
of a formation in such resonances is therefore impractical.
• If LEO formations are considered, the height of a resonant formation must be significant to 
sustain a libratory formation or drag effects can re-position the formation in the circulatory 
region after a small period of time.
• Although circulatory formations are not limited by a separatrix, the limit where resonant 
motion approaches the classical regime will be of importance which is again dependent on 
the resonance strength and, by implication, h.
To consider which satellite resonances are of significant enough magnitude or height to sustain 
a satellite formation a program was developed which can use a spherical harmonic model of
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a planet and determine the h values for any inclination. It then compares these values to 
specified input values of h deemed appropriate for libratory and circulatory formations and 
outputs the resonances which correspond to these input values at the inclination for which 
the resonant effects will be strongest, i.e. the maximum Fnmp{Io) magnitude case.
In view of the above discussion it is apparent that the h value appropriate for libratory 
formations will be significantly larger than that selected for circulatory formations. However, 
it is not obvious what these values should be as “useful” h values will vary for each resonance 
and are dependent on different factors for the different types of motion. For example, that 
for libratory formations will depend on the size of formation required for a specific mission 
and the number of satellites in a formation and so is required to be of a minimum size. In 
contrast however, the h value selected for circulatory formations can theoretically be up to 
any value, although this will actually become hrelevant in the model discussed if another 
nearby resonance were to interfere and destroy the ideal resonance assumption on which this 
theory is based. However, to demonstrate the point, arbitrary values of h of 11cm and 0.1km 
for the libratory and circulatory cases respectively were selected as inputs to the program, 
although in reality an appropriate h value would need to be determined in conjunction with 
an analysis of the limits of the Ideal Resonance assumption are for a specific case. The 
concept of EIRBs presented in section 4.5.6 could be used in such an analysis.
The program was required to consider all resonances due to all tesseral harmonics up to and 
including Jie.ie using these example inputs and Fig. 5.2 illustrates the output, plotting the 
orbital period in days of each candidate resonance orbit against the inclination at which that 
resonance displays the strongest effects.
Each point in Fig. 5.2 denoted as a candidate for a libratory formation is also a candidate 
for a circulatory formation and that there are therefore significantly more candidates for 
circulatory formations, as would be expected due to the relaxed h criterion when h is not 
limited by the separatrix.
It is also important to note that, as Fig. 5.2 only displays the candidate resonances at the 
inclinations for which the appropriate Fnmp{Io) is a maximum, the range of inclinations over 
which a candidate resonance remains a valid candidate is not illustrated. Fig. 5.3 illustrates 
this point by displaying the range of inclinations over which a 13th order resonance and a 
15th order resonance remain valid candidates for different types of resonant formations . This 
figure clearly illustrates that, for each point in Fig. 5.2 identified as a potential candidate for 
both libratory and circulatory formations, the corresponding resonance is a valid candidate
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Figure 5.3: Inclination Ranges of Validity for Formation Resonance Candidates
for circulatory formations over a much larger inclination range, again to be expected in view 
of the lower h value.
The output of this program allowed the strongest LEO and MEO resonances, potentially 
suitable for sustaining a formation for study, to be identified. These candidate resonances 
are summarized in Table 5.1 with some of their characteristics including resonant altitude, 
ares, separatrix height, Ssep and typical resonant oscillation periods. These typical periods 
are calculated for one libration example with s^ol equal to half the magnitude of Ssep and 
two circulation examples, one corresponding to s;oi — l-5ssep &nd the other corresponding to
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sio2 ~  Qssep- All periods, P l , P c i  and Pc 2 respectively, are given in days.
n,m,p h Oiresi^ hlTlj sioi{k7n) P ci sm ikm ) PC2 sioL{km) Pl
0 42164.17 51.56 314.07 206.22 68.63 17.19 877.68
3,3,1 71 20270.42 15.05 344.77 60.21 75.34 5.02 963.50
3,2,1 34 26561.77 11.202 910.56 44.81 199.00 3.734 2544.70
78 14419.90 4.852 456.5 19.41 99.77 1.617 1275.80
13,13,6 86 7626.314 1.99 226.58 7.95 49.52 0.66 633.16
11,11,5 85 8524.75 1.41 420.83 5.66 91.96 0.4715 1176.03
15,15,7 86 6932.39 1.40 253.61 5.60 5&42 0.47 708.72
Table 5.1: Strongest Resonance Candidates for Satellite Formations
It is interesting to note the significantly longer libration periods in comparison to both cir­
culation period examples given for each case. This is apparent for every resonant case and 
can be explained by considering a plot of siq against period. Fig. 5.4 illustrates a typical 
resonant oscillation period variation specific to a 3rd order MEO resonance, but displaying 
the general characteristics of every such plot.
S ' l.OOE+03
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Figure 5.4: Period Variation for 3rd Order Resonance
The circulation period variation is evident, coming down from the theoretically infinite period 
at the separatrix and then decreasing apparently indefinitely with increasing % , which in 
reality is limited by the limitations of the ideal resonance assumption. The libration period 
however comes down from the infinite separatrix variation to approach a minimum limit with
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decreasing siq. This limit is set by the simple harmonic motion limit whereby the period of 
the oscillation no longer becomes dependent on the amplitude of oscillation providing the 
oscillation is sufficiently small and can be approximated by:
T  = --------------------------------------------------------------------- (5.2)(n -y SAnmFnmpi^o)
This limit determines that the oscillation period of libration will, for all libration candidates, 
be significantly longer than the period of time over which a formation would usually be 
considered autonomous, i.e. the order of days to weeks. Therefore, as the magnitudes of 
libratory effects are usually significantly larger than the magnitudes of circulatory effects, 
it is possible that resonant effects between satellites in libratory resonances will be seen as 
small along-track drifts over these shorter observation time periods. However, more significant 
oscillatory effects will only be observed over the order of hundreds of days, as demonstrated by 
Sabol et al [132]. In view of this and the initial discussions concerning the greater likelihood of 
satellite formations to encounter circulatory resonances, the main focus of the study here will 
be to examine circulatory resonance effects on formations. This does not necessarily imply 
that relative libratory effects in formations are insignificant, but is a necessary restriction in 
this study due to time limitations. Some discussion of libratory resonances will, however, be 
made and methods of investigating these proposed for future study.
5.3 Curvilinear M odel of R elative M otion
As discussed in chapter 2, an analytic, epicyclic model of relative satellite motion incorporat­
ing the effects of J2  has been developed at the Sm*rey Space Centre by Halsall [129,130] using 
a curvilinear co-ordinate system to minimize the linearization effects observed in the work of 
Kormos [4] who employed a similar method. It is interesting to note that there are significant 
similarities between this relative motion description and that developed concurrently for use 
in close proximity operations for the shuttle [134]. This curvilinear co-ordinate system has 
been adopted in later sections of this work in the analysis of the resonant relative motion of 
satellite formations and so will be outlined here.
The relative co-ordinate system used describes satellite motion relative to a guiding centre 
whose own motion is on a neighbouring circular “orbit” incorporating the secular terms due 
to J 2 . The guiding centre therefore does not move on an orbit which any satellite could 
occupy as its motion does not satisfy the equations of motion. It is a theoretical reference
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point which removes the secular drifts that need to be eliminated for a formation of satellites 
to remain in close proximity. The equations governing the motion of the guiding centre can 
be written as:
Ac
rc
Ic
fir
0!c(l +  /tc) 
ac(l +  Pc) 
h e
Q q c 4" Oc OLq (S3)
where the pc, and 6 c all correspond to h  secular terms for the guiding centre motion as 
given in Appendix A.
The motion of the satellite relative to the guiding centre is then effectively described using 
relative spherical polar co-ordinates, f, /? and e. The two angular co-ordinates, and e are 
as illustrated in Fig. 5.5 which has been adapted from [130], and the third co-ordinate f  is 
simply the difference between radial co-ordinates for the satellite and guiding centre. In this 
figure, “GC” denotes the guiding centre location and “SAT” the satellite location.
Satellite Plane
Guiding Centre 
Orbit
Figure 5.5: Curvilinear Relative Co-ordinate System
As can be seen from Fig. 5.5 other important relative angles have been highlighted including 
the relative inclination I  and the adjusted arguments of latitude from the point of orbit 
intersection, A^  and Ac, for the satellite and guiding centre respectively. By defining other
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important relative angles as illustrated in Fig. 5.6, one can derive analytic expressions for the 
relative motion [130]. R om  Fig. 5.6 it is apparent that the inclinations of the satellite and 
guiding centre are Ik and Ic respectively and that Ùk corresponds to the difference in ascending 
nodes between the satellite and the guiding centre. The along track distance between the 
initial ascending nodes of the satellite and guiding centre to the point of intersection of their 
orbits are then given by Ùk and Ùc respectively.
SaWMe Plane
Guiding Ce/ifre Plane
Equatorial Plane
Figure 5.6; Relative Angles in Relative Motion Description
Although this relative motion description is used to describe the motion of a satellite relative 
to its guiding centre, this can be used to describe the relative motion between any number 
of satellites in a formation providing the description of their motion is given relative to the 
same guiding centre, simply by looking at the differences between the three co-ordinates: Af, 
Aj3 and Ae.
If satellites are in formation, it is reasonable to assume that the differences between the 
epicycle co-ordinates of the satellite are all small. Halsall assumed that the differences in 
inclination and RAAN between satellite and guiding centre are first order in J 2 . He also 
assumes that the difference in semi-major axis is second order, because otherwise the relative 
Keplerian motion due to a larger semi-major axis difference produces a zeroth order along- 
track error very quickly, effectively meaning that the formation is destroyed. It is also assumed 
that the epicycle phase difference in equator crossings between the satellite and guiding centre,
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Q!e, which is effectively a measure of along-track separation, is first order in J2  . These 
differences equate to inclination and RAAN differences of approximately 0.1 degrees, or cross 
track variations of the order of tens of kilometres for a LEO orbit. The assumptions also 
correspond to along-track separations of up to similar orders of magnitude and differences in 
semi-major axis of the order of tens of metres, again for the LEO case.
Using the above definitions Halsall was then able to derive expressions for the three relative 
co-ordinates in terms of the epicyclic descriptions of the motion of the satellite, denoted 
by subscript k terms, and the guiding centre, denoted by subscript c terms. The following 
expressions for relative angles are also used:
fk ~  fk 7c
Çlk =  flk Oc
Afe =  Afc Ac (5.4)
It is important to note that the expressions for the three relative co-ordinates include all 
terms to second order accuracy in J 2 so that, once explicit expressions are included, secular 
terms can be modelled to second order and periodic terms to first order in J 2 . This allows 
secular terms, which are by definition increasing with time, to be modelled up to J 2 accuracy 
over certain periods of time.
f  =  r&
sin
e
A2A A. A A A A ^  ^li  f3 = Ik sin Ac — flk sin Ic cos Ac +  cos Ac -f flk^k  sin Ic sin Ac +  sin Ac sin 2/c
Afc + cos Ic sin Ùk — -  sin Ic sin Ik sin Ù& —-  (sin Ac cos Ac(sin^ îk  — sin^ Ic sin^ % ) 
4-(l — 2 cos% Ac) sin Ic sin I/, sin % ) (5.5)
5.4 R elative Resonant M otion
5 .4 .1  R e la tiv e  E p icy c le  C o-ord in a te  A n g les
As is evident from (5.5), expressions for the relative epicycle co-ordinate angles îk, A& and 
Ùk defined in (5.4) must be determined prior to determining simplified expressions for f, P 
and €.
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The epicyclic expressions for the resonant, circulatory motion of a satellite given in (4.118) 
can be re-written as follows for brevity:
~  ^Ok TA&&T I'nm 
flk —  f^O k  T ^ k ^ k  T A fîk  T  OfifYi
Xk ~  CK/i:(l T  f^ k T  Dnm) 4" Gg -{- AXk T  (5.6)
In these expressions, the A terms indicate the short periodic J 2 terms, the subscript ‘e’ term 
indicates the eccentricity term  and the subscript ‘nm’ terms indicate the resonant components. 
As can be seen from the results presented in chapter 4, the variation of the resonant variable 
in resonance consists of a secular drift with respect to the zeroth order solution with a small 
oscillation superposed on this. In the above equations, the secular term is denoted Dnm<^,
and the superposed oscillation is written as ênm- This separation of terms is used so that the
guiding centre, which should incorporate the secular motion of the satellite, can be thought 
of as incorporating the secular motion in this circulation description. The guiding centre A 
co-ordinate is therefore re-defined from (5.3) as:
Ac — 0^c(l T  /ÎC 4" h)nm) (5.7)
Prom these definitions, (5.4) can then be re-written as:
îk ~  (ToA: -Tqc) 4“ Aik  4- tnm
^ k  — (f^ OA — fToc) 4- — Ocac 4- A flk  4- Onm
Xk ~  (ccfc — Qîc) 4- — KgCKc 4“ Ce 4- AXk 4- DnrnO^ k 4“ fnm (5.8)
For the purposes of describing multiple satellites in a formation, it is useful to re-define 
these expressions in terms of guiding centre co-ordinates. If the satellite epicycle phase is 
considered initially, the difference between a  values for the satellite and guiding centre can 
be expressed solely in terms of the epicycle phase difference between equator crossings and 
«c- The epicycle phase associated with the difference in equator crossing times tek and tec 
for the satellite and guiding centre respectively is defined as:
otc — ricitgk i'ec) (5.9)
From this, the relation between satellite and guiding centre epicycle phases can be written 
as:
Oik ~  CKc (5.10)
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If the mean motion of the satellite, nk, relative to that of the guiding centre, ric, is written 
as:
nk = ric + ôn (5.11)
where Sn is the difference in mean motions due to the second order difference in semi-major 
axis Sa, then (5,10) can be re-written to second order accuracy in J 2 as:
CKfc -  0!c =  - « e  +  —  (ttc -  Cke) (5.12)Tic
However, using Kepler’s third law, this can also be related to 5a such that:
_  -3 5 a  (  35a\
If the shorthand % =  ( 3 5 a ) / ( 2 a c )  is introduced, Oik can then be described as:
Oik = ( « C  -  0!e)(l -  x) (5.14)
Equations (5.11) and (5.14) can now be used to re-define the expressions for secular coefficient 
differences in (5.8) which become:
ÔK = ^ 2  sin 2IÔI (5.15)
59 =  sin J5 I (5.16)
To second order accuracy in J 2 , assuming Kc to be first order, the expression for Xk now 
becomes:
Âfc — —CKe(l 4- Kc) 4- Q:c(5K — x) +  Cg +  AXk 4“ Dn^n^Œc ~  CKg) + inm (5.17)
Considering the eccentricity term, in conventional notation from [1], this would be eg =
2e(sin(a:jk — ap) + sincxp). However, care must be talcen when including time dependence in 
these terms. The terms and ap are defined in terms of the times of equator crossing and 
perigee passage of satellite k, tek and tpk respectively as:
0 >k = Tlk{t tek)
ap = Tlk{tek i'pk) (5.18)
Substituting these definitions and (5.9) into the expression for eg then gives:
eg =  8in((cKg -  CKg) + {ap -  CKg)) +  sin(o!e -  ap) (5.19)
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where ap is simply the time of perigee passage of the satellite relative to the equator crossing 
time of the guiding centre. Note that the argument of the first term varies, causing a periodic 
variation whereas the argument of the second is constant.
If the short periodic term in (5.17) is now considered, substituting lok = Iqc +  57 and (5.14) 
into the general expression for Aa2 given in Appendix A allows it to be re-written in terms 
of the guiding centre coordinates. To second order accuracy in J 2 this then becomes:
AXk — "^%A2 (6  — 7 sin^ Jqc) sin2(a;c — a^) (5.20)O
Periodic terms are usually considered to first order accuracy however, which removes the a e  
term from the argument of the final sine term. This has not been removed at this point as it 
will be referred to in later discussion. W ithout substituting explicitly for resonant terms, Xk 
therefore becomes:
Xk =  - a e ( l  +  K c) +  0 !c (5 /c  -  x )  +  8 in ( ( o : c  -  ae)  +  (cKp -  CKg)) +  s in ( o ! e  -  ap)
——^ 2 (6  — 7 sin^ I q c )  sin 2(o:c — Qlg) +  Dnm{(^c ~  O i e )  T  ^nm (5.21)
A similar approach can be taken when re-writing the Ùk expression of (5.8) in terms of the 
guiding centre co-ordinates such that defining =  Qok — floc and re-writing the secular and 
short periodic terms given in Appendix A in terms of guiding centre co-ordinates gives:
3Ùk — 5f2 -|- ô6 ac — g^CKg 4- — A2 cos Jog sin 2o:g -f- Onm (5.22)
Where all secular terms are given to second order in J 2  and periodic terms to first order.
Finally, the îk  expression of (5.8) can be re-written to the same accuracy, assuming 51 — 
lok 7qc, as:
34  =  5 / -  - A 2 sin 2Ioc(l -  cos 2ag) -f- w  (5.23)
o
5.4.2 Relative Epicyclic Coordinates
The expressions given in (5.21), (5.22) and (5.23) can be substituted into (5.5) with the 
solutions for circulatory resonant motion given in (4.118) to give explicit expressions for the 
resonant relative motion of a satellite relative to its guiding centre.
If the relative radial expression is considered first, the difference between satellite and guiding 
centre radial coordinates can be written as:
f k  = r k - r c  = (ofc -  a c )  + a k P k  ~ clcPc 4- Sg -f A r&  4- Snm (5.24) j
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where Sg is the eccentricity term and Arjt the short periodic term due to J 2 . Using the 
same approaches to simplification, the same definitions given in the previous chapter and 
the general short periodic definition provided in Appendix A, this can be reduced to the 
following:
f k  — 5 a ücôp -  ace cos((ac -  CKg) “  («e -  «p)) +  ^ ^ 2^0  sin^ /qc cos 2ac +  Snm (5.25)
Considering the more complex cross track relative motion expressions, substituting (5.21), 
(5.22) and (5.23) and explicit expressions for the guiding centre co-ordinates into the second 
of (5.5) and reducing to first order accuracy in J 2  for secular terms and fhst order accuracy 
for periodic terms gives:
sin p  = sin Ac — cos Ac
3 3=  sin a c { 5 1  - f  - A 2 sin 2 /q c(cos 2o!c -  1) +  i^nm) cos a c { 5 Q  sin 2Joc +  - A 2 sin 2Joc sin 2 a c  o o3
+ O n m  sin I q c )  +  0 ! c ( K c  COS a c { 5 1  +  - A 2 sin 2 / o c ( c O S  2 0 ! c  -  1) +  l>nm)
3
— 5 6  s i n l o c O i c  cos a c  •+• Kc sin o;cO;c('^  ^+  - A 2 cos Iqc sin 2ac +  O n m )  (5.26)
Similarly, the along track component becomes:
e — —CKg(l 4- Kc) d" cosI qc5Q, — cos/oc0cO !e — — sin/oc^f^^f^ 4“ 2 e  sin(cKg — ctp)1 2
4-ac((J/€-% ) +  cosIocSdac 4- 2e(sin(o;c -  «e) 4- («p -  CKg))
4-—A2 sin^ Iqc sin 2ag 4- Onm +  D n m ip ic  ~  C^ e) 4- €nm  (5.27)
As stated earlier, the solutions given for f , P and e can be used to determine the relative 
motion between satellites in a formation whose motion is described with respect to the same 
guiding centre simply by differencing the values between satellites of interest. Indeed, these 
solutions have been used in the development of a relative resonant orbit propagator requiring 
the epicycle orbit parameters of the guiding centre of the formation being modelled and the ae, 
5a, 51, e and ap values for the satellites in the formation. Although no formal testing of 
the propagator has been conducted, due to time constraints on this research, the components 
describing relative motion effects due to J2 have been thoroughly tested by Halsall against 
the outputs of the original epicyclic absolute orbit propagator developed by Hashida [1, 2, 3] 
and the absolute resonant terms incorporated have been tested as detailed in chapter 4, so 
there is confidence that the propagator at least demonstrates key features of the motion.
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5 .4 .3  Factors A ffec tin g  R e la tiv e  O sc illa tion  C h aracteristics
It is already known from the work conducted in chapter 4 that the most significant effects 
of resonance are observed in the along-track component of motion. I t is therefore prudent to 
consider the analytic expression for e when determining what relative resonant motion will be 
exhibited. If the difference in e expressions for two satellites, whose motion is described with 
respect to the same guiding centre, is calculated from (5.27) then differences in the first five 
terms will result in small constant offsets and differences in the following two terms will result 
in small secular drifts, the existence of which will depend on whether there are differences 
in inclination and semi-major axis between the two satellites, which in practice there will 
always be. The eighth term, due to eccentricity, will produce periodic variations and the 
ninth term, due to short periodic J 2 effects, effectively cancel in the form given but will 
actually produce second order periodic effects, as can be seen from the form given in (5.20). 
If the two satellites are considered to be on the same phase space curve, then differences 
between secular resonant terms, Dnm{oic — CKe), will simply result in second order constant 
offsets whereas the differences between periodic Onm and inm terms must be determined by 
examining the expressions for each.
In the ideal case of a satelhte formation with zero inclination and semi-major axis differences 
between satellites, in which the relative resonant effects will be easier to characterize, the 
secular terms will disappear and only constant offsets and periodic terms will remain. In this 
idealized case, only the periodic terms will be of interest in this study as the offsets simply 
determine the mean along track separ ation about which the satellites oscillate.
The periodic differences in the relative along-track co-ordinate can be abbreviated to:
Acpej- — dBpgf dAA -f- dojiffi 4- de-nm (5.28)
The first two differences terms can be considered as the superposition of sine waves. If both 
satellites are assumed to have the same eccentricity, the difference in periodic eccentricity 
terms then becomes:
d e p e r  =  4esin ^(ael -  0 =62) +  ^ cos ^(«el 4- CKe2) -  CKc -  +  Q^p2) ^  (5 29)
Prom this it is apparent that the magnitude of these relative eccentricity effects are dominated 
by the eccentricity magnitude, considered up to order J 2 for circular orbits, and the relative 
values of ap which dominate the possible difference in ae-
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Similarly the difference in short periodic terms can be re-written, based on (5.20), as;
dAA =  ^ Â 2 sin^ Jqc sin(cKgi -  CKgg) cos(2o:c -  (cKei +  «es)) (5.30)
Prom this, it is apparent that the short periodic oscillations are likely to be second order 
magnitude due to the dependence on the difference in a^. Indeed the terms would actually 
cancel if only considered to first order magnitude as in (5.27).
Just as the relative eccentricity and short periodic Jg terms are governed by trigonometric 
terms and the magnitudes of these in the simplified case are therefore governed by phase differ­
ences between circular oscillations, the relative resonant terms donm and dinm are governed by 
oscillatory elliptic functions. The magnitudes of these terms are therefore analogously depen­
dent on phase differences between elliptic oscillations. If the expression for is considered 
in (4.118), it is apparent that the only method of introducing a phase difference between two 
Onml oscillations would be via the along track separation of the satellites. Considering the 
very long periodic nature of resonant oscillations, the phase difference between two satellites 
in a formation could not produce a relative oscillation of any significant magnitude. Indeed, 
the magnitude of the absolute oscillation of Onml is determined by a coefficient that usually 
has extremely small values, hence the prominence of resonant effects in the in-plane direc­
tion, and so it can be assumed that the relative resonant oscillation dOnm will be negligibly 
small. However, if the expression for €nml is considered in (4.118), a phase difference can be 
introduced not only via the difference in along track separation, but also explicitly via the 
resonant phase term, (pnm-
As described in chapter 4, the phase term, (j)nm is dependent on the initial ascending node of 
the orbit, Oo, the greenwich sidereal angle, 9g and the phase term associated with the tesseral 
harmonic of interest, 'ipnm- Although 6 g and ipnm cannot be varied between two satellites in 
a formation, a difference can be introduced between the ascending nodes, up to a limit which 
would introduce cross track variations between satellites of magnitude appropriate to the 
size of the formation. Indeed as the actual phase term in the solution for Cnm comprises the 
resonant phase multiplied by the order of the tesseral harmonic with which the satellite is 
in resonance, it is possible that more significant relative resonant oscillations could be seen, 
even for small formations, in LEO where the resonant harmonics are of higher order.
As is apparent from the above discussion, it is straightforward to determine the factors af­
fecting the magnitude of along track relative oscillations of different sources from the analytic 
expressions for relative epicycle co-ordinates. Similarly, the factors affecting both the phase
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and frequency can also be determined, as summarized in Table 5.2. In this table it can be 
seen that the periods of the relative oscillations due to eccentricity and short periodic J2  
effects are fixed at orbital and semi-orbital periods respectively. This can be explained by 
considering tha t the along track variations relative to a circular orbit for every satellite in 
a formation due to each will always be fixed a t these periods, and so the relative motions 
resulting from them are also.
Feature dSper dAX
Magnitude • e • A)c * Ale via F-nffip
• Attp • Aae • SlQ
• Aofe • Af^o via (f>nui
Phase • Oip\, Oip2 •Ctel,0 ’e2 • ^02? ^0>'^nm
i.e. initial proximity to 
stable longitudes
Period • Fixed —> Orbital • Fixed - 4  Semi-Orbital •  Ao
• sio
Table 5.2: Factors Determining Features of Relative Along Track Motion
5 .4 .4  R e la tiv e  O sc illa tion  M a g n itu d es
To examine the variation of relative oscillation magnitude for each of the different contribut­
ing terms with the variation of the dominant factors affecting them, a fifteenth order test 
case was assumed. This was assumed for two main reasons, firstly that the work of Kormos 
[5] was suspected to have incidentally encountered the effects of a circulatory 15th order reso­
nance, manifested as a long periodic along track oscillation observed in numerical simulation 
work. Secondly, through the influence of the resonant phase term, the high order of tesseral 
harmonic resulting in a 15th order resonance (m =  15) should correspond to a larger phase 
difference between absolute resonant oscillations and therefore a relative resonant oscillation 
of significant amplitude. A 15th order resonance corresponds to fifteen orbits a day and 
resonates with the J i 5,i5 harmonic with p = 7. For the test case, an inclination of 86 degrees 
was assumed as this is the inclination for which Fnmp{7) reaches its maximum value and so 
should contribute favomably to the magnitude of the resonant oscillation.
The variations of relative oscillations due to eccentricity and J2 short periodics for the test case
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were determined with respect to varying Aap  and Aae using (5.29) and (5.20) as illustrated 
in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Variation in Magnitude of dCper with Varying Aap
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Figure 5.8: Variation in Magnitude of dAX  with Varying Aag
As can be seen from these plots, the relative eccentricity oscillations are one to two orders 
of magnitude larger than those due to J 2 as expected, although it is possible to reduce the 
magnitude of the eccentricity significantly via careful relative perigee location selection.
The variation in relative magnitude of resonant oscillations was determined by first using 
the output of the absolute resonant orbit propagator to determine, empirically, the variation 
in absolute along-track resonant oscillation magnitude with siq as illustrated in Fig. 5.9.
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The elliptic oscillations were then considered to approximate sine curves such that, if two 
satellites in a formation are considered to have the same sio value, the magnitude of their 
relative resonant oscillation can be determined from a simple superposition of sine waves as 
I dënm 2i4 sin |  where A is the magnitude of the absolute resonant oscillation and 6 is the 
relative resonant phase ô =  mA(pnm- The predicted relative resonant oscillation magnitudes 
are illustrated for varying S in Fig. 5.10. In this diagram the smallest value of ô, producing 
the smallest magnitude of relative resonant oscillations, corresponds to a difference in Ct of 
0.025°. The other lines indicate the variation in magnitude for O differences incrementing by 
approximately 0.025° up to a difference of 0.25°.
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Figure 5.9: Magnitude of Absolute Along-Track Oscillation for Test Case with Varying
As can be seen from these plots, the relative resonant oscillations are of second order magni­
tude, i.e. the same order of magnitude as the oscillations due to J2  for satellite formations of 
approximately kilometre order size, corresponding to a difference in ascending node between 
the two orbits of order hundredths of a degree.
Having determined the factors affecting the magnitudes of oscillations of varying sources, 
it is not difficult to determine the orbital initial conditions under which relative resonant 
oscillations can be observed. Table 5.3 gives the initial orbital conditions given to the relative 
orbit propagator for two simple leader-follower scenarios, one in which the relative eccentricity 
oscillation is expected to dominate the motion, and one in which the selection of e and ap 
values is expected to minimize the eccentricity effects. It is important to note that 5a and 51 
are zero for both scenarios to remove secular drifts between the satellites and that all angles
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Figure 5.10: Magnitude of Relative Along-Track Oscillation for Test Case with Varying 
are given in degrees.
Formation 1
Satellite n m P foc floc SiO e Oip CKe
1 15 15 7 67.8 191.616 178.550 45 0.001 0 0 0
2 15 15 7 67.8 191.616 178.550 45 0.001 45 0.25 0.25
Formation 2
Satellite n m P foc ^Oc ^0 szo e Oip CKe ÔÜ
1 15 15 7 86 191.616 178.550 45 0.00001 0 0 0
2 15 15 7 86 191.616 178.550 45 0.00001 0.001 0.25 0.25
Table 5.3: Initial Conditions Used in Relative Motion Propagator
The differential e outputs of the propagator for both formations over a ten day period are 
given in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. As expected, the along track motion for Formation 1 is clearly 
dominated by the relative eccentricity oscillations, although it is possible, under close exam­
ination, to observe a very slight superposed long periodic oscillation. Formation 2, however, 
clearly displays the along track long periodic relative resonant oscillation with superposed 
short periodic Jg oscillations.
The same oscillation patterns are observed in the f  co-ordinate for each formation although
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Figure 5.11: Relative Along Track Motion of Formation 1
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Figure 5.12: Relative Along Track Motion of Formation 2
for oscillations of much smaller magnitude as illustrated in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. No significant 
resonant patterns were observed in the cross track direction however, which is to be expected 
from the expressions indicated in chapter 4.
5 .4 .5  A p p aren t Secu lar E ffects o f  R e la tiv e  R eson an t M o tio n
It is important to note that, due to the long periodic nature of the relative resonant oscillatory 
motion, it could appear non-linearly secular in a window of observation shorter than the 
oscillation period. Indeed, when relative resonant effects were first noted in the work of Sabol
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Figure 5.13: Relative Radial Motion of Formation 1
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Figure 5.14: Relative Radial Motion of Formation 2
et al [132] and Kormos [5], these effects were thought to be secular until the simulations were 
examined over longer timescales. It is therefore interesting to determine if this apparent 
secular effect could be comparable in size to other along track secular effects experienced 
in satellite formations. Although it is impractical to consider these effects in comparison 
to ôa drifts as such effects are zeroth order, SI effects can be much smaller and so warrant 
consideration.
If the same test case of a 15th order resonance at 86 degrees inclination is considered again, 
it can be seen from Fig. 5.10 that the amplitude of a relative resonant oscillation between
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two satellites with a difference in ascending node of 50, = 0.025 degrees and sio =  10km 
is approximately 100m. Using (4.88), the period of this oscillation can be calculated to be 
approximately 4 weeks. It is therefore possible that over 1 week the relative oscillation would 
appear as a non-linear secular drift of 100m, or 200m over 2 weeks. The along track drift 
due to inclination differences is incurred in Ae via the Kg and expressions and, using 
A u  = AX  -f Af2 cos A I  can be shown to be given by:
A e /  =  —A 2 - (sin^ I l  — sin^ I 2 ) — (cos Ig — cos I \)  cos Jg a (5.31)
where the subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ refer to the two different satellites. Using this expression, 
along track drifts due to different 51 values can be calculated for varying lengths of time as 
illustrated in Fig. 5.15. From this diagram it can be seen that an inclination difference of 
approximately 0.003 degrees will also result in a secular drift of 100m at the test altitude. 
This therefore means that, for certain cases such as that cited, it is possible that the apparent 
non-linear along track drift due to relative resonance effects can be similar in magnitude to the 
linear along track drifts due to small inclination differences between satellites in a formation.
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Figure 5.15: Relative Along Track Drift Due to 51
Although these two drifts could interfere constructively, exacerbating the drift between the 
satellites in a formation, it is also possible that the drifts could interfere destructively, with 
one potentially reducing the effects of another. Using the relative resonant orbit propagator 
it is possible to illustrate the effects of this destructive interference. Two leader-follower 
formation cases were simulated using the propagator, the first, Formation A, demonstrating 
the effects of an inclination difference without superposed relative resonant effects and the
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second case, Formation B, demonstrating the resultant drift when the two drifts interact. 
The initial conditions were determined using the analytic expression for relative along track 
motion given in (5.27) and are detailed in Table 5.4. In this table all angles are given in 
degrees, all distances in km and it is assumed that 5a =  0.
Formation A
Satellite n m P fOc ^Oc 0^ g(0 e Oip Q!e 61 ÔÜ
1 15 15 7 8&0 191.616 178.550 10 0 0 0 0.003 0
2 15 15 7 86.0 191.616 178.550 10 0 0 0.003 0 0
Formation B
Satellite n m P A)c ^Oc ^0 sio e Oip û!e 61 ÔÜ
1 15 15 7 86.0 191.616 178.550 10 0 0 0 0.003 0
2 15 15 7 86.0 191.616 178.550 10 0 0 0.0038 0 0.025
Table 5.4: Satellite Formations Demonstrating Apparent Resonant Secular Effects
It is important to note that the eccentricity effects have been deliberately minimized in these 
simulations. The along track motion of these formations is illustrated in Figs. 5.16 and 5.17. 
Comparing these figures shows that the resultant along track drift of Formation B is an order 
of magnitude less than that of Formation A in which no resonant effects are seen.
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Figure 5.16: Relative Along Track Motion of Formation A
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Figure 5.17: Relative Along Track Motion of Formation B
If the dcnm variation is extracted from the Formation B simulation, it is clear that the 
non-hnear, resonant variation superposed with the apparently linear along track drift 
of Formation A due to 61 results in the non-linear bounded along-track drift exhibited by 
Formation B. This de,7m variation is illustrated in Fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Relative Resonant Variable Variation for Formation B
It is important to note, however, that although Fig. 5.17 shows the along track drift effectively 
bounded between values smaller than the drift which would be experienced without resonant 
effects, this will not remain the case over longer periods of time. As the relative resonant 
effect is actually oscillatory rather than secular, the along track drift will continue to remain
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bounded within these smaller values until the relative resonant oscillation changes direction, 
at which point the two drifts will begin to interact constructively and the resultant along 
track drift experienced will actually increase.
There are several factors determining the points at which the relative along track drift of a 
formation can be bounded in such a way as demonstrated above. Each set of constraints are 
also specific to the resonance under consideration. However it is possible to generate a set 
of reference curves which provide some indication of the conditions under which such effects 
can be observed. If, for a given resonance, these defining factors are considered to be 61 
determining the along track drift due to J 2 , SQ determining the relative resonant phase and 
Sfo determining the absolute resonant oscillation magnitude for each satellite, then Fig. 5.19 
illustrates a set of such reference curves for the 15th order test case considered.
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Figiue 5.19: Reference Curves for Destructive Along Track Drift Interaction
In this diagram the x-axis represents bo th the period of time over which the secular drift 
due to varying SI values is accrued and half the period of the relative resonant oscillation for 
varying (5Q values. This is the period of time over which the maximum apparent non-linear 
drift due to relative resonant effects would be observed. The straight lines represent the along 
track drift for different values of SI, in this case varying by 7.2 x 10“ ® degrees between each 
line. The curved lines represent the maximum relative resonant along track drift which could 
be observed over the time periods given. As these time periods are half an oscillation period, 
the maximum along track drift corresponds to twice the amplitude of the relative resonant 
oscillation. The markers along these curved lines represent increments in siq of 1km.
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Each point where a curved line crosses a straight line therefore corresponds to a set of condi­
tions where, for the resonance of interest, the linear along track drift due to the inclination 
difference between satellites is equal in magnitude to the apparent non-linear secular ‘drift’ 
due to relative resonant effects over the time period specified.
It is important to note that, to generate the reference curves illustrated, some simplifying 
assumptions were made, the most important being that Sa — 0, which is in practice virtually 
impossible to achieve. It is also assumed that both satellites have the same sio value, which 
is unlikely, but for small differences the curves generated will still provide an indication of 
the required initial conditions.
5.5 Conclusions
Through adapting the relative orbital motion model of Halsall [129, 130] an analytical de­
scription has been developed of relative resonant motion within the epicycle framework. This 
analytical model has allowed the nature of resonant effects experienced by a formation in the 
circulatory regime of a resonance to be characterized from which the following key points can 
be summarized;
• Relative resonant effects can be of significant magnitude if a phase difference is introduced 
between resonant oscillations. For a close formation of satellites this can only practically 
be achieved via a difference in ascending nodes which results in a direct phase difference 
via the resonant phase term <^ nm- This result explains the observations of Kormos [5] who 
incidentally observed what were suspected to be the effects of a 15th order resonance in the 
output of a numerical integrator. He noted that a long periodic oscillation was observed in 
the relative along track motion of two satellites only if they occupied slightly different orbital 
planes.
• As the resonant phase term is actually a product of and the order of the tesseral 
harmonic, m, it is more likely that such significant phase differences will be achievable in 
LEO formations where the dominant resonant harmonics are of higher order.
• It has been demonstrated that the magnitude of relative resonant effects can be of the 
same magnitude as the relative short periodic effects due to J 2 . It is important to note 
that these are actually second order effects and, as the model presented is actually strictly 
accurate to first order in J2  for periodic terms, they would usually be neglected as other such
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terms have been in the derivation presented. However, the purpose of the model in this work 
is to provide an insight into the nature of relative resonant effects for which it has proved 
entirely appropriate. As the need for second order accuracy in modelling the effects of satellite 
formations has been recognized by other authors if small propulsive control manoeuvres are 
to be distinguished fiom natural dynamical effects [5] an important conclusion from this work 
is therefore that these relative resonant effects cannot be neglected in such models.
Having investigated the factors resulting in significant relative resonant effects, the possibility 
of interference between the apparently secular sections of resonant, long periodic, along track 
oscillation and other along trade drift terms was considered. It was immediately recognized 
that drifts due to differences in semi-major axis would be far too large for any interaction 
to occiu. However it was determined that drifts due to small inclination differences via J 2 
perturbations could be of a similar magnitude. It was noted that the superposition of such 
drifts could be constructive or destructive depending on the relative orbit geometry and the 
drift limiting effects of the destructive interference were illustrated via simulation.
It is interesting to note that, as well being an interesting dynamical featm*e, there is a chance 
that such drift interaction could also provide a short term method of controlling drifts due to 
unwanted inclination differences between planes. As the magnitude of the relative resonant 
motion is determined in part by siq, it can be altered to some extent by in-plane manoeuvres. 
Such manoeuvres are far less fuel expensive than plane change manoeuvres which would be 
required to correct for an inclination difference. Therefore, if the relative along track drift 
due to an inclination difference was required to be minimized for a short period of time, 
possibly for a period of high accuracy data gathering, then in-plane burns could be used to 
control the relative resonant effects which could in turn reduce the drift due to an inclination 
difference. Such a strategy could only be used for short periods of time, however, as a 
corrective burn to change inclination has far longer lasting effects than in-plane burns. The 
propellant economy therefore quickly becomes equivalent between these two strategies. It is 
important to recognize, however, that further investigation and more detailed simulations are 
warranted before this can be proposed as a practical solution.
The work presented in this chapter indicates that the relative orbit model developed allows 
the identification of situations when the magnitude of relative resonant effects can be both 
significant and potentially useful. The questions still remain, however, as to what preci­
sion the orbits of satellites must be controlled for these effects to be non-negligible, and 
consequently whether such effects could be predictable. For relative resonant motion to be
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significant the magnitude must be sufficiently large and the resonant frequency must be on 
an observable timescale. As is evident from the discussions presented, these features depend 
on many variable factors including Fnmp{I) and AÜ. It is therefore not practical to 
answer these questions generally for all LEO, MEG and GEO resonances. However, they can 
be addressed to some extent for the specific examples discussed in this chapter.
In section 5.4.4 it is demonstrated that the relative effects of resonance in the 15th order 
test case can be significant for kilometre sized formations. This assumes that the difference 
in RAAN between satellites corresponds to a cross track valuation of the order 0{km )  also, 
which requires a difference of approximately hundredths of a degree at the given altitude. 
Such differences in RAAN are measurable and controllable with current technology and so 
observing these effects is not only a real possibility but they are also potentially reproducible. 
As the smallest difference in RAAN provides the worst case scenario it follows that such effects 
should also be apparent for larger scale formations.
In terms of using the effects of resonance on relative satellite motion, section 5.4.5 illustrates 
that the apparent secular effects of resonance in kilometre sized formations could theoret­
ically be used to counteract drifts due to unwanted inclination differences of the order of 
a thousandth of a degree. From the discussion above it is apparent that the magnitude 
of relative resonant effects could be measured and controlled to the required accuracy. In 
principle this magnitude of inclination difference could also be detected with a sufficiently ac­
curate orbit determination algorithm. However, as discussed previously, further work would 
be required to ensure tha t the phase of the relative resonant oscillation could be controlled 
sufficiently well to interfere destructively with the drift it is attempting to counteract rather 
than constructively.
It must be noted that the conclusions drawn in this chapter are been based upon the output 
of a model that has undergone no formal testing, even though the testing of key parts of 
it do give confidence that the conclusions drawn are reasonable. The first area of work to 
follow on from this research must therefore be to execute a series of formal tests to assess 
the model performance. Just as for the absolute resonant orbit model, several methods of 
validating the model exist, including comparison of the model output to that of a numerical 
integrator, a different analytic resonant orbit model or flight data. In this case it is believed 
that comparison to relative orbits simulated using a numerical integrator would be the most 
viable option for three main reasons. Firstly, just as for the absolute resonant orbit model 
case, using a numerical integrator can allow only the effects of those orbital perturbations
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incorporated in the analytic model to be isolated and included.
Secondly, as discussed for the absolute resonant orbit model case, validation against the 
output of another analytic resonant orbit propagator would require additional co-ordinate 
transformations to allow comparison of the two models. This would add another layer of 
complexity into the validation process to permit comparison to the output of a benchmark 
model that would not be as accurate as the output of a numerical integrator and therefore 
seems unwarranted.
Finally, comparison to flight data is unfortunately not practical for this application due to 
the lack of relevant data. Formation flying technology is still in its infancy and as such a 
significant amount of relative orbit flight data, especially experiencing the resonance effects 
discussed in this chapter, simply does not exist.
It should still be noted that, just as for the validation of the absolute resonant orbit propaga­
tor, care must be taken when using each of these validation methods to compare appropriate 
model outputs.
A fm’ther important point to note concerning the results and discussions presented in this 
work is that the formations considered are somewhat idealized. Secular drifts are not intro­
duced when considering the magnitudes of relative resonant effects and only the circulatory 
regime is considered. This study does, however, provide an important first insight into meth­
ods of studying relative resonant effects and some preliminary results. From the treatment 
provided here other immediate areas of further work can be identified as:
•  Extension of the relative resonant model to incorporate the libratory regime.
•  Investigation into which resonances are realistically likely to result in relative resonant 
effects.
• Further investigation into the use of apparent secular effects of resonant oscillations.
• Examination of the interaction of other perturbations with relative resonance effects.
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C hapter 6
Sim ple Control Strategy  
D evelopm ent for R esonant 
Form ations
6.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to address an area of application of the work presented in the preceding 
two chapters. Through exploiting the intuitive nature of the epicycle description of satellite 
orbits, strategies are developed for controlling the relative resonant motion of satellites via 
the analogy of motion in the resonant variable to that of a simple, one degree of freedom, 
pendulum.
As this thesis presents the first analytical study addressing relative resonant effects in satellite 
formations, this is also the first occasion on which such general control strategies have been 
examined. From the results in chapter 5 and the argument presented in [5] it is apparent 
that the second order relative resonant effects that can be observed in a formation are of a 
sufficient magnitude to warrant consideration. The control of such effects, and their potential 
exploitation for specific missions, therefore also warrant consideration.
It is important to note that control strategies have already been developed for the special case 
of GEO clusters. These range from standard eccentricity and inclination control approaches, 
which aim purely to ensure that satellites occupying the same longitudinal slot do not collide 
[149], to more sophisticated schemes [150]. This chapter will, however, provide approaches
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that are valid for resonant formations including, but not exclusively, the GEO case.
Two control schemes are addressed that are suitable for different applications. The first 
is based upon the requirement of maintaining a constant separation between pendulums 
throughout their non-linear motion, analogous to the case of constant separation in resonant 
variable in a formation of satellites. The second aims to maintain a constant time separation 
between several pendulums passing through a specific point, analogous to satellites in a 
formation passing through a certain value of Vnm at equal time intervals.
Fig. 6.1 illustrates the geometry assumed for both control strategy development cases where 
6  represents the single angular degree of freedom of each pendulum measured from the angle 
the theoretically massless pendulum rods malce with the vertical.
Pendulum 1
Pendulum 2
Pendulum 3 6=0
Figm'e 6.1: Typical Geometry Assumed in Control Strategy Development
6.2 Constant Angular Separation Control Strategy
To maintain a constant angular separation between pendulums the non-linear relative motion 
between them must be controlled continuously. The analogous case for a satellite formation 
approximately translates to maintaining constant along-track separation between satellites in 
a resonance with respect to perturbing resonant effects. Such a control strategy is therefore 
useful for any interferometric formation flying mission which requires a single large, rigid 
antenna to be simulated over several smaller antennae. It is also applicable to GEO clusters
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for the case of communications payloads sensitive to Doppler effects. This is because such a 
strategy could tightly control several small GEO satellites with respect to each other in an 
apportioned longitudinal slot without employing an approximate eccentricity or inclination 
control strategy. Such a strategy would mean that the relative radial variation necessary in 
an eccentricity control scenario could be avoided, thus minimizing differential Doppler effects 
between the communications payloads. This offers an alternative to the existing method of 
minimizing such effects which involves controlling several satellites over subdivisions of the 
longitudinal slot.
6 .2 ,1  C on trol S tr a te g y  for M ain ten a n ce  o f  P h a se  A n g le
The equation of motion for a simple pendulum can be written as:
ë-\-Q ^sm 9 = 0 (6.1)
where fP  is the frequency of oscillation of the pendulum. Integrating this equation gives an
expression for the energy of the system, E:
E  = 2 ^  ^— cos 6  (6.2)
If it is assumed that one pendulum moves with 9 = 9q and another pendulum moves with
9 — 9i = 9q S9, then the energy of one pendulum can be written in terms of that of the
other by talcing Taylor series expansions of (6.2) such that:
£(« i) =  £(9o) +  B'(9o)(ei -  »o) +  gE"(8o)(9i -  «0 )^  +  -  (6.3)
From this, the difference in energies between the two pendulums can be written to first order 
accuracy in 59 as:
E{9i) -  E{9o) = 5E = E'{9o)59 (6.4)
Similarly, the following expressions can be derived:
9i — 9q =  29qS9 
cos ^1 —cos 00 =  — sin0o<50 (6.5)
So, taking the energy difference between pendulums using (6.2) and substituting for (6.4) 
and (6.5) then gives:
E'{9o)69 =  9o59 +  sm9o59 (6.6)
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Substituting for 9q from (6.2) and then re-arranging gives:
From this, it is clear that the energy of one pendulum can be altered to maintain a constant 
separation between the two. This corresponds to setting 69 to zero and 59 constant in the 
above expression which requires:
E'{9o) = D‘^ sm9o (6.8)
This can be integrated to give:
E{9q) = Eq — cos 00 ( 6 .9 )
By considering the necessaiy energy difference between controlled and uncontrolled pendu­
lums in such a control scenario, the constant of integration, E q, can be determined as:
E q = E  cos(0o — 50) (6.10)
where E is the constant energy of the uncontrolled pendulum, £^(0i). It is reasonable to 
assume that 59 is small in the derivation of this control law, and so first order accuracy is 
sufficient for a first examination, as the difference in resonant variable for the analogous case 
of satellite formation control would be small. It must be noted, however, that due to this 
assumption the control strategy is only applicable for small separations or the unmodelled 
second order errors will become large.
6 .2 .2  D em o n str a tio n  o f  C on tro l S tr a te g y
A simple program was developed to illustrate the operation of this control law by non-linearly 
propagating forward in time the position of one pendulum and then controlling N other 
pendulums of varying initial conditions relative to the first. Fig. 6.2 illustrates a portion of 
the phase space diagram of three pendulums operating in the libratory regime in which the 
following two pendulums are controlled relative to the first. In this diagram their positions 
and velocities have been sampled at successive points during an oscillation corresponding to 
the test case given in Table 6.1, where E and O are as defined previously, N is the number 
of pendulums simulated in the test case and the 50 values are defined relative to the first 
pendulum. It can be seen that the horizontal distance between the two pendulums remains 
constant in this diagram, indicating that 50 has been controlled as desired.
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F n N SO2
1 3 3 0.02 0.04
Table 6.1: Initial Conditions for Constant Test
6
4
2
Uncontrolled Motion Separatrix Pendulum 1 Pendulum 2 Pendulum 30
-2
-4
■6
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.81.6 1.7Tlieta (rads)
Figure 6.2: Phase Space Portrait of 60 Control
Fig.6.3 indicates the actual variation in Ô0 incurred by the proposed control scheme between 
two of the pendulums, which should ideally remain constant at SO — 0.02 for the test case 
used. From this plot, it is clear that SO really varies by a second order amount in SO which 
is to be expected as the control law was only derived to first order accuracy.
0.02006
0.02004
0.02002
0.02
I 0.01998
If  0.01996
0.01994
0.01992
0.0199
0.01988 0 0.1 0.30.2 0.4 0.5 0.6
Time (s)
Figure 6.3: Actual Variation of SO with Time
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6.3 Constant Time Separation Control Strategy
Controlling a set of pendulums such that they pass through a specific value of 0 = 0* at 
equal time intervals is analogous to satellites passing successively through the same value of 
Vnm at equal time intervals. Such a control law is therefore applicable for any along track 
satellite formation in which constant time separations of the satellites relative to a particular 
along-track, or satellite, location are essential. The development of such a control law also 
illustrates general approaches for addressing the relative temporal behaviour of satellites in 
such formations.
6 .3 .1  C on trol S tr a te g y  for M ain ten a n ce  o f  T em poral S ep aration
To develop the required control strategy the following assumptions are made:
• Each pendulum has knowledge of its location and can communicate this knowledge to the 
other pendulums. This is analogous to the case of autonomous orbit determination using 
GPS and inter satellite links in a satellite formation scenario.
• As the first pendulum passes through 0 = 9* the following pendulum becomes the one on 
which the control law acts, i.e. only one pendulum is controlled at a time.
As it is the time between two 6  values that is of interest in this example, and the energy that 
a pendulum has at Ô = 6 * at the end of the control sequence is considered irrelevant at this 
stage, the approach adopted in the preceding section is invalid. Essentially, the energy, and 
hence velocity, of the pendulum being controlled needs to be adjusted so that, if the previous 
pendulum passes through di = 6 * at t  = t*, then the second pendulum passes through 6 2  =  6 * 
at t  = t* +  At. Therefore, if the separation in 9 at t  = t* is 6 6 , which is a known quantity, 
then the energy of the second pendulum must be controlled such that:
I
t*+At  .
=  69 (6.11)t*
So, determining the control law required essentially translates to determining how 6 2  must 
be adjusted to meet this criterion. There are two approaches to addressing this criterion.
Firstly, the full non-linear expression for the integral in (6.11) can be derived. If it is assumed 
that both pendulums are moving in the libratory regime such that E  < fF , then the motion 
of pendulum 2 can be described, via a derivation analogous to that presented in chapter 4,
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as:
sin -  =  sin2J — V 2 y -  ^ ) l  sin^ (6-12)
where 9max is the maximum value of 9 in the oscillation which is reached at t  — t^ax  and cd
is a Jacobian Elliptic function as defined in Appendix C.
Using this expression, (6.11) can be determined as:
69 =  2 F? arcsin sin cd(0(t* — tmax))^
—20^ arcsin sin cd(f2(t* — A t — tmax))^ (6.13)
where both 9max and tmax are dependent on the energy, and hence velocity, of the controlled
pendulum. Therefore, although this equation has no analytic solution, it is possible to solve 
it via numerical integration methods which could determine the value of 6 2  required at t* for 
it to reach 6 2  = 9* at t  ~  t* + A t, and hence a single initial velocity change theoretically 
required for pendulum 2 at t  =  t*.
However, the second more practical method of meeting the criterion given in (6.11) is to 
malce the linear approximation 69 % 9 2 t, where 6 2  can be determined via (6.2). This allows 
the approximate energy which the controlled pendulum is required to have to be calculated 
directly. It should be noted that, as the motion of a pendulum is highly non-linear, several 
successive controlling “manoeuvres” , or energy changes of the controlled pendulum, will be 
likely to be needed to achieve a reasonable level of accuracy using this strategy for all but 
the smallest A t  or 9max cases.
Although the non-linear calculation determines the value of a single energy change which 
would be required for (6.11) to be true, in practice for the analogous case of satellite for­
mations, inherent variation in actuator performance would mean that some form of a multi­
manoeuvre strategy would be more likely to be employed. The second of the two proposed 
strategies is therefore demonstrated by simulation.
6 .3 .2  D em o n stra tio n  o f  C on tro l S tra teg y
A simple program was developed to demonstrate the second of the above approaches, propa­
gating the motion of two pendulums forward non-linearly in time and capable of incorporating 
N “manoeuvres”, or energy adjustments. As the first pendulum passes through 9 = 9* at the 
time t — t* the energy, or velocity, of the following pendulum is adjusted to a value which
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should then mean that it will reach 9* at t  = t* A t. As this adjustment is based upon a 
linearized estimate of the required velocity, the energy of this pendulum is then successively 
adjusted N times to correct for linearization errors throughout the motion.
The initial conditions detailed in Table 6.2 were used as a test case, where N is the number of 
manoeuvres executed, all times are given in seconds and all angles in radians. These initial 
conditions were selected arbitrarily with the constraint that the values of A t  and 9* had to 
warrant at least one manoeuvre.
E a N t* 9* A t
0.5 9.0 1-20 0.1 1.25 0,014
Table 6.2: Initial Conditions for Constant Ô9 Test
It should be noted that the times at which manoeuvres were executed in this experiment were 
selected arbitrarily such that, as the pendulum approaches 9 — 9* the manoeuvres become 
more frequent as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. This is can also be seen in Fig. 6.5 which presents 
representative phase space diagrams for the N=5 and N=10 cases. In these each manoevure 
can be clearly identified by a discontinuity in the phase space trajectory of the controlled 
pendulum. It is important to note that the timing scheme adopted for these manoeuvres will 
have an impact on the fuel optimality of the control strategy and that strategy employed in 
this example was chosen simply for ease of implementation.
0.114
É 0.108
o 0.106
Manoeuvre No.
Figme 6.4: Manoeuvre Timing Strategy 
Fig. 6.6 provides an indication of how the error in 9 at t  = t* + A t  varies with the number
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Figure 6.5: Phase Space Portraits of A t  Control
of manoevures executed. As expected, this error decreases significantly with increasing N. 
However, it should be noted that the smooth exponential decay of the error is due to the 
manoeuvre timing scheme adopted. This reduction of error with increasing N is also illus­
trated in Fig. 6.7 which clearly shows how the trajectories of 0 against time for increasing N 
approach the desired values.
Fig. 6.8 illustrates how the energy change required at each manoeuvre varies. This is seen 
to decrease sharply at first and then level out for high N values as small trim manoeuvres 
are made approaching 0* to correct for non-linearity effects. It is important to note that the 
shape of this curve is dependent on the manoeuvr e timing strategy adopted, the implications 
of which are also seen in Fig.6.9. This illustrates the percentage improvement on final 0 value
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Figure 6.6: Variation of 0* Error with N
N=0
N=1
N=5
N=10
N=151.2
Q.iteTime (s)
Figure 6.7: Variation of Control Strategy Performance with N
compared to the desired 0 = 0* value for each N value strategy compared to the previous 
one.
6.4 Im plem entation in Satellite Formations
Having proposed two special case strategies for controlling the analogous motion of several 
pendulums, the issue remains of how to translate these strategies into the relative control
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Figure 6.8: Energy Change Required with Each Manoeuvre
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Manoeuvre No.
Figui’e 6.9: Percentage Improvement in ^ at t A t with N
of satellites in a formation. In practice, the energy changes proposed as control manoeu­
vres between pendulums would be effected in a satellite formation by propulsion subsystems 
changing the velocity of one or more satellites. The actual nature of the propulsion system 
to be used would depend on whether the control strategy required continuous manoevures 
as proposed in the first control strategy, which could be supplied by electric propulsion sys­
tems, or instantaneous manoeuvres as proposed for the linear approximation strategy in the 
second case, which could be provided by traditional thrusters. Evidently, such matters of 
implementation would only be considered for analogous cases with more realistic manoeuvre
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requirements and the choice of actual system would be dependent on the size and frequency 
of manoeuvres required.
The motion of the resonant variable has already been determined in chapter 4 as:
~  3(71 sin(l^n% T  (6.14)
which is the equation of motion of a pendulum such that in the analogous example of a 
simple pendulum used Vnm  —» & and 3(n — 2p)A nm ,F nm p{fo) Therefore, as the control
strategies proposed in this chapter aim to vary 6  this is equivalent to varying Vnm-
The expressions for radial and along track velocities, K  and Vq respectively, in terms of 
epicycle co-ordinates for satellites moving in a tesseral resonance under the ideal resonance 
assumption are given by:
Vf — u n , Q e s i n ( c K  C K p )  ~ l "  S 2 T  271o ( t ï  ■ ^p'jAnmf^nmpi.foi) T
Vq =  7 7 o (c i( l +  e  COs(q: — Q !p )-|-S2 +  Snm) - f  (Ô2 +  Ônm) COS Jo) (6.15)
It is clear from these expressions that changing either velocity could impact the value of Vnm 
and so there are clearly more degrees of freedom to use in controlling an actual satellite. 
However, the pendulum control strategies derived do provide a quick and simple means of
determining a viable method of controlling relative motion due to resonance effects assuming
all other somces of relative motion are controlled by other means. This is easily illustrated 
by considering the special caae of GEO where the above expressions reduce to;
Vf =  ow@e sin(o: — ccp) +  J2 +  1 2 auj@A2 2  sin(k22 4- 2 ^ 22)
Vg — cu0 (a(l -f e cos (a  — ccp)) 4- 82) +  a ^ 0 2  4- 62-1—— ^ (6.16)
From these it can be ascertained that Vq manoeuvres could be executed to alter Vnm directly 
and therefore implement the relative control strategies developed via the simple pendulum 
approximations. In actuality, the close agreement between Vnm and enm actually means that 
this is approximately true in the majority of resonant cases.
6.5 Conclusions
The work presented in this chapter aims to highlight a potential application of the intuitive 
description of resonant motion afforded by the epicycle framework. Using the simple analogy
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of relative resonant satellite motion to that of a set of pendulums, it is demonstrated that 
basic control strategies for the relative resonant motion of a formation of satellites can be 
easily developed for certain scenarios. It is important to note, however, that the control 
strategies developed only address relative motion due to resonant effects and that all other 
relative motions are assumed to be controlled by other means. This is a reasonable assumption 
due to the significantly different timescales over which other effects would be apparent. For 
example, when adjusting Vg for a single satellite it is expected that the dominant unwanted 
effect would be to increase the eccentricity of the orbit, which can be minimized through an 
appropriate burn strategy without affecting the resonant control in certain cases.
In conclusion, therefore, it can be said that a first examination of controlling such motion has 
been successfully accomplished using the epicycle resonance model, but that the investigation 
has clearly evidenced many areas of fmther work that are necessary before such strategies 
could be usefully implemented.
These include:
• Investigating the magnitudes of control manoeuvres required for typical formations expe­
riencing resonance so that these can be translated into AU requirements. This will allow 
assessment of whether the proposed control strategies can be realistically implemented using 
existing technology.
• Implementation of a full model of resonant relative motion capable of incorporating control 
strategies such as those proposed for the relative resonant motion and those that would be 
required to control other aspects of the relative satellite motion.
• Investigating the impact of different manoeuvre timing strategies for the constant A t  case 
on both the number of burns and the total energy change required.
•  Investigating the impact of using the second degree of freedom available in the satellite 
control to design time or fuel optimal control strategies.
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C hapter 7
R esonance Locations A bout 
C elestial B odies
7.1 Introduction
The baseline characteristics of a specific mission’s orbit about any celestial body are defined 
according to the payload capabilities and mission requirements in conjunction with launch 
site considerations. Once the approximate values for the desired orbital elements have been 
determined, the orbit is fine tuned in accordance with the stringency of the mission’s orbit 
requirements, incorporating numerical integratioiis of the satellite motion subject to high 
order gravity field models and other perturbations that will be significant tlnoughout the 
mission lifetime. As discussed in chapter 2, Klokocnik, Kostelecky and Gooding addressed 
the issue of how to determine whether an high accuracy mission would encounter the effects 
of a significant resonance in their 2003 paper [93]. This was done by using the resonance 
model of Allan [9] to identify the semi-major axes at which satellites orbiting with particular 
ground track repeat frequencies would experience tesseral resonances. Although Klokocnik 
et al do provide a very workable means for locating resonances, no consideration is given to 
their relative strengths, which can be extremely variable with resonance heights varying from 
micrometres, and so in practice probably not there, to tens and hundreds of kilometres. The 
model of Klokicnik et al can therefore indicate potential future encounters with resonances 
of no real significance.
This chapter aims to demonstrate a fmther application of the intuitive resonance model 
derived in chapter 4 by developing a simplified version of the resonance location idea presented
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by Klokocnik et al into a mission analysis tool which includes a measure of resonance strength. 
It then aims to further extend the discussion by applying it to consider resonance locations 
about celestial bodies other than the Earth for which gravitational potential models are freely 
available.
The development of the software tool is first outlined. The tool is then used to generate a 
summary of resonance locations and corresponding strengths about each of the Earth, the 
Moon, Mars and Venus for cases of interest. Finally, a discussion of the results generated is 
presented.
7.2 A lgorithm  Developm ent
To allow designers to determine if a mission is likely to encounter a significant resonance, 
an appropriate software tool must both predict the locations of particular resonances and 
also indicate their relative strengths. As discussed in chapter 4 the condition for a satellite 
operating under the ideal resonance assumption to be in exact resonance with a specific 
tesseral harmonic is for the following condition to be fulfilled:
 ________mujQ________ .
( n - 2 p ) ( l +  K2) + m ^2
This indicates that a satellite resonance is dependent on the satellite’s mean motion, and 
therefore its semi-major axis via Kepler’s third law: =  p. If (7.1) is approximated to:
then the semi-major axis of the exact resonance can be written as:
1
(4 )
The second ratio in (7.3) is a constant, so the ratio preceding it will determine the actual 
location of the resonance. If a range of potential semi-major axes for a particular mission, 
cimin to u^ax Î8 given to a program, therefore, it is possible to calculate the corresponding 
minimum and maximum values of the first ratio: ((n — 2p)/m)^/^. Once a maximum number 
of terms in a spherical harmonic coefficient model, Umax-^  for a celestial body of interest is 
specified, it is then trivial to cycle through the appropriate n, m and p coefficient values 
to determine those which provide ratios between the determined minimum and maximum 
values of interest. The repeat periods of the resonant orbits over the Earth are calculated
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incorporating the secular effect of J2 on the satellite orbit plane such that the difference 
between sidereal and synodic day is given by:
—277^2^A t (7.4)w(w — ^2)
where w is the rotation rate of the celestial body of interest and 6 2  is the secular epicycle 
coefficient in the Ü co-ordinate given explicitly in Appendix A.
The relative strengths of the resonances corresponding to these ratios can then be determined 
by calculating the heights of the resonances for a specified inclination, I q as discussed in 
chapter 5 and given by:
8a (7.5)n m p \
where the concept of resonance height is illustrated in Fig. 5.1
On the basis of this procedure, a simple structure for a software tool, christened the “Tool 
for Resonant ‘a’ Prediction” (TRaP), was developed as illustrated in Fig. 7.1
Inputs:
®mln’ ®max' m^ax’ 0^> Spherical harmonic model of interest.
Earth gravity model 
WGS84
Determine:
• n, m, p combinations providing 
resonances in given semi-major axis 
range.
• Repeat periods of orbits at these 
resonances.
• Strengths of resonances in given 
range for specific Iq.
Outputs:
Plots of resonance locations and 
relative strengths that could be 
encountered for given mission.
Mars gravity model 
GMM2B
Venus gravity model 
PMGN60C
Lunar gravity model 
LUNGOd
Figure 7.1: Summary of ‘TR aP’ Structure
The gravity models used in the software tool are those deemed the most modern and con­
veniently available, with the standard WGS84 model being used for the Eaith  gravity field. 
The lunar gravity field model is taken from the Lun60d model [151] developed using track­
ing data from the Lunar Orbiter I-V and Apollo 15-16 missions. Although this model in
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completeness contains 60x60 terms, only an 8x8 model was freely available and so was incor­
porated. The Mars gravity field incorporated is the 80x80 GMM2B model [152] developed 
using X-band tracking data from the Mars Global Smweyor mission and altimeter crossovers 
from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter. Finally the Venusian gravity model implemented 
is the 60x60 PGMN60c field [153] developed using tracking data from the Pioneer Venus 
Orbiter and Magellan missions.
As in the case of the analytic resonant orbit model of chapter 4, all inclination function values 
are calculated using the recursive relations given by Hashida [3].
It is important to note that the values of u r e s  generated only provide an estimate of the 
semi-major axis at which a satellite will experience resonance effects as the theory behind its 
calculation only incorporates a very limited gravitational field model. It is also important to 
note that the effects of resonance on satellite orbits can be significant at distances of orders 
kilometres away from the centre of the resonance and so the outputs only serve to make a 
mission designer aware of significant terms which must be included in numerical modelling 
at the fine tuning stage of the mission design. As a result of this it is evidently prudent to 
include a margin around the required amin and Umax input to TRaP as initial conditions.
The concept of EIRBs introduced in section 4.5.6 is very useful in conjunction with the output 
of TRaP as it provides a means of determining analytically how far from the centre of each 
resonance location identified the resonance will actually affect the satellite orbit.
7.3 Resonance Locations and Strengths
In nominal usage a small range of semi-major axes would be given to TRaP as an input over 
which the tool will then determine the location and strengths of any resonances for a specific 
inclination and number of potential terms. However, if a large range of semi-major axes is 
used as an input to TRaP, then a map of resonance locations about the selected primary 
body and a plot of their relative strengths can be produced, subject to the gravitational data 
available.
If an orbit of inclination 30 degrees about the Earth is considered as a first test case, in­
corporating a 36x36 gravitational field, then the resonance map and corresponding relative 
strength plot of Fig. 7.2 are produced.
The resonance location plot demonstrates the same patterns as illustrated by Klokocnik et
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Figure 7.2: TRaP Outputs for Earth, 30“ Inclination Case
el [93], although for a lesser degree geopotential model. The geostationary point is clearly 
visible with a symmetrical pattern about it with other resonance locations at increasingly 
close semi-major axes to the synchronous case having longer and longer repeat periods due 
to the longer amounts of time required to synchronize with the Earth’s rotation period. If 
a higher order geopotential model were to be used this would simply act to fill in the gaps 
in the resonance map and other similar symmetries would become apparent about semi- 
synchronous locations etc. From the plot of resonance strengths, the geostationary case is 
again clearly visible as the strongest resonance with an h value of approximately 37km. It 
is interesting to note the vertical lines in which the resonance strengths appear to lie, again 
especially in the GEO case. This can be explained by considering Eq. (7.2) which states 
that, for a given mean motion, no, a satellite will be in resonance with whichever tesseral 
harmonic has the corresponding ratio of m /(n  — 2p). However, as this value is dependent
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upon a ratio of values and not a single value, this effectively means that the satellite is in 
resonance with an infinite number of tesseral harmonics simultaneously. In most cases it 
is reasonable to continue with the ideal resonance assumption as the lowest degree tesseral 
harmonic will usually correspond to the strongest resonance. In some cases, however, this 
cannot be assumed, such as for GEO where there are clearly several resonances of significant 
amplitude. This observation does not impact the output of TRaP in terms of identifying semi­
major axes likely to experience tesseral resonances, but it does raise questions concerning the 
suitability of the Ideal Resonance Assumption for such special cases.
Two special orbit cases of particular use to mission design engineers are the polar (/q =  90°) 
and equatorial { Iq =  0°) cases. Polar orbits allow complete planetary coverage for mapping 
missions without om itting locations of high latitude and equatorial orbits allow constant 
communication with, or observation of, particular regions on the surface of a planet or above 
it. Fig.7.3 illustrates the TRaP output for the Earth using a 36x36 Geopotential model in 
the polar case.
As expected, the resonance location map is identical to that for the 30° inclination case. In 
reality this would only alter with inclination if the strength of a particular resonance were to 
go to zero for a specific case. The relative strengths have, however, changed significantly with 
the GEO resonance remaining dominant but significantly reduced in strength and other res­
onances, such as the semi-synchronous 12-hour resonance becoming more significant, clearly 
illustrating the dependence of resonance strength on inclination.
Following on from the argument presented in section 4.5.3, at zero degrees inclination there 
will be only one resonance location, the synchronous resonance as the magnitude of all others 
will reduce to zero. The TRaP output for this special case is therefore of little interest.
As the only differences between TRaP outputs for the polar and the intermediate inclination 
cases for the Earth have been variations in relative strength, only the arbitrary inclination, 
Jo =  30° case, will be considered in the analysis of resonance locations about other celestial 
bodies.
Fig. 7.4 illustrates the 30° inclination case for the Moon using the 8x8 gravitational poten­
tial model. The sparse plots on the location map are not indicative of lesser numbers of 
resonances, just the lower degree of gravitational potential model incorporated. Just as for 
the Earth, the synchronous resonance is clearly dominant in terms of strength with several 
tesseral harmonics contributing to the resonant effects at that altitude. An important point
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Figure 7.3: TRaP Outputs for Earth., Polar Case
of interest concerning these plots, however, is the horizontal dashed line added to the loca­
tion map which indicates the approximate location of the Moon’s Sphere of Influence (SOI) 
[98]. This demonstrates that only low orbits around the Moon can reasonably be modelled 
using the Ideal Resonance Assumption because, approaching the synchronous altitude, the 
influence of the Earth’s gravity becomes significant on the motion of the satellite.
For the Venusian resonance map, provided in Fig. 7.5, quite the opposite conclusion is 
drawn. Once again the resonance location map is well populated due to the use of a 36x36 
gravitational potential model, and the same symmetrical patterns and synchronous strength 
dominance can be observed, but the altitudes at which the resonances are located are sig­
nificantly higher than those observed for either the Earth or the Moon. This is due to the 
extremely slow rotation rate of Venus, approximately 243 times slower than the Earth, which 
warrants slow commensurate satellite mean motion rates for resonance and hence, by virtue
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of Kepler’s third law, extremely high resonant altitudes.
It is important to note that in the calculations made the satellites are assumed to orbit in 
the same direction as Venus rotates, which is in the opposite direction to the Earth rotation. 
The long Venusian day is also thought to be partly responsible for the low value of its J2  
coefficient which is of order 0(10“ ®) and therefore the same order of magnitude as its lower 
degree gravitational coefficients. It appears unlikely that this fact will significantly affect 
the resonance location map for Venus as the approximation made in (7.2) will still be valid, 
although it does have implications concerning which single zonal harmonic, or combination 
of zonal harmonics should be included as dominant in the equations of resonant motion.
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It is interesting to note that, in spite of the high altitudes of the Venusian resonance locations, 
they do not occur outside the Venusian SOI.
Finally the 30° inclination resonance location map for Mars is presented in Fig. 7.6 for 
the 36x36 gravitational potential case. As expected, the resonance location map displays 
similar symmetries to the others about a synchronous orbit at lower altitude than the E arth’s 
due to the differences in mass and rotation rate. The real interest concerning the Martian 
resonances, however, comes from the resonance strength plot where it is clear that there are 
many resonances of equivalent strength all acting in competition. It is well documented that 
Mars has a significantly more variable and “rougher” gravitational tesseral harmonic model 
than the Earth [152], whose coefficient values tend to decrease with degree and this is clearly 
demonstrated. Once again the implications of this observation do not necessarily affect the 
resonance location map, but do again imply that the epicycle orbit model developed under
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the Ideal Resonance Assumption would have to be reviewed for the case of Mars for which a 
numerical approach, incorporating the effects of more than one dominant tesseral harmonic, 
may be more suitable.
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7.4 Conclusions
The concise, geometrically intuitive features of the epicycle description of resonant orbital 
motion have been demonstrated in its use as the basis for developing the software tool TRaP. 
The software tool determines the locations of tesseral resonances about a rotating primary 
body and builds upon the similar model demonstrated by Klokocnik et ai [93] by extending 
the model to incorporate a measure of resonance strength and also by applying the tool to 
consider resonances about celestial bodies other than the Earth.
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The tool does not profess to predict exact resonance effects on orbital motion, but acts to I
serve two main purposes. Firstly to act as a guide for mission designers to determine which 
resonances could impact specific missions given a range of potential semi-major axes and an 
intended inclination such that the effects of corresponding harmonics are known prior to orbit 
fine tuning in the mission design phase. Secondly, the tool could be used as an approximate 
guide for operations engineers or project managers to determine if the effects of a resonance 
that is to be encountered in the future due to altitude changes incurred by, for example, 
drag are to be significant enough to warrant either selective data gathering or an in-plane 
manoeuvre to change the semi-major axis and avoid them.
The outputs of TRaP proved interesting when examining resonances about other celestial 
bodies and the following conclusions were drawn from the resonance location maps and rel­
ative strength plots constructed:
•  The Ideal Resonance Assumption could be inapplicable for the Geosynchronous and syn­
chronous resonances about other bodies due to the evident presence of more than one signif­
icant dominant tesseral harmonic at these resonance frequencies.
•  Many of the higher resonances about the Moon could not be considered in isolation from 
third body perturbations due to  their location outside the Moon’s SOI, warranting further 
simulations to determine the actual effect of the Earth’s gravity on resonant motion.
•  The variability of the Mars potential function warrants further investigation into the suit­
ability of the Ideal Resonance Assumption for modelling resonant motion about the planet 
due to the simultaneous presence of many dominant critical tesseral harmonics at each reso­
nant altitude.
• The relatively small value of the J 2 coefficient in the Venus potential function means that 
it cannot necessarily be assumed as the dominant zonal harmonic, and the potential function 
assumed in the resonant motion model may require a different zonal harmonic or a summation 
over several zonal harmonics to accurately demonstrate zonal resonance.
The above points are significant as they conflict with traditional, analytical tesseral resonance 
models including only a J 2 and dom inant tesseral term which claim to be general for any 
rotating primary and have not explicitly stated the possibility of such exceptions [9].
Clear areas of fiu'ther work that can be highlighted from this chapter include:
• Adaptation of the resonant epicycle model to incorporate the effects of more than one 
dominant tesseral harmonic.
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• Adaptation of the TRaP tool to incorporate a range of inclination values as inputs.
•  Adaptation of the TRaP tool to incorporate the concept of EIRBs such that, once a 
resonance has been identified as likely to be encountered, the region over which the effects of 
that resonance will be significant for a specific mission can be determined.
A preliminary discussion of the fust of these areas is presented in the next chapter and it 
is anticipated that the following proposed upgrades will be undertaken subject to future 
demand.
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C hapter 8
Conclusions
This chapter aims to summarize the outcomes of the research presented. The key conclusions 
drawn from each chapter aie first detailed and the overall achievements made through the 
course of this research are then considered in comparison to the initial research aims stated 
in chapter 1. An explanation of how this work contributes to the current state of the art 
of analytical orbit modelling is given followed by a summary of key areas of further work 
which could provide valuable extensions to that presented in this thesis. Finally a summary 
of publications based upon the work in this thesis is given.
8.1 Summary of Conclusions
Chapter 4 presents the full derivations and solutions of equations of motion for the case 
of a satellite orbit in resonance with a single, critical tesseral harmonic. It also compares 
the output of a resonant orbit model based on these solutions to the output of a numerical 
integrator. Prom the results presented in this chapter the following conclusions can be drawn:
•  A concise and intuitive model of the resonant motion of a single satellite can be developed 
within the Epicycle framework to first order accuracy in J 2 under the Ideal Resonance As­
sumption. Such a model will accurately describe long term resonant effects due to a single 
dominant resonant tesseral harmonic at arbitrary inclination and at any altitude.
• The key factors determining both the nature of resonant motion and the features of the 
resonant motion can be easily determined from the resonant epicycle model as detailed in the 
final section of the chapter.
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• It is possible to provide a practical definition of regions of phase space in which the effects of 
a specific tesseral resonance on a satellite’s orbit can be modelled using the Ideal Resonance 
Assumption. These regions, termed Effective Ideal Resonance Bands (EIRBs) are defined 
according to the desired orbital accuracy of a specific satellite mission and also provide a 
means of determining whether a nearby resonance will have a significant effect on a given 
orbit.
Chapter 5 extends the consideration of resonant motion to the characterization of relative 
resonant effects wliich could potentially be exhibited by satellite formations. The conclusions 
drawn from this work can be summarized as:
• Satellite formations are generally more likely to incidentally experience the circulatory 
effects of a specific resonance due to the restrictive geometry of the libration regime. It 
must be noted, however, tha t as the strength of circulation effects decrease approximately 
exponentially with distance from the resonance centre, the resultant resonant effects may not 
be as significant so care should be made in assessing, possibly through the use of EIRBs, the 
actual magnitude of effects that could be experienced in each case.
• It is possible to develop an analytic model displaying the effects of tesseral resonance on 
the relative orbits of a satellite formation within the Epicycle framework.
• It can be demonstrated that, for relative circulatory effects to be apparent in a formation, 
a phase difference must be introduced between the resonant oscillations of each satellite. For 
close formations this can only be introduced via the resonant phase term meaning that such 
effects will only be observed if the satellites occupy different planes, i.e. there is a difference 
in initial RAAN values for each satellite.
• The relative effects of circulatory resonance on formations in a 15th order LEO test case 
can be shown to be of second order in J 2 , i.e. comparable in magnitude to the relative 
short periodic effects of Jg. This is a significant result as the importance of incorporating 
second order effects into analytic models of relative satellite motion has long been recognized 
[4, 124, 126], but such resonance effects have never before been incorporated. LEO cases 
other than the test case used, MEG and GEO cases must each be examined individually to 
determine the potential magnitudes of such effects in other resonances.
• The apparent non-linear secular effects of relative resonant motion exhibited as secular drifts 
in the along-track direction between two satellites can be the same order of magnitude as the 
along track drifts experienced due to erroneous inclination differences between satellites.
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In summary the work presented in chapter 5 demonstrates that resonances must be included 
in the design of high accuracy satellite formation missions requiring repeating ground tracks 
over the Eai'th. It also identified the possibility of using the natural dynamical relative motion 
of formations in resonance to counteract relative drifts resulting from other perturbations over 
short periods of time.
Having demonstrated the potential significance of relative resonant effects in LEO satellite 
formations, chapter 6 addresses the issue of controlling such motion by exploiting the geomet­
rically intuitive nature of the epicycle description of resonant satellite motion. Two simple 
control laws are derived for specific applications and the following conclusions could be drawn 
from the work presented:
•  It is possible to develop simple strategies for controlling the relative resonant motion of a 
satellite formation experiencing resonance by considering the analogous problem of controlling 
the relative non-linear motion of a number of pendulums.
• Due to the means by which they are developed, the control laws rely on controlling the 
velocity of pendulums, analogous to the rate of change of the resonant variable of the satellites. 
This can be shown to be achievable via either continuous or impulsive in-plane manoeuvres 
depending on the strategy under consideration.
Finally, chapter 7 presents the development of a simple software tool aimed at allowing mission 
analysts to determine if a specific mission is likely to encounter a significant resonance given 
a range of semi-major axes and an inclination of interest. The program allows this analysis 
about, theoretically, any rotating primary body for which a spherical harmonic description of 
the its gravitational potential function exits. The tool can therefore also be used to examine 
the variation in resonance locations between different celestial bodies, namely the Earth, the 
Moon, Mars and Venus in this study. From the work presented the following conclusions 
could be drawn:
•  The Ideal Resonance Assumption could be inapplicable for both synchronous orbits about 
celestial bodies and any resonant orbit about Mars due to the presence of more than one 
significant dominant tesseral harmonic.
• Many of the higher altitude resonances about the Moon could not be considered in isolation 
from significant third body perturbations due to their location outside the Moon’s sphere of 
influence.
• The relatively small value of the J 2 coefficient in the Venus potential function means
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that it cannot necessarily be assumed as the dominant zonal harmonic, possibly requiring a 
summation of zonal harmonics to be necessaiy in the ideal resonance description of satellite 
motion about the planet.
8.2 Research Achievem ents
If the aims of this research project defined in chapter 1 are considered in conjunction with 
the work completed, the overall success of the research can be assessed.
The first aim of this work is defined as “To provide a comprehensive, intuitive description of 
the nature of resonant motion and the factors affecting i t”. The work presented in chapter 
4 achieves this aim through the derivation of a novel, concise and geometric description of 
resonant motion within the Epicycle framework. It goes on to use the epicycle solutions 
described to provide a clear summary of the key factors determining both the nature of 
resonant motion exhibited by a satellite, either circulatory or libratory, and the features of 
this motion, i.e. phase, frequency and magnitude.
The second aim is given as “To work towards providing an analytical solution capable of 
accurately describing resonant satellite motion, but sufficiently concise to be implemented in a 
limited computational environment, such as on-board a small satellite”. Based on the epicycle 
description developed in chapter 4 an orbit propagator was developed which, in comparison 
to the output of a symplectic numerical integrator, demonstrates that the resonant epicycle 
model accurately describes the resonant motion of a satellite at arbitrary inclination at LEO, 
MEG and GEO altitudes. Although it is recognized that fmther work is required in terms of 
code optimization and general testing before implementation is possible, it is apparent that 
a significant step has been made towards the development of such a propagator. The use of 
the epicycle framework, designed for such limited computational environments, also ensures 
that the analytical description is relatively concise.
The simple control laws developed in chapter 6 and the mission analysis tool outlined in 
chapter 7 serve to fulfil the third aim of this research project; “To demonstrate applications 
of an intuitive resonant orbit model”.
Finally, the work presented in chapter 5 addresses the fourth research aim; “To characterize 
the effects of tesseral resonance on the relative motion of satellite formations” aa discussed 
in the preceding section.
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In view of the above, it can be concluded that each of the aims originally defined for this 
research project have been achieved to a significant degree of success. It therefore remains 
to re-iterate the contributions that this work has made to the current state of the art and 
summarize potential valuable extensions of the research completed.
8.3 Contribution to  the State of the Art
Following on from the intended areas of novelty described in chapter 1, the actual novel 
contributions achieved in this work can be outlined as follows:
1. A concise, geometrically intuitive resonant orbit model was developed that is poten­
tially suitable for propagation applications on-board small satellites, yet sufficiently 
geometrically intuitive for mission design and analysis applications.
2. A practical method of defining regions of phase space in which the Ideal Resonance 
Assumption is reasonable (EIRBs) was determined based on the required accuracy of 
a given satellite mission.
3. A clear summary is presented of the factors determining the conditions under which a 
satellite will experience resonant effects and the nature of those effects, either libratory 
or circulatory. Additionally those factors affecting key features of the resonant motion 
have also been explained.
4. An entirely novel analytic description of the relative motion of a satellite formation 
encountering tesseral resonance has been developed.
5. The circumstances under which a satellite formation could display significant relative 
resonant effects have been determined using the resonant relative orbit model. The 
factors affecting key features of this relative motion were also isolated and explained.
6. It was demonstrated that the relative resonant effects in a LEO satellite formation can 
be of the same magnitude as that due to short periodic J 2 effects and are therefore 
significant.
7. It was demonstrated that the apparent secular drifts resulting from long-periodic rela­
tive resonant effects observed over shorter timescales can be of the same magnitude as 
secular drifts due to small inclination differences.
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8. Novel methods of controlling relative resonant motion between satellites in a formation 
have been proposed for both maintaining spatial and temporal inter-satellite separa­
tions.
9. A simple software tool, TRaP, has been developed to determine whether specific mis­
sions are likely to encounter the effects of a significant resonance. This extends an 
existing tool developed by Klokocnik et al [93] who identified resonance locations using 
the same approach but failed to incorporate any consideration of resonance strength.
Prom this summary it is clear that, by both extending some existing areas of orbit mod­
elling and its applications and exploring entirely new areas this work has made several novel 
contributions.
8.4 Further Work
This section summarizes the areas of further work highlighted throughout this thesis, although 
more detailed descriptions are given at the end of each relevant chapter. It also provides an 
outline of some preliminary work completed in one recurrent area, tha t of developing a model 
to include the effects of more than one critical tesseral harmonic in the resonant motion of a 
satellite.
8 .4 .1  A reas o f F urther W ork Id en tified
The discussion in chapter 3 justifies the first two assumptions made in deriving the resonance 
model presented. Firstly, only the q=0 case for the eccentricity function, Gipq{e), is included 
in the spherical harmonic description of the Earth’s gravitational potential. Secondly, no 
differential effects resulting from perturbations other than those due to the aspherical geopo­
tential are incorporated into the relative orbit model. The first two key areas of further 
work identified to follow on from the research presented in this thesis are therefore to re­
move the limitations of these assumptions. As detailed in the chapter it is proposed that the 
q = dzl terms of the eccentricity function should be incorporated into the geopotential to 
allow the resonant motion of the eccentricity vector to be analyzed. It is also proposed that 
the effects of differential drag should be incorporated into the relative resonant orbit model 
derived in chapter 5 to allow a more general consideration of drifting formations in resonance
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to be considered. Other more general areas of further work identified involve incorporating 
pertm’bations due to solar radiation pressure into both absolute and relative epicycle orbit 
models.
It is clear from the discussion of results presented in chapter 4 that the epicycle resonance 
model developed demonstrates the key features of resonant motion over a range of altitudes 
and is therefore suitable for the purposes of this thesis. Further work is, however, required in 
testing the model and integrating it fully with epicycle solutions for other orbital perturba­
tions before it is sufficiently accurate and reliable to be used in on-board applications. Prior 
to the further development of the model a better method for determining comparable orbits 
from the analytic model and those produced by the numerical integrators used as “ground 
tru th” is required, such as via the development of an analytical filter.
In chapter 5 the effects of resonance on satellite formations in the circulatory regime of a 
resonance are considered for a LEO test case. Although this allows valuable conclusions to 
be drawn it is noted tha t the work needs to be extended to include libratory effects on satellite 
formations and test cases at other altitudes. It is also noted that a survey of exactly which 
resonances would produce significant relative resonant effects would be valuable.
Although the work presented in chapter 6 provides clear methods of how to develop simple 
strategies for controlling the relative resonant motion of satellites in a formation, it is clear 
that further simulation and analysis is required before their potential for practical implemen­
tation can be assessed. Firstly, estimates of the actual A V  requirements for the proposed 
strategies need to be made for realistic test scenarios to ensure that they could be imple­
mented with existing technology. Secondly, full simulations of the strategies would need to 
be developed and analyzed such that the overall effects of the control manoeuvres proposed 
on all orbital elements can be assessed. Additional further work would also be required if 
such strategies were to be optimized for either time or fuel.
The simple software tool developed in chapter 7 provides valuable conclusions concerning 
resonances about arbitrary celestial bodies, but also highlights areas of further work required 
to be completed before the epicyclic resonant orbit model developed could be used in the 
general case for satellites orbiting any rotating primary. These include extending the resonant 
model to incorporate the effects of more than one critical resonant tesseral harmonic and 
examining the effects of other orbital perturbations such as third body gravitational effects 
on resonant motion. It also highlights that care is required in determining the actual simplified 
gravitational potential that should be implemented when considering resonant motion about
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an arbitrary celestial body and that incorporating the concept of EIRBs outlined in chapter 
4 would increase the accuracy of predictions the software could make,
8 .4 .2  N o n -Id ea l R eso n a n ce  M o d el
It is evident, particularly from the discussions presented in chapters 4 and 7, that the validity 
of the epicycle resonant orbit model developed is limited to only those regions of phase space 
where the Ideal Resonance Assumption is valid, i.e. where the resonant effects can be assumed 
to be due to a single, dominant tesseral haimonic. Although methods have been proposed 
as to how to determine the regions in which the model is applicable, a model capable of 
including the effects of more than one critical tesseral harmonic would be a more general and 
robust approach.
A preliminary study was therefore made of when and how to incorporate the effects of more 
than one dominant tesseral harmonic in the description of the motion of a satellite at GEO. 
This orbit was chosen on the basis of the results of chapter 7 as the synchronous resonance 
is subject to the effects of several low degree critical tesseral harmonics which tend to be the 
harmonics of more significant magnitudes for the majority of gravitational potential models 
considered.
As the effects of resonance on a satellite orbit are very long periodic, it would be expected 
that the motion of a satellite over short timescales would not be greatly affected by the 
inclusion of more than one critical tesseral harmonic as such short term motion is usually 
dominated by Keplerian and Jg effects. This can be demonstrated via a coarse experiment 
which simply examines the difference between two outputs of the numerical orbit propagator 
SPSAT over a week long propagation period, both from the same initial conditions, but 
one assuming a geopotential containing only Keplerian, Jg and J2 2  contributions and one 
assuming a full 36x36 geopotential model. The results of this experiment are presented 
in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2. The inclusion of differing geopotential terms means that using the 
same initial conditions for both propagations means that their energies are not matched 
and so some drift can be expected between the two orbits. Even so, the errors between 
the two approximately matched orbits can still be seen to be less than second order in J 2 , 
indicating that the simplified resonance model generated does provide a reasonable measure 
of a satellite’s motion in resonance over short timescales.
However, when considering the effects of resonance over longer timescales such as months,
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Figure 8.1: Approximate In-Plane Errors Incurred Due to IRP Assumption at GEO.
i.e. such as those between station-keeping manoeuvres on GEO satellites, the effects cannot 
necessarily be assumed to approximate those of the Ideal Resonance case. This can be easily 
demonstrated in two ways:
Firstly, the location of stable points of a simplified GEO resonance can be considered in a 
manner similar to that employed by Blitzer [57]. From Eq.(4.15), the equation describing the 
variation of the z-component of angular momentum of an orbit due to the tesseral harmonics 
can be written as:
(8.1)
If the motion exactly at a stable point in GEO is considered in a perfectly equatorial orbit
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Figure 8.2: Approximate Out-of-Plane Errors Incurred Due to IRP Assumption at GEO.
and in the absence of all non-resonant tesseral harmonics then this becomes:
0 — 777. J n mr \  r
\  n
- ) (0) sin -  ‘Ipnm)
^  p=0
(8.2)
where -00 is the stable point of the motion. If the actual stable longitude is then considered 
as a small deviation from that which would exist only in the presence of the J2 2 0  critical 
tesseral harmonic then -0o can be written as:
V'o =  "022 +  A 0 (8.3)
Substituting Eq.(8.3) into Eq.(8.2) then gives:
0 =  ^   ^ sin 777(022 "b A 0 07tm,) (8.4)
n,m,p
Separating out the term due explicitly to J 22 then gives:
0 =  2 ^ 22^ 220(0 ) sin 2(022 +  A 0 -  0 2 2 ) +  rnAnm-Flimp(O) sin777(022 +  A 0 -  0„^) (8.5)
n,m,p
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Critical Harmonics Included Jn,m,p A0(°)
J331 -0.5
J3 3 0 4-3.7
J4 21 -0.61
Jaao 4-0.0027
J3 3 U J3 3 0 , Ja2 1 , Jaao 4-2.6
Table 8.1: A 0  Values When Considering Critical Tesseral Harmonics in Addition to J 220
If A 0  is then assumed to be small this can be re-arranged to give:
Yln,m,p'^^'n'mFnTnp{^) S in iT i(0 2 2  '4’nm)A 0 —: (8.6)
I 2 A 22 +  E n ,m ,p  " n n ^ n m F n m p iO )  C O S m (0 2 2  ~  0 n m )
If the P = 0 case is considered in this expression, where P is as defined in Eq.(4.62) then 
values for A 0 can be calculated as given in Table 8.1.
It is important to note that the values presented in this table are approximate as only the 
P = 0  cases of the other critical harmonics are considered on the P ~  0  case J 2 2 0  stable 
point, whereas in actuality the P > 0  cases from the other tesseral harmonics will also have 
effécts. Even though these results do not provide any indication of the altered nature of 
the motion about the resultant stable points, they do indicate that including the effects of 
critical tesseral harmonics other than the dominant one can have a significant effect on the 
location of the stable points. In view of the fact that the longitudinal slots allocated by the 
ITU/WARC for GEO satellites to avoid interference with other satellites are of width 0.1°, 
the results presented in Table 8.1 are significant. Indeed the phase space portrait for GEO 
generated from the output of the numerical orbit propagator SPSAT in the method outhned 
in chapter 4 for a Geopotential including J 2 2 0 ,  J 3 3 1 ,  J 3 3 0 ,  J 4 2 1  and J 4 4 0  is as presented in Fig. 
8.3. As can be seen from comparison to Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 in chapter 4 the symmetry of 
the phase portrait has been completely destroyed and the locations of the equilibrium points 
have altered. It should be noted that the phase space curves in this diagram are no longer at 
approximately equal intervals as the method of setting initial conditions used in the program 
is based around a centre of resonance assuming only J 2 2 0  resonant tesseral harmonic. This 
is therefore an indication of a sliift in the centre of resonance.
This phase space portrait suggests, not only that the long term evolution of resonant motion 
subject to more than one significant critical tesseral harmonic evidently cannot be approx­
imated to the Ideal Resonance Assumption, but also that the perturbations from the other
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Figure 8.3: GEO Phase Space Portrait Including Critical Harmonics up to J 440
critical tesseral harmonics appear to act as continuous perturbing functions to the dominant 
resonance. This can be concluded as the form of the phase space due to  J220 only resonant 
motion is still clearly visible. Following on from this, if the motion of the actual resonant 
variable is considered as a sum of the motion of the J 220 pertm bed variable ^22 and a small 
unknown variable V  due to the other critical tesseral harmonics, then we can write:
Vnm — V22  + V (8.7)
Re-writing Eq.(4.60) for the case of Vnm due to the dominant critical tesseral harmonics at 
GEO, assumed to be J 220, J 311, J 330, J421 and J 440, gives:
— —QK220 sin2 (P^ ni + 022) ~ + 031 ) — 9J1C330 sin3 (T4 .T7j + 033)
—6 A421 sin(k^ni +  0 4 2 ) — 122^440 sin 4 +  0 4 4 ) (8 .8 )
where the shorthand Knmp = AnrnFnmpiJ^o) has been introduced. If it is assumed that V  is 
small in comparison to V22, and that VKnmp terms are negligible except in the K'220 case, 
as K 220 is at least ten times larger than the next largest coefficient value, then substituting 
Eq.(8.7) into Eq.(8 .8 ) and re-arranging then gives:
—61^220 (sin 2 (^ 2 2  +  02 2 ) +  2Ÿ cos 2 (1/22 4- 0 2 2 )) “  3i^3n sin(l/22 +  03 1 ) 
—9X 330 sin 3 (1/22 +  0 3 3 ) — 6X 421 sin(l/22 +  0 4 2 )
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—1 2 X 440 sin 4(V22 +  0 4 4 ) (8.9)
Substituting in the explicit expression for Vgg and re-arranging then gives:
V "  +  I 2V K 220 cos 2 (1/22 +  0 2 2 ) =  —3 X 311 sin(l/22 +  031 ) — 9 X 330 s in3(1/22 +  0 3 3 )
—6 X 421 sin(1^2 +  042) — 1 2 X 440 sin 4(1/22 +  0 4 4 )
(8 .10)
The homogenous equation of this expression has a form very similar to that of the Schrodinger 
equation:
^  + ^E v{x)'iP  = 0 (8.11)
Many mathematical approaches have been taken to attempt to solve this famous expression 
analytically. If it can be assumed that i p  is slowly and continuously varying with a small 
amplitude then one of these approaches, the WKBJ approximation [154], can be used to gain 
an approximate solution. Analogously, the variation of V  in Eq. (8.10) is also assumed to 
be continuously varying and of small amplitude, as indicated by the phase space portrait in 
Fig. 8.3 and the values of the K n m p  coefficients in Eq.(B.lO), so it is asserted that a similar 
approach can be used to gain an analytical expression for its complementary function.
If the following shorthand is introduced, k^(o;) — 1 2 X 220 cos 2(1/^ 2 +  0 2 2 ), then the homoge­
nous equation of Eq.(8.10) becomes:
y "  K^(a)y =  0 (8.12)
The WKBJ solution can then be used to give the complementary function:
'•(“)*■ (8.13)
This can be written explicitly in terms of Elliptic functions and elliptic integrals of the second 
kind, as defined in Appendix C, with argument u —  6\/Â^(o! — oimax) for the libration case, 
giving:
V  = ----------------   (8.14)
[1 2 X 220 cos 2(1/22 +  022)] 4
where g(u) is given by:
3 { u )  —  2(X(li) X( U m a x )  27Ti[s7l(u)cd(w) 4" S M , )cd(Uyiina;)] ( i L  4- U f n a x ' )  (8.15)
Having determined an analytic expression for the complementary function, it still remains 
to determine a particular integral of Eq.(8.10) for a full analytic solution. The method of
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variation of parameters was used to attem pt such an analytic solution. However, although 
part of the expressions derived could be expressed as hypergeometric functions, and therefore 
elliptic functions in special cases, no general final analytic solution could be determined.
On first inspection this indicates that a model of satellite motion experiencing resonant effects 
from more than one critical tesseral harmonic simultaneously must be at least semi-numerical. 
However, the resonant epicycle model has shown us that the resonant motion of a satellite and 
the location of equilibrium points due to each contributing tesseral harmonic can be described 
very simply in isolation which implies that there should be some underlying analytic structure 
to the superposed motion that can be described analytically.
It is therefore proposed that the next stage of work continuing from this should be to numer­
ically solve the expression for a particular integral of Eq.(8.10) and propagate for varying a  
to determine if there are any dom inant patterns within tha t motion which could be described 
analytically. If this is possible and the majority of the particular integral can be described 
by a sum of analytic functions then a fully analytic description of GEO motion could be 
possible.
If this were a possibility then comparisons would be required between the fully analytic, 
semi-analytic and fully numerical models of satellite motion under the influence of more 
than one dominant critical tesseral harmonic to determine the relative accmacies, speeds and 
computational intensities of each method. If the fully analytic solution is not achievable then 
the comparisons between semi-analytic and fully numerical methods would still be valuable.
Finally, a further potential step to be taken in this investigation would be to establish if any 
empirical rules can be determined for approximating the motion of a GEO satellite under 
the influence of several resonant tesseral harmonics to that under the influence of only the 
dominant J 22 over a station-keeping limit cycle.
This concept is better explained by considering the numerical integrations of a GEO orbit 
given in Fig. 8.4. This figure illustrates edges of an arbitrary libration curve, the typical 
resonant motion displayed by a GEO satellite between station keeping manoeuvres. The curve 
on the right hand side is that which would be exhibited by a satellite under the influence of 
only the J 22 harmonic and tha t on the left illustrates the behaviour of a satellite under the 
influence of both J 22 and J 3 1 ,  bo th outputs were generated using the same initial conditions. 
As can be seen, both curves have approximately the same shape, but one appears to simply 
have a larger libration angle than the other. It should be noted that any irregularity in the
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Figure 8.4: GEO Limit Cycles For Different Gravitational Potentials
shapes of the curves is due to a low data sampling frequency. Therefore, if it is possible to 
determine which J2 2  only curve best describes the resultant motion of the satellite under the 
influence of J 22 and J 31 it could be, in principle, possible to describe the complex resultant 
motion due to several harmonics using the simplified Ideal Resonance model at least to a 
sufficient accuracy for use in station keeping algorithms.
8.5 Publications
The work presented in this thesis has been peer reviewed continuously by the Astrodynamics 
research group at the Surrey Space Centre and has also been received by wider audiences via 
the following publications:
1. K.O’Donnell, P.L.Palmer, “Absolute and Relative Orbit Analysis for Resonant Satellite 
Motion” , AIAA Journal of Guidance, Control and Dynamics, accepted for publication 
in 2006.
2. K.O’Donnell, P.L.Palmer, “Epicyclic Description of Resonant Satellite Motion: Ab­
solute and Relative Orbit Analysis” , A A S/A IA A  Astrodynamics Specialist Conference, 
Lake Tahoe, CA, USA, Aug.7-11, 2005.
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3. K .O’Donnell, P.L.Palmer, “Small Satellite Formations in Resonant Orbits”, 56th Inter­
national Astronautical Congress, Fukuoka, Japan, 17-21 Oct, 2005.
4. K.O’Donnell, P.L.Palmer, “Resonant Orbit Locations About Celestial Bodies”, Journal 
of the British Interplanetary Society, Vol.59, pp 15-22, 2006.
The first two of these publications describe the work presented in chapters 4 and 5 in dif­
fering levels of detail. The conference presentation was supported by awards from the Royal 
Academy of Engineering and the School of Electronic and Physical Sciences at the University 
of Surrey.
The second conference paper provides a summary of the work presented in the first but 
also discusses the control laws described in chapter 6 . It won first place in the British 
Interplanetary Society selection competition to be the one UK postgraduate paper presented 
at the student conference of the 56th I AC meeting where it was received extremely well. Its 
presentation was supported by grants from the British Interplanetary Society and Surrey 
Satellite Technology Limited.
The final journal publication discusses the mission analysis tool developed in chapter 7.
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A ppend ix  A
Epicycle Solutions for the J 2  Case
The secular and short periodic coefficients for the epicyclic description of motion in a J 2 
gravitational potential are presented here.
The secular coefficients are given by:
1 ,  / r Yn = (2 -3 s in ^ Io )
.  _  3 ^  f R Y  ^
62 —  ~ 2 \ r J  ^
«2  =  ( 4 - 5 sin^To) (A.l)
The short periodic coefficients are given by:
1 f  R \A ,-2 =  ( — j  a sin^ Iq cos 2o;
Aa2 — (6 -  7sin^Io)sin2o:
3 f  R \ ^A / 2  =  j  s in 2 J o ( l  — c o s2 q ;)
3 f  R \ ^Aq2 =  f — j  cos fo sin 2a (A.2)
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Kaula Inclination Functions
Below are listed the simplified expressions for the Kaula inclination function for the first few 
spherical harmonic terms of interest.
n m P Bnmpi,!) Bnmp(O)
0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 sin(I/2) 0
1 0 1 — sin(//2) 0
1 1 0 (1 +  cosI)/2 1
1 1 1 (1 -  cos J)/2 0
2 0 0 -3sin^(J/8 ) 0
2 0 1 3 s in 2 (J /4 ) - ( l /2 ) -1/2
2 0 2 —3sin^(i/8) 0
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n m P Bnmp(O)
2 1 0 3 sin 1(1 4- cos J)/4 0
2 1 1 —3sin Jco s(//2 ) 0
2 1 2 —3sin J(1 — co sI)/4 0
2 2 0 3(1 +  cos 7)^/4 3
2 1 1 3sin^7/2 0
2 2 2 3(1 — cos 7)^/4 0
3 0 0 —5sin^ 7/16 0
3 0 1 15sin^7/16 — 3 sin 7/4 0
3 0 2 —15sin^7/16 +  3 sin 7/4 0
3 0 3 5sin^ 7/16 0
3 1 0 —15 sin^ 7(1 +  cos 7)/16 0
3 1 1 15 sin2 7(1 +  3 cos 7)/16 -  3(1 +  cos 7)/4 -3/2
3 1 2 15sin^7(l — 3 cos 7)/16 — 3(1 — cos 7)/4 0
3 1 3 —15sin^7(l — cos 7)/16 0
3 2 0 15 sin 7(1 +  cos 7)^/8 0
3 2 1 15asm7(l — 2 cos 7 — 3cos^ 7)/8 0
3 2 2 —15 sin 7(1 +  2 cos 7 — 3cos^ 7)/8 0
3 2 3 —15 sin 7(1 — cos 7)^/8 0
3 3 0 15(1 +  cos 7)^/8 15
3 3 1 45 sin^7(l +  cos 7)/8 0
3 3 2 45 sin^7(lcos 7)/8 0
3 3 3 15(1 — cos 7)^/8 0
4 0 0 35 sin^ 7/128 0
4 0 1 -3 5  sin^ 7/32 +  15 sin^ 7/16 0
4 0 2 105 sin^ 7/32 + 1 5  sin^ 7/16 3/8
4 0 3 -3 5  sin^ 7/32 +  15 sin^ 7/16 0
4 0 4 35 sin^ 7/128 0
4 1 0 —35 sin^ 7(1 +  cos 7) /  32 0
4 1 1 35 sin^7(l +  cos 7)/16 — 15 sin 7(1 +  cos7)/8 0
4 1 2 cos 7(15 sin 7/4 — 105 sin^ 7/16) 0
4 1 3 -358in^7(l -  2cos7)/16 +  15 sin7(1 -  cos7)/8 0
4 1 4 35 sin^ 7(1 — cos7)/32 0
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n m P Bnm p  (7) B rnrnp (0)
4 2 0 —105sin^7(l +  cos7)^/32 0
4 2 1 105 sin^ 7 cos 7(1 +  cos7)/8 — 15(1 +  cos 7)^/8 -15/2
4 2 2 105 sin^ 7(1 — cos^ 7)/16 +  15 sin^ 7)/4 0
4 2 3 —105 sin^7cos 7(1 — cos 7)/8 — 15(1 — cos 7)^/8 0
4 2 4 -105 sin2 7 (1 - c o s  7)2/32 0
4 3 0 105 sin 7(1 +  cos 7)^/16 0
4 3 1 105 sin 7(1 — 3 cos^ 7 — 2 cos^ 7)/8 0
4 3 2 —315 sin^ 7 cos 7/8 0
4 3 3 —105 sin7(l — 3 008^7 +  2cos^ 7)/8 0
4 3 4 —105 sin 7(1 — cos 7)^/16 0
4 4 0 105(1 + cos 7)4/16 105
4 4 1 105 sin^ 7(1 +  cos 7)2/4 0
4 4 2 315sin4 7/8 0
4 4 3 105 sin2 7 (l — cos 7)2/4 0
4 4 4 105(1- c o s  7)4/16 0
Table B.l: Kaula Inclination Functions
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Jacobian E lliptic Functions
This appendix does not aim to provide a vigorous mathematical treatm ent of elliptic inte­
grals and functions, which is available in many texts [24], [26], but will provide sufficient 
background, to understand the work presented in this thesis. The work presented is largely 
adapted from [12].
Elliptic integrals are essentially integrals which cannot be solved by traditional analytic meth­
ods, but which appear in many mathematical and physical problems. As they are so common 
they have been studied extensively and many numerical values for their solutions have been 
tabulated. Elliptic functions were also defined to assist with their mathematical treatment.
There are three common types of elliptic integral, only the first two of which are used in this 
work.
C .0 .1  E llip tic  In tegra ls  o f  th e  F irst and  S econ d  K in d s
Elliptic integrals of the first and second kind are commonly expressed in the following forms 
respectively:
E{<p\a) =  J  y  1 — sin^ a  sin^ 6d6 (C.2)
The value a  is known as the modular angle and the value m  =  sin^ a , where 0 < m < 1, is 
known as the paiameter. The complementary parameter, mi can also be defined such that 
m H- mi =  1. Values of elliptic integrals calculated using numerical methods are tabulated 
for the values of a  and (f) between 0 and tt/2.
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C.0.2 C o m p lete  E llip tic  In tegra ls
An elliptic integral is said to be completed when 0 =  7t/ 2, corresponding to a quarter period
of the function. The notation K(m) and E(m) is used for complete elliptic integrals of the
first and second kinds respectively such that;
rn/2 M
=  fo V - m s i n ^ e  
E(m ) = J  \ j l  — m  s iif  0d6 (C.4)
Values of complete elliptic integrals are required in many physical problems and as a result 
the values of K(m) and E(m) tabulated in reference documents tend to be calculated to a 
higher degree of accuracy than for other elliptic integrals. Series expansions for K(m) and 
E(m) used to implement software described in this thesis are given as:
K ( m )  =  +  +  (C .5 )
«  = f (.-©■?-O ’f  - (IS) T+’-) ™
(C.7)
Where \m\ <  1 in bo th the above. Another useful function in terms of software implemen­
tation is the Jacobi zeta function, Z(u), which can be defined in terms of K(m) and E(m) as 
follows:
Z{u\m) = Z(u) =  E{u) -  (C.8)
C .0 .3  E llip tic  F u n ction s
Just as the sine function is described with respect to the integral of (1 — so elliptic
functions are defined with respect to the elliptic integral of the first kind. So if the following 
relationship is considered:
(C.9)
The most common elliptic functions are then defined as below:
sn{u) — sin(^)
cn{u) = cos(0)
dn{u) = y l  — m sin^ ^
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■« - s g- g g
«IW .  ^  (0,10)
Just as for trigonometric functions, relationships exist between the squares of the functions 
such that:
— dn^{u) 4- m i =  —mcn^{u) = msn^{u) ~ m  (C .ll)
— mind^(u) +  m i =  —mmisd^{u) =  m c £ ‘{u) — m  (C.12)
It should be noted that the parameter in all of the above is m.
C .0 .4  E llip tic  F u n ctio n  E xp an sion s in  th e  A rgu m en t an d  N o m e
The nome, q, and argument, of elliptic functions are functions of complete elliptic integrals 
of the first kind, K(m), and complementary complete elliptic integrals of the first kind, K {m i). 
They allow elliptic functions to be written in convenient expansions and are given below using 
the shorthand K=K(m) and K ' — K{m {).
—hK'q = e
"  =  W  (G.13)
The most common elliptic functions can then be written in terms of these as follows:
27t ^T
nm  2  A t rv i .  U
. 27T ^cn(u|m) =  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c o s ( 2 n  +  l)v
,  , , . ÏT 2!t g"dn(«|m) =  2 Ï f +
27T ^
'"("I") =  ; ; î 7 S
nd(n\m) = — ^  +  —5  ^  cosSinu (C.14)
:2mfJf nT.|LRrTr=i 1 +  9
(C.15)
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u sn(u) cn(u) dn(u)
0 0 1 1
K /2 (l +  m f) -è 771^ (1 +
K 1 0 ...1"m l
Table C.l: Special Arguments of Elliptic Functions
u -u u+K u-K K-u
sn(u) -sn(u) cd(u) -cd(u) cd(u)
cn(u) cn(u) -m |*sd(u) m isd(u) sd(u)
dn(u) dn(u) m l  nd(u) m f nd(u) 7T&1 nd(u)
cd(u) cd(u) -sn(u) sn(u) sn(u)
sd(u) -sd(u) m l  cn(u) —m f cn(u) m l  cn(u)
nd(u) nd(u) 1m l  dn(ii) m l  dn(u) m l  dn(u)
Table C.2: Changing Elliptic Functions’ Arguments 
C .0 .5  S p ec ia l argu m en ts an d  C h an ges o f  A rgu m en t
Table (C.l) details special cases that aie often key in analyses involving elliptic functions and 
Table (C.2) details useful relations between elliptic functions with certain arguments.
C .0 .6  D er iv a tiv es  and  In tegra ls  o f  E llip tic  F u n ction s
It should be noted that only the expressions used in this thesis are given. Table (C.3) details 
the most common elliptic function derivatives.
The following provides the general notation used for describing the integrals of squares of the
Function Derivative
sn(ii) cn(u)dn(u)
cn(u) -sn(u)dn(u)
dn(u) -msn(u)cn(u)
cd(u) —misd(u)nd(u)
sd(u) cd(u)nd(u)
nd(u) msd(u)cd(u)
Table C.3: Derivatives of Elliptic Functions
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elliptic functions for cases when q s:
P q{'^) = [  pq^{t)dt Jo (C.16)
Using this the integrals can be calculated using the following relationships between the most 
common Pq(t) terms and elliptic integrals of the second kind.
m Sn{u
mCn{u
Dn{u
mCd{u
m m iSd{u
E{u) + u  
E{u) — m iu
—E{u) +  u +  msn{u)cd{u) 
E(u) — m iu  — msn{u)cd(u)
(C.17)
The elliptic integrals of the second kind can easily be calculated using the zeta function of 
(C.8).
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Epicycle-C artesian Conversions
The following equations detail the relationships between the epicycle co-ordinates r, A, I, 
and the cartesian co-ordinates X, Y, Z:
X  =  r  (cos A cos fZ — sin A cos 7 sin O)
Y  =  r(cos AsinQ-f sin Acos JcosîQ)
Z  = r  sin A sin I
(D .l)
The relationships between the derivatives of the epicycle co-ordinates and the cartesian deriv­
atives are as follows:
X  = r(cos Acosf2 — sinA cos/sin fi) — rA(sinAcosO-|-cosAcos Jsin fi)
—rÙ{cos A sin n  -|- sin A cos I  cos fZ) -f (sin A sin I  sin fi)
Y  =  r(cos A sinn-f-sin Acos JcosO ) — rÂ(sinAsinf2 — cos Acos Jcosfl)
rO(cos A cos — sin A cos I  sin f2) — r î (sin A sin I  cos O)
Z  =  r  sin A sin 7 4- rA cos A s in i  J- r  j  sin A cos f
(D.2)
Defining the radial and azimuthal velocities as =  f  and vq — rv  — r(A -f OcosJ) gives:
X  =  Vr (cos A cos Ü — cos I  sin A sin Ü) — fg (sin A cos O 4- cos I  cos A sin S7)
Y  = Vr (cos A sin O 4- cos I  sin A cos Q,) ~  vq (sin A sin — cos I  cos A cos Q)
Z  = Vr (sin I  sin A) — vq (sin J  cos A)
(D.3)
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